
























































































































































also. BCI can be reached at P.O. Box 1 62603'

Austin, TX 78716; (512) 327-972I; (fax)

(s12) 327-e724.

A Last Word

There are dozens of other species of wild-

life that need to ioin the bat and the wolf

as deserving of public respect and under-

standing. Thken one at a time it might be

some while before theywill all be given these

butbyusing an ecoqrstem approach, we may

make progress more rapidly toward accept-

ing the positi're value of all wild animals.

Additional Sources

Frantz, S. 1986. "Batproofing Structures

with Birdnetting Checkvalves." Pro-

Bat House and Rabies

Bat houses and bats have

such an incrediblY small Possi-
bility of contributing to the

potential for exPosure to rabies

that efforts to Pass ordinances

prohibiting them are entirely

unnecessary. Not only do the

species of bats that inhabit

houses tend not to be the

ones that are imPlicated in bat-

to-human transmission of the

disease, but the overall rate of

rabies in bats is so low that

their residence is of Positive
value-insect control.
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Figure 19. Bat checkualues consist of netting draped wu-but \efi

Wn ot the bottnm-an entrance being used fo house-dwelling bau'

Bats will exit, crawl doum the side of thehouse andleave, but they will

rwtbe able ta retum.
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Beavers

Distributed completely
throughout Canada and most
of the United States; absent
only from the most
arid regions.

Probtems in yards *nen'ii6bi'
are cut down; flooding
resulting from beaver dams is
an issue in some areas.

Spend the entire winter with
up to eight family members in
a tiny enclosed chamber in the
lodg*and without any
bickering.

thatstands inthe lGemlin's Red

Henry Morgan, an American lawyer recognized as one ofthe founders
of the field of cultural anthropology. His seminal work, Ancipnt Soci-
ety, was published in 1877, fully nine years after his natural history
study entitled The Amqican B eauer appeared. Morgan's thinking about
the evolution of human society was so highly admipgfl by tfg6l Mam
and Friedrich Engels that their praise of him led to ,MgS;

cow. His monograph on beavers produced no st
to be credited as a major influence on rhe thinkiffi
Ethology, the science that focuses on the study oSS
under natural conditions. 

""1

Beavers are an example of a species nearly driven
and making a comeback. At issue in that comeback is
beavers and humans are in conflict over who gets to
plains. We are only just recognizing that while it is
environmentally appropriate for the beaver to build in



Beavers

is far less so for humans to build or live

there. One of the great challenges facing us

as a society in the coming years will be to

focus on howwe deal with environmentally
unsound decisions made in the past and
now needingto be fixed. At issue is whether
we begin to workwith nature orto continue

to employ brute force to "overcome" the
natural world. How we deal with human-

beaver conflicts is one chapter in that story.

Natural History

Classification anil funge

The beaver (Cator canadensis) is the largest

rodentfound in NorthAmerica. Ithas avery

close relative in the Old World (Castor fi-
bu) thatsome taxonomists regard as essen-

tially the same species. In most of Europe

and fuia, this Old World beaver is in criti-

cal trouble and may be close to following
its cousin, a late-Pleistocene beaver that was

about the size of a bear, into extinction' Our

beaver can weigh more than 60 pounds, but

an average adult is more likely to weigh

about 35 to 40. Including the trademark flat

tail used as a rudder, construction tool and

communication device, the adults are about

30 inches long and a foot high. When stand-

ing on its hind legs an adult beaver can

reach almost 3 feet.
Beavers are well adapted to the aquatic

habitat that, for the most part, they design
and maintain. A beaver can submerge for

as much as fifteen minutes, during which

time it can carry tree limbs under water in
itss incisor teeth thanks to a special flap of
skin designed to prevent water from being
swallowed.

Their dense waterproof fur was so cov-
eted bythe colonists thatbeavers in the East
were nearly trapped out of e><istence soon
after European settlement. Viable popula-

tions persisted in the most inaccessible parts

of the farWest, and hence much of the ro-

mantic lore concerning the "mountain

man" became associated with the continu-
ing pursuit of the species. A good deal of

the uade and commerce of the early colo-
nial period was based on beavers-so much

so that for a time their pelts were the stan-

dard currency. The economic viability of the

early colonial period depended to a large

octent not only on beaver fur, but on the

rich soils that surfaced when beaver dams

were broken and agricultural land was cre-

ated. In a sense, these animals gave breath
to early America twice: once through their

lives and again through their land.

Habitat
Beavers live in and around water and con-

stantly modifr streams by building dams
and impounding flows to create ponds, al-

though theywill also live by large rivers and

lakes without building dams at all. Lewis

Henry Morgan visited beaver impound-

ments iust south of Lake Superior that had

probably been in place for hundreds, if not

thousands, ofyears. The beavers were mostly

gone, but their lodges and dams remained
as archaeological evidence. The dam at Grass

Lake that Morgan describes was 260 feet

long over 6 feettall and had obviouslybeen
the work of generations of beavers. Still, it

would be dwarfed by the dam measured at
an astounding 2,160 feet long by Enos Mills
in what is now Rodry Mountain National
Park in Colorado.

The beaver impoundment provides a rich
environment for many animal and plant

species. There is a regular cycle in land
changes habitat created by beavers, provid-
ing different values at each stage. Ear$ beaver
ponds, for example, create conditions attrac-
tive to many species of waterfowl, induding
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the threatened black duck (Anas rubripes), a
species of special concern all along the At-
lantic Coast. Later development of beaver
wetlands encourages many sensitive plant
species to proliferatg and eventually many
beaver ponds are abandoned and revert to
rich meadows that support abundant plant
and animal life.

Diet
Beaver are herbiuores, feeding on the inner
layer of the bark of woody plants (the cam-
bium),leaves, shoots and aquatic herbs such
as duckweed, water lilies and pond weed.
Occasionally the fmits of terrestrial plants,
some herbaceous forest plants and even
crops such as soybeans and corn may be
eaten. The favored woody species may vary
from area to area, depending on what is lo-
cally available, but where they are found,
aspen, birch, willow cottonwood, poplars,
maplq apple and even oak are preferred. A
beaver's preferred food trees may also in-
clude popular ornamentals such as dog-
wood, hybrid poplar and fruit trees, for
which they may travel long distances from
the water. Evergreen trees are rarely eaten,
and signs ofbeavers eatingtrees such as pine
may be an indication that suitable food is
lacking. In the fall, beavers sink large accu-
mulations of branches into the mud close
by the lodge. These food "caches" provide
winter food supplies.

Most of the trees used for food or for
other construction activities are felled within
100 feet of the main body of water the bea-
vers are using. Damage up to 600 feet from
water can occur, but usually only in places
where beavers have built canals, straightwa-
terwalxs about 3 to 4 feet wide and equally
deep that provide cover and access to inland
areas. Beavers can flrt down fairly large trees
(preferring those 2 to 6 inches in diameter,
but sometimes working on trees that are

more than 24 inches in diameter) to eat the
trunks and branches. Often, they partially
or completely girdle trees, but leave them
still standing.

Reproiluction
Beavers produce one litter per yeat usually
between March and lune. After weaning
parental duties are shared not only by the
female and male, but in part by earlieryoung
that remain with the family. A typical litter
contains three or four kits. Interestingly,
unless they are harvested very heavily, uap-
ping appears to stimulate the production of
more young than if the animals are not
trapped. Beavers become sexually mature at
about two years. A beaver colony commonly
contains six to eight animals, including an
adult pair and the kits from the last tr,lro lit-
ters. The older young usually leave the area
of birth by their second birthday, a process
referred to as dispersion Dispersing beavers
usually travel less than 6 miles in search of
new homes, but movements of up to 150
miles have been documented.

Dens and Lodges
Beavers typically live in lodges built from
branches, mud and other debris or in dens
dug into the banks of streams or lakes.
Lodges can be constructed along the edge
of a canal or pond, or as mounded islands
of interwoven branches that stand in the
deeper parts of the pond. Both dams and
lodges are packed solid with mud to make
them weatherproof. All residences will have
at least two openings and sometimes more.

Public Health
It has long been suggested that beavers may
be responsible for outbreaks of giardiasis in
humans. Howevet recentstudies and exami-
nation of past outbreaks suggest that other



factors, such as the contamination of drink-

ing sources with human waste, may play a

larger role in the spread of the disease than

beavers do. Even domestic pets have been

found to harbor Giardia, and the potential

public health threat represented by beavers

regarding this disease must be completely

reexamined.

Giardia

Giardiasis is caused bY the

single-cell protoz oan Giardia

lamblia, which can be spread

through contamination of water

systems with the fecal matter of

both aquatic and terrestrial

mammals, including the beaver.

Drinking untreated water is the

most common way humans

become infected,

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
The two most common problems caused by

beavers are the flooding that results from

dam-building and the damage or destruc-

tion to trees used as food and building ma-

terial. Floodingcan suddenlybecome a crisis

ifbeaverdams have notbeen monitored and

unusually heavy rains inundate an area. Oc-
casionally, bank dens dug by beavers con-
tribute to erosion or undermining of earthen
dams, a problem that also occurs where
muskrats are active. Damage to uees in ur-
ban and suburban areas is likely to be no-
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ticed before it becomes critical but perhaps

not before one or more valuable trees have

been lost. Much more substantial daims are

made by operators of commercial forests in

the Southeast, where beaver flooding is said

to result in the loss of $100 million oftimber

annually.

Solutions
ToLsneNcs
Recognizing that beavers play an important

role in establishing and maintaining wet-

lands that provide critical environmental

functions is a key to living with them.

Among other things, beaver impoundments
provide a habitat for other animals, provide

a refuge for sensitive plant species, improve

water quality by acting as a settling basin

and provide flood control by slowingwater

movement. To these values can be added the

considerable aesthetic and recreational

benefits that we humans derive from the

presence of beavers and the habitatthey cre-

ate. Clearly the primary influence of these

animals, which is to create wetlands, pro-

vides a critical function in restoring an im-

portant ecological Process.

FrooptNc
Beavers are superb engineers, but still no

competition for humans. This means that

no matter what engineering problems they

cause, humans can counter with solutions
of our own that beavers cannot overcome.
Where flooding or potential flooding from

beaver dams is an issue, it is possible to in-

stall any of a variety of devices, variously
called beaver "bafflers" or "levelers, " that can

control water level without the removal or
destruction of beavers (see Figure 2O, page

68). Beavers are thought to be stimulated by
the sound and perhaps feel of flowing water
to quickly repair any breach to their dam.
Bafflers work by dispersing the flow of water
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Figure 20. Beauer bafflm are ilanices that allow for watpr-level regiation in beaver ponds or that let water flow unobstructed inn culums.
Many diffuent designs erist, anil new ones are frequently being darcloped.

into the devices so that the beaver is not
obliged to plug them. Bafflers can be con-
structed with easily obtained materials, such
as plastic or metal pipe wooden troughs,
tree trunks or heavy metal mesh fencing
formed into box culverts.

Culvert pipes running under roads are of-
ten plugged bybeavers. This can result in road
flooding. Concentric semicircles of welded
wire plugged into the upstream end of the
culvert have been used to successfully stop
beaver activity in such situations. One such
device has evenbeen patented and is annently

being manufactured in a kit that can be
shipped preassembled and readyto putup at
the site (see Tools and Tactics-Bafflers). Th"
design and installation of beaver leveling de-
vices are sufficiently complex that technical
assistance from orperienced professionals is
recommended. It is also important to be
aware of local, state and federal regulations
when planning to install these devices.

Organizations that can provide informa-
tion on bafflers include Beaver, Wetlands &
Wildlife P.O. Box591, Little Falls, NY 13365,

( c ' '

r ,
I ,

I
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(518) 568-2077; Beaver Defenders, Unex-

pected Wildlife Refuge, P.O. Box 765,

Newfield, Nl 08344, (609) 697-354I and

Wildlife 2000, P.O. Box 6428, Denver, CO

80206, (303) 935-499s.

Videos illustrating baffler installation can

be obtained from

Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and

wildlife
284 State Street
Augusta, ME 04333
("Outwitt ing Maine's BusY Beavers")

$ 1 9.95, including Postage

"Building a Beaver Baffler and Dam Flume"

Alliance for Animals
122 State Street, Room 309
Madison, WI 53703
$10, including Postage

Publications that provide information on

baffler design and installations include

The Beaver Handbook. lg g 5 . Available from

the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources

through Northeast Science & Technology,

60 Wilson Avenue, Timmins, Ontario,
Canada, P4N 2S7.

How to Preuent Beauer Flooding. Available
from Beaver, Wetlands & Wildlife, at the

address given above.

The Clemson Beaver Pond Leueler. 1992. AFW
Leaflet. Cooperative Extension Service,
Clemson University.

Liuing with Beauens. Published by The Fund
for Animals, 850 Sligo Avenue, Suite LL2,
Silver Spring, MD 20910. $2, including
postage.

See "Beaver Bafflers" in Appendtx2 for ad-
ditional information.
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EenrHnx Dnus

Beaver are occasionally responsible for

breaching earthen dams. They sometimes

extend bank dens far enough back into

earthen dams that the dams become weak.

It is generally older structures that pose

problems. A well-built and properly main-

tained dam with an impermeable core of

clay or other material shouldwithstand bea-

ver tunneling. Rock rip-rap used on the up-

stream slope for erosion control can inhibit

both beavers and muskrats from attempt-

ing to build bank dens in the first place and

it's also the most expedient way to protect

older structures. Habitat modification (e.g.,

removing cover or limiting access to food)

is another method of dealingwith this, as is

exclusion through the use of simple fenc-

ing as described below.

Tnen PnorncrloN
Either homemade or commercially available

tree guards can prevent beaver damage to

trees, especially where small (2- to 6-inch)

ornamental or specimen trees need to be
protected. Simple cylinders of galvanized

welded (2-inch x 2-inch) wire placed out
from the trunk and standing about 3 feet
can be used to cage trees (see Figure 14 on
page 38). Cylinders around largertrees may
require staking, and mulching within the
qdinders is a good idea to keep weeds from

becoming a problem. Hardware cloth (1/a-
to l/z-inch mesh) or chicken wire will do
the job, although they will not hold up as
well as heavier welded wire. In some situa-
tions simple corrugated plastic drainpipes
can be used to protect small trees. The pipe
is slit (allowing room for growth) *d placed

around the tree. Although beavers can and
sometimes do easily gnaw through this
material, they usually won'! thus providing

a low-cost and easy-to-do protection. To
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prevent tree damage, frequently monitor
them and put protective barriers in place
upon the first signs of damage. Larger or
more desirable trees (especially) should be
protected before damage occurs.

FsNrcrNc
Beavers are not good climbers, and even a
3- to 4-foot fence can be a pennanent deter-
rent. Where trees that need protection are
grouped (for example, in an orchard), fenc-
ing may be the most practical way to do this.
Often, it is not necessary to completely en-
circle the grove to protect it because the bea-
ver mayonlybe approaching from the water
side of the property.

First, the landowner should try fencing
offthe water side and extend the fence a bit
farther if beavers can find their way around
it. It is sometimes recommended that fenc-
ing be buried about a foot into the ground,
but if there is a tight fit to the ground, this
isn't necessary. A newly installed fence
should be monitored frequently, espe-
cially where established beaver trails cross.
If a beaver does slip under or over the
fence, immediately reinforce that section
with more fence posts and stakes holding
the bottom of the fence down or addi-
tional pieces of fencing attached to the
fence bottom and buried at least 6 inches.
Alternatively, the lower edge can be left uail-
ing at least 18 inches toward the water (ap-
proach) side. An electrified wire strung
approximately 4 inches off the ground can
also prevent beavers from entering an area.
This type of fence can be especially effective
in a small garden or crop plot and set up to
protect plants for a fewweeks when they are
mostvulnerable (and taken down afterward).

RBpnrrsNrs
One bittering agen! Ro-Pelo (see "Repellents"
in Appendix 2) is registered for use as a repel-
lent when painted or sprayed onto trees. A
disadvantage to using repellents to deter bea-
vers is the cost of the product and the need to
reapply the repellent every couple of months
during the period when these animals are
most active (late summer to early spring).

A Last Word
It is estimated that on the arrival of the first
European settlers the beaver population of
North America was between 60 and 400
million. At the turn of the century during
the greatest period of exploitation, the bea-
ver population is unknown, but we know
that beavers were virtually ortirpated from
most parts of the eastern United States and
greatly diminished in numbers throughout
most of Canada and the western United
States as well. Today, the United States has
between six and twelve million beavers,
as populations have begun a comeback.
Because humans have so dramatically
changed the landscape and destroyed
significant parts of our wetlands, beaver
populations can never return to any sem-
blance of what they were. These animals
will continue, however, to occupy every
niche available to them, and theywill reach
and exceed carrying capacity throughout
many parts of their former range by the tum
of the next century.

Dispersing young as well as adults that
have used all locally available food resources
will be forced to move to marginal habitat
and be at high risk for any number of mor-
tality factors. The automobile will likely be



the main regulator of beaver populations

in many urban and suburban areas' A

debate regarding the future of beaver-

human relationships has already begun

and will intensify within the next few

years. The environmental benefits that

come from beaver wetlands are iust be-

ing realized and clearly need to be better

understood. For a continent that has lost

much of its former nontidal wetlands to

development or agricultural conversion

and that lately has come to realize the sig-

nificant environmental damage done by

Beavers 7I

this, the reurn of the beaver is a timely and

welcome event.

Additional Sources

Novak, M. 1987. "Beaver." In M. Novak, J'

A. Baker, M. E. Obbard, and B. Malloch

(eds.), Witd Furbearer Management and

Conseruation in North America. Ontario:

Ministry of Natural Resources. 282-

3L3 .
Ryden, H. 19B9. LilY Pond. New York:

William Monow. 256 PP.



Black Bears

The black bear lives
throughout most of Canada
and is widely distributed in the
eastern and western parts of
the United States.

Human-bear encounters
usually occur away from
residential areas, in parks or
other open spaces. Around
homes, bears may pass
through to inspect gardens,
compost bins, beehives or
outdoor barbecues.

The largest bears found in the
United States come from
Pennsylvania.

IN ueNy IARTS oF THE couNTRy bear sightings
are increasing. Part ofthe reason for this is that the "sub-
urbs" are increasingly encompassing wildlife habitat. We
infringe ontheir homes and force the
ters. Some inward migation also occtrrs,
habitat has retumed to places previou
suitable for animals that the human
aware wildlife could (or should) even

ln New England, for examplg forests
as much of the farmland was abandoned after the co
ered they could reach far richer soils to the west. Now
percent of the land previously cleared and worked for agriculture has
reverted back to forest, some of it mature enough to supliort'beets.
Traditional conflicts between humans and bears i
depredation and such time-honored scenarios as bear
hives. Assaults on garbage cans can now be added,
sional attempts to establish winter dens under
and miscellaneous run-ins with domestic pets.

Because they are large and powerful animals,
bears must be taken seriously. While conracts are parA5,*iiltly.hl$te
serious, the frequency with which these actually \ffi".ls re-
markably low. Yet it seems like every encounter with b'ffi"receives
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headline attention in the press. No doubt,

more people are bitten, stepped on or in-
jured each year by horses than by bears, yet

these events almost never make the news.

Natural History

Classification anil Range
The black bear (IJrsus americanus) is the

most widespread and smallest of the three

bears found in North America, with the

larger polar (Thalarctos maritimus) and

brown (IJ. arctos spp.) bears much more

restricted in their distribution. The grizzly

is the best known of a group of closely re-

lated brown bears that are among the most

formidable camivores in the world. Fortu-

nately, they tend to shy away from places

where people are, and remain more or less

restricted to remote natural areas, where

they rule. Black bears range completely

throughout Canada, the eastem United States

and throughout the West, ocduding most of

the Great Plains and Great Basin areas. In

general, the range of blackbears follows the

range of the older, more mature forests
wherever these are, or have been restored.

Reproduction
Bears are slow breeders. Cubs are born in

late Ianuary or February and remain with

the mother for the first two years of life. She

does not breed again until they are old
enough to survive on their own. Add to this
the fact that females do not usually begin
breeding until they are between three and
five years of age, and it is clear that this
animal's reproductive pattems keep its popu-
lations lower than many other animals.

Habitat

Bears occupy a variety of habitats in areas

where large enough blocks of undisturbed

(by humans) land is available to them. In

the East, deciduous woodlands are favored;

in the Southwest, chaparral and scrub for-

ests may be used. That bears require fairly

large areas to sustain themselves and that

they have a general intolerance toward one

another (outside ofthe mother-cub relation-

ship) contribute to the low population den-

sities typical of them. The movements of

individuals within their range vary accord-

ing to the seasonality of preferred foods.

Diet
Many people assume bears are exclusively

meat-eaters while, in fact, plant foods make

up the bulk of their diet. Ripening fruits,

berries and nuts are eaten heavily, butwhen

these are not available the average blackbear
can be found grazingon leaff orherbaceous
vegetation (the way a cow would). The ani-

mal material eaten includes insects, occa-
sional small live prey, such as deer fawns,

and carrion.

Dens
Dens are occupied during the winter for
hibernation. Even in the South most bears
enter into some sort of period of dormancy,
although it may not last as long nor be as
profound as the winter sleep of bears far-

ther north. Rock ledges, brush piles, hollow

trees and occasional human-provided dens,
such as areas under decks and patios or cul-
veft pipes, are used to take refuge from win-
ter snows.

Public Health

There are no significant diseases or parasites
that afflict bears and can be transmitted to
humans. Rabies does occur in these animals
but is so rare that no confirmed e><posures
of humans are in the record.
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Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Fortunately, bears do notmake dens in chim-
neys or attics. They will den occasionally
under decks or porches, especially in sum-
mer houses or residences that are used
sporadically. They raid gardens and get into
trash with a facility that aptly demonstrates
their size and power. They also occasion-
ally cause significant damage to beehives.

Solutions

TornneNcn
As with all of the animal issues discussed in
this booh tolerance and understanding have
a key role to play in how we approach re-
solving conflicts, even (or maybe especially)
with animals as large and formidable as
bears. Large animals tend to be potentially
more dangerous to people than small ones,
admittedly, but they also tend to be less
common and tend to need a larger living
area, or home range, to sustain them. Thus,
for the individual homeowrer, an encoun-
terwith a bear might be a once-in-a-lifetime
event. The animal might be a youngster
moving out of its mother's home range, or
dispersingto look for a suitable home for it-
self, or it might be an adult that has come
by the house to investigate a smell or sound
that attracted its attention. Once it has fig-
ured out that the attraction is related to hu-
mans, it is likely to head over the mountain
and not be seen or heard from again.

ExclusroN
Where bears are a serious problem and re-
peatedly cause depredation on a specific re-
source (such as a set of beehives), electric
fencing is the recommended tool for use as
a deterrent (see Chapter 3). Such fencing can

also be used to protect campsites, refuse
sites and other areas that might attract cu-
rious bears.

Henrrer MaNncEMENT
Do not place trash cans outside at night. If
uash must be placed out at night, then an
investment in a "bear-proof" can is the way
to go. A useful publication on this subject
is Animal Resistnnt Garbage Containers ( 1 9 9 5,
USDA Forest Service publicationgl23 1205-
SDTDC by Lester Sindair), published by the
U.S. Forest Service and available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Govemment
Printing Office.

Stockade enclosures that will hold most
bears at bay can also be built. It is impor-
tantnot to try to keep an open compost pile
in bear country especially one in which
household refuse is dumped. Enclosed re-
cycling bins are advised if refuse must be
stored outside a secure outbuilding. Even
ruggedly built bins may be broken into by
determined bears, however. Burying com-
post is not advised because bears will easily
dig it up if motivated by enticing odors. Keep
grills that are on back decks or close to the
house clean and as free of drippings as pos-
sible. Preferably, move the grill well away
from the house when it is not being used.

MrNrurzrNc CoNTAcr
As with other large and potentially danger-
ous mammals, there are rules about encoun-
ters with bears that can help to minimize
the possibility of people putting themselves
in danger. The rules described here forblack
bears are, we caution, different from those
for dealing with brown or polar bears. These
bears are extremely dangerous in close en-
counters, while black bears are always more
likely to withdraw than confront humans,
even when surprised. People are usually
afraid of bears, and sometimes in thinking
that they might be attacked or even eaten,



will react to encounters in ways that actu-
ally increase the likelihood of injury.

Nwer try to Wroach abear tn driue it off!
Shouting banging objects together, making
as much noise as possible and looking as
big as possible (by spreading your anns, or
better, coat outward) are all effeaive re-
sponses. The key here is to let the bear know
you are a human. Running away from a bear
is not said to be dangerous, as it is with cou-
gars, because the bear is usually turning in
the opposite direction to run itself. Throw-
ing things at the bear and even hitting it in
the rump if you can are orcellent ways to
get it to move off. In the rare instance where
a black bearbluff charges, the experts advise
standing still. The bear does this only as a
waming and invariably turns and moves off
after the display.

EnneNr Bnens
Young bears dispersing from the area in
which they were born and in search of a
suitable home for themselves sometimes
find themselves in suburbiawithout a good
idea of how to get out. Frequently enough
this leads to a perceived crisis, in which the
bear dimbs a tree, a telephone pole or any-
thing it can reach to get away from people,
who only gather in larger crowds as word
spreads ofthe curiosity. Confusion and un-
certainty, coupled with inexperience and a
misconception of the threat such an ani-
mal poses, can often lead to fatal conse-
quences for the bear. This does not have to
happen if a little foresight and planning are
applied to make sure that qualified and
properly equipped wildlife professionals or
veterinary assistance can be called upon.
L,eaving the bear alone and giving it the op-
portunity to move offby itself is always the
preferred solution. Tranquilization and re-
moval of the trespassing bear can save a life
or it can take one, because this procedure is
alwaya a high risk for the bear. In forced situ-
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ations, however, removal may be the best
solution to protect both humans and the
bear.

Repellents
The pepper repellent that is marketed for
repelling human attackers has also been
used to repel bears. Much tested in parks
where panhandlingbears are a problem, the
spray has been generallyproven to work and
to be effective at chasing bears from camp-
grounds. The smarter bears, howevet leam
the effective range (usually about 10 to 12
feet) and stand just beyond that when they
encounter humans whom they suspect of
intending to use the spray on them.

A Last Word

It is possible that human-bear encounters
will become more frequent in the future.
People are increasingly entering bear habi-
tat, and bears are returning to places from
which they had been previously displaced.
As serious as encounters between people
and bears mightbe the solution to conflicts
will not be to manage bear populations
through hunting or deliberate actions in-
tended to lower population density.

Additional Sources
Kolenosky, G. 8., and S. M. Strathearn.

1987. "Black Bear." In M. Novak, J. A.
Baker, M. E. Obbard, and B. Malloch
(eds.), WiId Furbearer Management
and Conseruation in North America.
Ontario: Ministry of Natural Re-
sources. 443-54.

Pelton, M. E. 1982. "Black BeaL" In J. A.
Chapman and G. A. Feldhamer (eds.).
Wild Mammals of North America.
Baltimore: Iohns Hopkins University
Press. 504-14.



Bobcats

The bobcat ranges widely
throughout most of the United
States into southern Canada,
but is mostly replaced by the
lynx farther north.

Bobcats are rare visitors to
yards, but generally shun
developed areas.

One wildlife photographer
waiting in a blind to get a
photograph of a bobcat was
about to take a picture when the
cat startled and bolted off (ten
minutes later a hiker passed on
the nearby trail).

Trte BoBCAT rs sMALLnn than a cougar and larger
than a house cat but often confused with both. Like its
cousins, the bobcat exhibits sexual dimorphism. This
means that one sor (in this case the male) is larger on
average than the other. A large male bobcat can weigh
as much as a small female cougar, and a small female
bobcat can weigh less than many large house cats
(hence the cause for confusion). With a little orperi-
ence an observer can soon come to know the distin-
guishing characteristics of all of these cats and will see

that the larger-boned and more muscular body structure of the bob-
cat readily distinguishes it from house cats, and that the short tail
tipped with dark fur is quite distinguishable from the long sweeping
rear appendage carried about by the cougar.

Bobcats cause very few problems for humans, the worst being their
occasional predation on small animals. Generally, bobcats are so re-
tiring and secretive that people never even know they are there.

Natural History

Classificotion and Range
The bobcat (Felis rufus) and its close cousin the lynx (F. lynx) are
widely distributed throughout North America, with the lynx tending
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to have a more northerly distribution and

the bobcat, a more southerly one. Bobcats

are distributed widely throughout the

United States but are absent from a large

part of the Midwest. They are believed to

have been extirpated from these areas soon

after the first settlers arrived, but there is a

debate as to how numerous they might ever

have been there. A number of unique ana-

tomical features of these animals indicate

clear$ that the lynx is a cold-climate spe-

cialist, while the bobcat is built around a

more general feline model that does well

under many different conditions. Male bob-

cats tend to be about a third larger than fe-

males within the same geographic area.

Usually females are less than 20 pounds,

while males average around 25 on a frame

that is between 30 and 36 inches. Females

as light as 10 to 11 pounds fall well within

the house cat range.

Habitnt
Bobcats are adapted to a wide variety of

habitats as is obvious from their wide geo-

graphic distribution. They do well in even

small forested areas and inhabit open grass-

lands as well as brushland and semiarid

desert as long as some cover is available.

The area used asahomerange canvary enor-

mously in these animals, from being less

than a square mile to more than a hundred

times that. Like many other mammalian
carnivores, female home ranges tend to be

exclusive and those of males can overlap

several female home ranges and sometimes

even the ranges of other males.

Diet
Bobcats are opportunistic carnivores who

will take prey that range in size from just

about the smallest animals (shrews) up to

the size of adult deer. The general preference

for prey appears to fall within size catego-

ries ranging from that of the cottontail rab-

bit (about 2 pounds) up to raccoon (about

10 to 15 pounds). Where an abundance of

rabbits occut, the best dietary conditions for

bobcats are believed to ocist also. Large prey

may be partly hidden under leaves or other

plant material and visited repeatedly if it

cannot be consumed all at once.

Reproduction
Bobcats are seasonal breeders and become

sexually active sometime in late winter or

early spring. Male and female relationships

generally last only for the brief period of

courtship and mating after which they go

their separate ways. The gestation period is

Bobcat Tracks
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aboutsixtydqrs, roughlythe same as forthe
house cat. Littersize ranges from two to four
on the average, and there is some specula-
tion that females might have more than one
litter ayear under optimal conditions. The
young are usually independent by late fall
or early winter.

Dens
There is a general agreement that rocky
ledges are critical habitat elements for these
animals. These provide cover, shelter and
den sites that are suitable for birthing and
rearing young. The hollow trees and logs
that are favored by other animals, such as
raccoons, are also occasionallyused, but not
with the great preference given to rock
ledges.

Public Health Concerns
Bobcats do not cause any public health or
safety problems for humans. Like all warm-
blooded animals, bobcats are susceptible to
rabies, but the incidence of this disease is
very low in these animals.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Bobcats cause very few problems for hu-
mans. As rareas cases of mountain lion pre-
dation on livestock are, the cases of bobcats
killing sheep or other domestic stock are
rarer still. As opportunistic hunters, bobcats
may occasionally take house pets, this be-
ing the one way in which they can come into
conflict with people in developed areas.

Solutions
TorsRANce
Traditions die hard, and in some places the
bobcat still carries around the image of be-
ing a dangerous "varmint." Bounties on
bobcats were established almost as soon as
land was colonized and remained in place
long after there was an economic concern
to protect them. Clearly a better understand-
ing and more tolerant approach to these
animals is still needed.

Hanlrer MeNecTMENT
Feeding house cats outdoors should be
stopped-or never started. Elimination of
the cover and food resources that might at-
uact rodents or rabbits could help eliminate
the attractiveness an area might have to bob-
cats. The typically large home range of a
bobcat, however, more often means that
sightings and visits by these animals will be
relatively rare events. Only where roclqy
ledges are nearby and where the possibility
of females using these to bear and raise
young are permanent attractions likely to be
an issue.

REppLmNrs
There are no repellents registered to control
bobcats. The variety of products sold to de-
ter house cats from using gardens or flower
beds will undoubtedly have some effect on
bobcats.

A Last Word
Bobcats can be an important, perhaps even
a critical, part of the balance of nature, even
in areas that are fairly densely settled by
people. Their almost exdusively camivorous



habits and their preference for rabbits and

rodents as prey mean that they can help to

balance the populations of these animals.
That process may be taking place already in

the burgeoning feral cat populations found

in many urban, and even suburban, areas,

which is another issue entirely. The bobcat

may eventually eliminate some of the argu-

ments sunoundingrtntby moving back into

those places from which it has been driven.
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Additional Sources
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Chimney Swifts

ONs wHo KNows rHESE BTRDS, with their cigar-
shaped bodies almost constantly aloft, chattering,
sweeping insects out of the sky, will wonder why they
are mentioned in a work on humane control of ani-
mal problems. The reason for this is not because they
cause any special problem for humans, but because
we have caused a problem forthem. Simplypul there
is a conflict between the practice of chimney-capping
that animal damage specialists advocate and the swifu,
need for roosting and nesting sites. This again reminds
us that everything is interconnected and part of a larger
picture, our living environment, of which this work
addresses but one small part.

There are several species of swifts in the United
States, but the chimney swift (Chaeturapelagica) is the

most common and widely disuibuted. Before Europeans arrived, these
birds nested in the old giant hollow trees of the forest. These trees
were lost when the land was cleared for agriculture. This might have
had a devastating impact on swifts o<cept for one thing: the building
of houses with their stone and mortared brick chimneys that are al-
most e>nct replicas of the nesting trees. Today, many houses are built
without chimneys or come with chimneys that use smaller metal
flue pipes rather than clay liners. These metal flues are special
problems-they can sometimes be a death trap for animals. Ho-
meowners, increasingly aware that exclusion is the best practical
method of dealing with unwanted intruders such as raccoons, are
also capping chimneys in large numbers and thus denying nesting
sites to swifts.

chimney swifts migrate between North America and peru, mak-
ing a round-trip joumey of 6,000 miles gleryyear to be able to pursue

Chimney swifts range in
summer throughout the
Midwest and eastern parts of
the United States, north into
southern Canada.

Will make nests in suitable
chimneys, meaning uncapped
clay-lined or mortered
structures.

Voracious insect-eaters, these
birds are always seen in the
air, coming down to roost only
at dusk.



Chimney Swifts

their insect prey, which they take from the

air in amazing quantities. They are easily

recognized on the wing, with their gray

cigar-shaped bodies, constant wing beats

and distinctive vocalizations, but few

people ever see them at rest. Chimney swifu

are so specialized in their adaptation to

clinging on vertical surfaces that they can-

not perch or stand on their legs in the way

that most other birds do. The feet of the

chimney swift have four grappling hook-

shaped toes with claws that can hold on a

roughened surface and partly support the

bird while the stiffened tail feathers with

exposed spiny tips bolster it as well. These

traits have served to allow swifts to make

the adfustment from trees to chimneys.

Swifts not only roost in chimneys, but

build nests in them. These nests are small

cup-shaped structures constructed of small

twigs and glued to the chimney wall with

saliva. They are not a fire hazard, being far

too small, but should always be removed

after the birds have left in the fall. This also

does the swifts a favor, both by removing

bird parasites as well as the nest structure

itself, which might be used by returning

swifts, but could be unstable enough to col-

lapse during the nesting period.

If swifu are in a chimney during spring

or summer it is almost always a single breed-

ing pair. Varyrng somewhat from north to

south, brooding and raising of the young

takes place betweenlune andAugust. Asthey
prepare to migrate south in the early fall,

swifts congregate, sometimes in the hun-

dreds, to use a single chimney as a roost. The

nightlyretum of foragingbirds is impressive,
as they dart into the chimney at dusk with
an uncanny qmchronization that must be
highly organized, even if it looks confused.

There are a few simple rules regarding
swifts in chimneys. First, delay the annual
deaning until afteryoung have left the nest.

Although you may hear the noises of young

birds as they beg for food, these are only

temporary and should be tolerated. If a

chimney sweep has been hired and reports

the birds present in the chimney, ask that

they come back later in the fall to complete

the work. Professional sweeps should be

well aware that swifts are protected under
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and that fines

and penalties could be applied to anyone

who knowingly destroys birds or nests that

might contain eggs or young. Finally, chim-

neys lined with metal should always be

capped, as birds that enter these can easily

become trapped.

Resources

Anyone interested in swifts and seeking

more information about them can contact

the Driftwood Wildlife Association at the

address listed in Appendix 1. The associa-
tion publishes a newsletter (Chateura) that
provides useful information on these birds

and howto help conserve and protectthem.

A Last Word

One approach to dealing with diminishing
nesting habitat for swifts is being under-

taken by the Drifnrrood Wildlife Association

and the U.S. National Biological Survey. The

North American Chimney Swift Nest Site Re-

search Project designs and tests alternate
nesting structures for swifu. The most elabo-
rate of these is an extra-large birdhouse-
really an artificial chimney, 12to 20 feet high

and2x 2 feet in dimension. Monitoring and
testing effiorts are still under way to perfect
an efficient, inexpensive structure and to
determine how best to place and maintain
them. Plans illustrating this concept and fur-
ther information on swifts are available
through the Driftwood Wildlife Association.



Chipmunks

The one eastern and many
western species of
chipmunks are found
almost anywhere there are
woods or even scrub
brushlands.

Usually in stone walls,
under walkways or patios
or in the flower garden.

The burrow of one
chipmunk that lived to a
venerable age of six was
accessed by at least thirty
different entrances over its
lifetime.

Psoprs wHo LrvE NEAR A woooror of any size
are likelyto have chipmunks as neighbors. More obvi-

ous in the woods than outside them, these little ground squiirels Still
occasionally make homes in yards (so long as they do not have to
deal with their great enemy, the house cat). These are completely en-
joyable animals, and there's a lot more to say about the pleasure that
comes from having them around than about any kinds of problems
they may pose.

A few quiet moments in the woods, sitting and watching, reveals
one, close by, then anothe! farther away, and another and sometimes
even more going about their own business. It is clear that these ani-
mals are aware of one another, and a disturbance or threat that fright-
ens one spreads rapidlyto the others through the cascade of scolding
barks used to signal alarm. All become alert and, if the distur-
bance is real, disappear into holes that are barely noticeable even
after having watched the animals use them. Then they come out,
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cautiously, to resume the serious business

that was intemrpted.

Natural History

Classificatian anil Range

Chipmunks are a member of the same fam-

ily of animals as the larger tree squirrels (the

Sciuridae). There is one species of eastern

chipmunk (Tamias striarus) and more than

twenty species of western chipmunks
(Eutomia.s spp.) spread throughout the

United States and Canada. The eastern chip-

munk ranges throughout New England, the

mid-Atlantic regions of the United States

and corresponding areas to the north in

Canada through about the middle of the

continent. The western species take up

where the eastern leaves off and virtually

cover the rest of the continent.
Chipmunks are commonlY d is t in-

guished bythe broad stripes alongthe back.

The eastern chipmunk is larger than most

of the western species, reaching 10 inches

(with tail) and weighing between 2-4

ounces.

Habitat
Chipmunks tend to favor deciduous forests

with plenty of beech and oak trees. They

may be most common around the edge of
woods where they can also forage out into
other habitat to add to their larder. Chip-
munks readily adapt to suburban gardens

with natural landscaping and often digbur-
rows around rock andwoodpiles, retaining

walls and fallen logs. They can easily climb

trees but spend much of their time forag-
ing along the ground. Chipmunks are ac-
tive by day (diurnal).

Diet
Chipmunks depend primarily on plants for

food, concentrating on seeds and berries as

well as acorns and other nuts. They also eat

occasional insects, small amphibians and,

in rare instances, birds. Like squirrels, their

foraging is most intense in the fall as they

gather food to store and use over the win-

ter. Transporting food to larders is facilitated

by the expandable cheek pouches into which
quite a lot of material can be crammed-as

anyonewho watches these animals forlong

find outs. Chipmunks sleep through much

Chipmunk Tracks
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of the winter but awake periodically to eat
stored food and may even appear out and
about during warm spells.

Reproduction
Mating begins as chipmunks emerge from
their winter sleep in early spring (late Feb-
ruary to earlyApril) and again in early sum-
mer to produce traro litters, each of four to
five young. The young emerge from the bur-
row after about sixweeks and set out on their
own within the next two weeks. The west-
ern chipmunks only breed once a year un-
less a female loses her litter, in which case
she may conceive again.

Burcows
Chipmunkburrows have been excavated by
a number of investigators to reveal their in-
ternal structure. TWo types of systems have
been discovered. The first is relatively simple,
with one or two tunnels leading to a single
chamber that is probably only a temporary
home used by young their first winter. The
others are much more complex, with mul-
tiple openings and tunnels leading to nest-
ing chambers, food storage areas and as
much as a hundred feet oftunnel. Like many
burrowing animals, chipmunks will use tree
roots, rocks, sidewalks and any other firm
object as support above their er<cavations.
Stone walls are especially good for this and
provide cover as well for coming and going
to tunnel entrances. Sometimes tunnels ap-
pear close to reliable food sources, such as
bird feeders, even when this leaves them
rather exposed.

Public Health
Chipmunks are not considered to be a sig-
nificant source for any infectious disease that
can be transmitted to humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Chipmunks do not usually cause property
damage although they sometimes are said
to injure omamental plants as they har-
vest fruits and nuts. It is easy to attribute
squirrel damage to chipmunks and, un-
less an offender is caught in the act, of-
ten impossible to tell which species is
involved when both are present. Like
squirrels, chipmunks occasionally dig up
and eat spring flowering bulbs, such as cro-
cus. Some people get annoyed when chip-
munks burrow in flower beds or under
sidewalks and porches, but the burrows
almost never are extensive enough to cause
structural damage. Chipmunks found in,
doors are there accidentally and will leave
as soon as the homeowner provides them
with a means to do so.

Solutions
TornnexcE
Most people enjoywatching these attractive
animals, thinking the enjoyment outweighs
any nuisance they may cause. We agree, and
although we will go on to mention a couple
of the common methods of excluding or
repellingthese animals fromyards, we stress
that only very rarely, if ever, is it necessary
to employ these.

ExcrusroN
Chipmunks may be kept from burrowing
around sidewalks, porches and retaining
walls by using an L-shaped footer (Figure
1l on page 35). Flower bulbs may be pro-
tected from burrowing chipmunks if planted
beneath a wire or plastic screen ground cover.
This mesh should be large enough (l x I inch)
to allowplants to sproutbutprwent digging.



RnprrrnNrs
There are no repellents registered for use

on chipmunks, primarily because they

have never been identified as causing

significant enough damage to merit the

elaborate series of tests necessary for ap-

proval. Commercial repellents labeled to

repel squirrels will undoubtedly also repel

chipmunks where both species are impli-

cated in damage.
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A Last Word

If you have chipmunks in your yard, watch

and enjoy them.

Additional Source

Wishner, L. 1982. Eastern Chipmunks.

WashinSon, D.C.: Smithsonian Institu-

tion Press. I44 PP.



Cougars

Found in the western United
States and Canada, with a
very small remnant population
in the Florida Everglades.

Not usually found where I
people are; contacts and :'i

encounters are infrequent and t.-':

uncommon.

There are more names for
cougars listed in dictionaries than
for any other animal in the
world-in North America alone
there are twenty-five Native
American and forty English
names for these animals.

TUE coucAR, oR MouNTATN LroN, is the l st
wildcat found in North America, except when once
about every ten years a jaguar strays onto U.S,tsoil
somewhere along our southwestern border:With
Mexico. Cougars were once distributed througlrout
almost all of North and South America but are 

""#greatly diminished in number and presence. Their
demise follows the usual pattem: persecution by humans and loss of
habitat. Even with bounties and a concerted commitment to eradi-
cate these animals as "varmints" they managed to persist long enough
that our changing policies about predators were enough to buy a
slight reprieve. Now that they are protected in many areas, there is
hope they might finally be safe.

The spread of human development into cougar habitat has led to
talk of a new threat, however. Increasing contacts between humans
and cougars have been raised by some as a portent that attack, iniury
and even fatal encounters can be expected. In fact, such events are
highly rare. There have been only thirteen fatal encounters by hu-
mans with cougars in the last century. To put this into perspectivq
about 300 people have been killed by bee stings and more than 1,000
have died in hunting-related accidents for each fatality from cougars.
Many more people are attacked and iniured each year by goats than by
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these big cats, yet little mention is ever made

ofthe dangers to humans from goat attacks'

It is, of course, sensible and appropriate

to seek ways to lower the risk of attack by

cougars. It makes no sense at all, however,

that this goal is taken by some to mean that

the entire population, not fust the offend-

ing animals, must be controlled. Harken-

ing back to the turn of the century when

predators were universally regarded as

"bad" animals, the cougar is coming under

renewed pressure. We know now that there

are no "bad" species: each serves a purpose

in nature's scheme of things. Nowwe stand

ready to make a mistake as tragic as that of

our forefathers in persecutingwhole popu-

lations of these big cats for the harm done

by a few individual cougars.

Natural History

Classification and Range

When Europeans first arrived in the New

World, the cougar (Felk concolor) was prob-

ably the most broadly ranging mammal

they encountered, being found from the tip

of South America, north into southern

Canada. Almost immediately upon settle-

ment, the eastern population of these ani-

mals was pursued to near extinction' Today

only a small remnant population remains

in the Florida Everglades. Western popula-

tions managed a little better, although they

were locally extirpated in many places.

Cougars are large and formidable preda-

tors. Males are on average almost 50 per-

cent larger than females, averaging between

120 and 150 pounds compared to about

75to 100 pounds forfemales. Includingthe

tail, males can be more than 6 feet long,

while females are usually about 5 feet long'

The long tail itself is a key to identifring

cougars because the only animal close in

appearance that might share the same habi-

tat is the bobcat, who has but a stub to call

its own tail.

Habitat
Cougars range throughout a wide variety of

habitats, but really require fairly large un-

disturbed areas with vegetation suitable to

supporting deer, their favorite prey. Places

where humans have settled or forests that

have been cut tend to be avoided by these

animals. Their ability to move long distances

means that cougars might apPear in seem-

ingly inappropriate habitat areas, even

places densely settled by humans. Such ap-

pearances are almost always brief' with the

animal moving along quickly in its search

for a suitable permanent home.

Diet
Cougars are exclusively meat-eatets ot car-

niuores. Although they will eat a wide vari-

ety of small- to medium-sized mammals,

such as porcupine, raccoon and opossum,

they strongly prefer deer and are generally

recognized as dietary specialists on these

animals. Deer and cougars have probably

co-evolved over a long period of time, dur-

ingwhich cougars havebecome more adept

at preying on deer and deer have become

adept at avoiding being made a meal.

One story is told of a cougar raised from

birth in captivity that was quite tame and

used by its o\Mner to cap natural history talks

by making a grand entrance on a leash iust

as the talk was winding to a conclusion. One

of these, given at a museum, was never com-

pleted because the cougar, waiting outside

the lecture hall, was led past a display that

included a stuffed white-tailed deer. Instinc-

tively, without any sound or smell to guide

it, and without ever having seen a deer, the
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cougar leapt, shattering the glass to the dis-
play and profoundly startling its anendant,
not to mention itself.

Reproduction
Cougars breed year-round, although there
may be ceftain times, such as the spring,
when breeding is more likely than others.
Many of the long-range movements made
by male cougars occur during searches for
sexually receptive females. No long-term
male-female bonds appear to occur, how-
ever, and the sexes avoid one another after
mating has taken place. Gestation takes
about three months, with from one to six
(averaging rwo to three) kittens born in a
litter. The sites chosen for raising kittens are
often quite open and not o<actlywhat seem
to humans as suitable to this purpose; they
apparently do for the cougat however. The
kittens will staywith their mother until the
spring following their birrh, and she will
usually breed only every other year because
of this octended matemal care. Orphaned
kittens as young as six months have been
known to be able to fend for themselves.

Public Health Concerns
Cougars do not carry any communicable
diseases that are regarded as threats to the
public health. Although they can get rabies,
there is no indication that any attacks on
humans or other animals have been caused
by this disease.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
The most serious damage these animals do
is their occasional predation on livestock

and pets. Cougars will kill even fairly large
animals, including cattle, although like
most predators, they prefer young or
smaller prey. Historically, cougar depreda-
tions on livestock have been mostly re-
suicted to the Southwest. Estimates of the
impact are debated, with less than I percent
of all losses generally regarded as an accu-
rate average. Individual livestock ranchers
may be hard hit when a cougar repeatedly
preys on their herd, but as always in such
cases of depredation, it is an individual
animal that is a problem, not the larger
population. Cougar attacks on humans are
increasingly regarded as potential problems
in some parts of the country, even though
they are very rare.

Solutions
TornneNcn
Cougars are shy of human contact and are
rarely seen. Like most large predators they
may appear calm and confident when en-
counters with humans do occur, and this
attitude can be disarming to people who
expect all wild animals to be fearfrrl of en-
counters with humans. An understanding of
these animals and their habits, along with
an appreciation of the fact that they may be
close neighbors, is the first step toward liv-
ing compatibly with them. Simply seeing a
cougar sign is not ajustification for alarm.

MrNlurzrNc CoNTAcr
Some simple steps can be taken to minimize
the possibility of contacr by people who live
in areas where there are also cougars. One
of the first is merely to be more attentive
and alert. Be aware that you may encounter
a cougar some day and remember the best
way to react should that happen.

An important precaution is nof to run if
a cougar is encountered-this may simulate



prey behavior and provoke an attack. Re-

main standing and try to appear larger, by

raising your arms or opening your iacket.
An umbrella rapidly opened and closed

while facing the animal can be highly in-

timidatiirg. Otherwise, throwing rocks or

sticks and yelling are advised. Do not ap-

proach the cougar and ocpect it to be in-

timidated. In the unlikely event of an attack,

it is recommended that you fight back in

any way that you can. People have success-

fully intimidated attacking cougars by hit-

ting them with sticks, their hands, baseball

caps and even garden tools. Of course, hik-

ing or iogging with a partner is a practical

step when using backcountry trails. With

children it is always best to keep them es-

pecially close at hand. The same goes for

companion animals. It is prudent to keep

your dog on a leash, and, in many Parks
and backcountry areas, it is the rule.

Henttet MeNecSMENT
The possibility of visits by cougars to resi-

dential areas can probablybe reducedwith

a few simple procedures. First, it is recom-

menced that wildlife (raccoons, deer and

other mammals) not be fed. This activity,

which we also discourage for other reasons

stated earlier in this book, can lead to visits

by cougars seeking their normal prey. Dense

and low-lyingvegetation or thickets can be

removed or pruned to allow good visibility

and discourage a cougar from trying to use

them as cover. Good lighting around the

house can be both a deterrent as well as re-

assurance that any animal (especially

skunks) would be seen before one blun-

dered into them. Pets should be kept in-

side or in a secure outdoor kennel, and

livestock should be housed in secure out-

door buildings. These simple steps can go
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a long way toward lowering the possibility

of visits from cougars.

RBpnLrsNrs
Although there are no registered repellents

for use on cougars, the pepper (capsaicin)

sprays sold to deter attacks by dogs and hu-

mans should be effective in the extreme

unlikelihood of a close encounterwith one

of these cats. No products are known to re-

pel these animals fromyards or areas around

houses, although the manybrands of repel-

lents used to keep domestic cats away from

flowerbeds or gardens may also do the same

iob with cougars.

A Last Word

Like many species of witd animals thatwere

persecuted and driven nearly to extinction,

the cougar is making a comeback. A lot of

the credit for this has to be given to the ani-

mal itself because it was only by its har-

diness and adaptability that it managed

to survive the time when people were en-

tirely bent on exterminating it. The ma-

jority of us no longer want to do that and

are willing to question the few that still

feel so inclined. The concePt that cougar

populations have to be hunted to keep

their numbers low enough so that they

do not conflict with humans is a remnant

of the philosophy that all cougars are bad'

Both arguments are groundless-one an

earlier misconception that we have put be-

hind us, the other a current one that still

awaits retirement.

Additional Source

Hansen, K. 1992. Cougar. Flagstaff, Aiz.:

Northland Publishing. 129 PP.



Coyotes

Coyotes are found throughout
virtually all of North America
and are increasing their
presence in urban areas.

When seen, which is rarely,
it will be passing through
the yard or inspecting the
garden.

Since the 1960s, coyotes
have moved back to
almost all the eastern
states-even New Jersey,
the most urbanized state
of them all.

TuE coyorE rs t"r *o*ffi
secuted animal in No ,Acmerica.

Coyotes have been hunted;i@ped,
poisoned, dug out of dens, shot from&

air, gassed, burned and killed usin$]niii#fi
dogs. And these are only a few of the less barbaric

methods of destroying them. This all has been part of an ongoing
struggle between those who raise livestock for human consumption
and coyote the predator, whose nature it is to hunt.

By killing unwary coyotes we humans have provided this species
with only the best genetic material to deal with the technotoe# w"
aim at them. New sffategies, newer tools, more extensiw proj*-,
and more and more resources are aimed at the coyote to lessda*,
avail, and the fewvoices that suggest looking at an ecologicailllbasea,
solution that acknowledges coyotes as an inevitable p*n or,n" qqqr
ral scene are ignored.

In the face of the most determined assarrlts, the coyotehas c6rne
back to places from where it had been extirpated, op*na*d ie rarre"
into places it has not been known before and even has beeun tu .i-
plore the possibility of settling down with humans in th"eir ,rrba'
and suburban developments.



Coyotes

Natural History
Classification and Range

The coyote (Canis lotrans) is a member of

the same family to which foxes, dogs and

wolves belong. The word coyote is derived

from the Aztec coyotl, which loosely means
"trickster." This animal's sharpened in-

stincts, adaptability, intelligence and hardi-

ness were well known to all of the original

Americans, in a way that later colonizers

seem to have been unable to fathom, re-

spected. Nothing better illustrates the adapt-

ability of the coyote than the fact that it is

one of only a few species that are distrib-

uted throughout all of North America. Only

where their larger cousins, the gray (C. lu-

pus) and red (C. rufus) wolves, have estab-

lished themselves are coyotes likely to be

absent.

Habiut
Coyotes have adapted to virtually all biomes

(areas habitable to wildlife) in North Am-

erica. They may prefer grasslands, wooded

hill counuy or wooded drainages, in part

because these are areas where prey are com-

mon, but theY are also found in scrub,

deserts, Alpine heights and the subarctic

tundra. Fox and coyote territories may over-

lap, but as direct competitors the presence

of one species usually signals a lack of the

other. Coyotes are telritorial, with the males

marking their boundaries, as many canids

do, with urine signposts. The size of the ter-

ritory is directly related to the quality of the

habitat, and often it can take several square

miles to support a coyote familY.

Diet
Coyotes are opportunistic feeders who

make use of an astonishingvariety of plant

and animal foods. In rural settings their diet

may consist mainly of rabbits (or hares) and

rodents, such as voles, with occasional veg-

etable foods such as berries and acoms and

some insects to round out the list. In urban

settings pet food, pets themselves (prima-

rily cats), human food wastes and garden

vegetables become altemative food sources.

Coyotes are capable of inflicting substantial

damage on livestock, primarily during the

birthing season, and this is the characteris-

tic of the species that most brings them into

conflict with PeoPle.

Reproiluction
Coyotes probably mate for life, although not

as much is known about the phenomenon

of pairbondingbetween male and female as

we would like. Throughout most of their

range, coyotes breed during February or

March and give birth in April or May' The

den may be an enlarged fox burrow a rock

ledge cave or a shallow pit under a wind-

blown tree. Litter size varies, depending in

part, upon environmental conditions aswell

as coyote population density. Gestation av-

erages sixty-three days, with an average lit-

ter size of six pups in older females' One-

and two-year-old females tend to have

smaller first litters, averaging three pups'

The female nurses the pups forup to two

months, but starts offering regurgitated

meals as early as three weeks. This form of

feeding is widespread among canids and

represents an economical way of weaning

young from milk to semisolid meals. It is

also a convenient way to transport food for

animals that do not have pockets. The pups

mature quickly and are fully independent

at about nine months. The male coyote pro-

vides protection and food for the mother

and offspring until the offspring are able to

hunt for themselves.
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Public Health
Coyotes, like all warm-blooded animals,
may contract rabies. Their close kinship
makes coyotes susceptible where there are
populations of unvaccinated domestic dogs
and is the principal reason that an outbreak
or epizootic, of rabies has recently occurred
in parts of the Southwest.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
In the West, the long bitter war fought
against the coyote as a depredator of live_
stock is its own issue. Books have been writ-
ten about it, and little of what it has meant
should be discussed here. It is imponant to
note how much of the bitterness and mis_
understanding of these animals transfers
from range to suburb. In cities and towns
where there are suitable habitars, coyotes
will kill free-roaming pets and occasionally
do some damage to home gardens. Exactly
how much conflict there will be remains to
be seen. First contacts are only now being
made as the coyote, adapting as it goes,
makes its way into this new environment.

Solutions
TorrnaNcn
Often, people live with coyotes nearby and
never see them. Occasional night choruses
are the only evidence that they are there.
Unless they cause a specific problem there
is no reason to worry about coyotes. Even
in the most intense battlegrounds on west_
em rangeland, the perception of these ani_
mals and the formerlyimperative ,,need', to
control their populations are changing.
Many ranchers now only attempt to capture
or kill animals when specific damage has

occurred. Then the ofifending individual or
pair is removed and other coyotes left un_
molested. This strategy recognizes that it is
better to leave coyotes that do not kill live-
stock on their territories alone so that they
will keep other coyotes, who might be live-
stock killers, away.The same strategy is also
true for suburbia.

DoMesrlc Pnrs
Individual coyotes can be serious predators
on cats and small dogs. Coyotes are prima_
rily nocturnal, and owners can minimize
risk by not letting their pets out at night. It
is most important not to attract coyotes by
leaving any pet food, water or food storage
areas available to them. Good housekeep-
ing and trash sanitation will also conffib_
ute to discouraging coyote activity near
residences. In areas where there is little natu_
ral tree cover, those who must leave cats
outdoors can help protect them by install_
ing "cat posts. " These can be any gpe of long
climbable wooden post (4 x 4 or corner
posts) that stand out of the ground at least
6 to 8 feet. This post gives the outdoor cat
an escape from pursuing coyotes.

Hesrrer MaNecEMENT
Coyotes can only eat refuse that is improp_
erly stored or disposed of. High-qualitygar_
bage cans with tight-fitting lids will solve
most problems. If coyotes are able to get at
them, the cans should not be put street-side
until the morning of scheduled pickup.
When especially attractive food wastes like
chicken, fish or leftover pet food are bagged,
a small amount of ammonia can be added
to the bag. If it will be several days before
garbage pickup, either temporarily freeze
these wastes or haul them immediately to a
dumpster or other suitable storage con-
tainer. As we have said elsewhere and will
repeatedly stress, the feeding of coyotes or



otherwild animals writes a prescription for

conflict.

BecrYenn ExcrusloN
Poultry or hobby livestock can be well pro-

tected from coyotes with fencing (both

structural and electric) and by ensuringthat

the animals are properly confined in well-

built cages or Pens each evening.

Rgpgrl.gr*Irs
There are no repellents registered foruse on

coyotes. The aversive agents used for dogs

and cats, however, should work to discour-

age these animals where both are a prob-

lem (see Chapter 3).

A Last Word

Our conflicts with coyotes have opened a

window on ourselves as much as on these

clever canids. Brute force and bitter feelings

have been something of an order of the day

for so long as to become culturally institu-

tionalized in parts of the country' Clearly,
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no good has come of the massive programs

to suppress this species-not for humans,

their economic interests, for the environ-

ment and certainly not for coyotes. The coy-

ote rebounds against our attaclis and retums

despite the most intensive efforts to eradi-

cate it. That ability only heightens the feel-

ings of antipathy some have toward them'

A perpetual cycle of violence is created in

the absence of any true understanding of the

possibile harmony of people and coyotes on

the land. Like all cydes, this onewill be bro-

ken only by an applied force. Fortunately,

reason is a force, and we still have time to

appty it before urban and suburban coyote

problems develop a legend of their own'

Additional Sources

Kinkead, E. 1978. "Coyote: The Species

Indestructible." lnWildness ls '\ll around

Us. New York E. P. Dutton.-47-88'

Ieydet, F. 1977. The CoYote: Defiant'

Songdog of the West. San,FrancisFct'

Chronicle Books. 222 PP,' :



Crows

Widely distributed, year-round
residents throughout the
United States; also widely
distributed throughout most of
Canada, but tend to only
summer there.

Seen in yards, along the streets,
especially on trash collection day
and often roost in large numbers
in urban woodlots.

Make at least twenty-three
distinct vocalizations in
communicating with other
crows.

Cnows oRrcrNALLy wERE wHrrE, but the Greek
goddess Athene turned them black after one of their
kind brought her bad news concerning her family. She
also forbade them to ever land at the Acropolis, but
we don't know whether or not that sanction is still in
effea. There are certainly no such sanctions in any city
in North America, where these birds have found,sa6
and comfortable havens. There is fairly good evid&

to show this uend is quite recent-traditionat rooriirrg areas in tlip
country have been abandoned for those in towns ahi cities. M
crows still commute, however, to forage in outlyingtgricultural ar-
eas. Human commuters can see them across the slqrri aming pur-
posefully in one direction at dawn and the opposite at dusk. d", or
thousands of these birds can occupy urban *otdlotr, raising human
anger.over the noise and commotion they cause, as well as raising
concern for the potential transmission of disease through the accu_
mulation of their droppings. Too often overlooked is ttre rnaryel of
adaptation that crows represent: hi ghly intel I igenL perceptivd, sOlially
skilled and ecologically adaptable represenratives of the order.' o which
they belong. There is much more to these birds than -..ai the eye
and, sadly, far less human attention directed at them than there should
be in attemp$ to understand what their life storv is.



Crows

Natural History

Clossification anil Range

The American crow (Coruus brachyrhynchos)

is one member of a fairly large group of

birds that also includes many varieties of
jays, magpies and birds like the common

raven (Co:us corax), which is more of a

denizen of remote and mountainous areas

than its cousin the crow. The American crow

is found across most of the rest of the

United States all year long and Canada in

the summer. Its close relative, the fish crow

(Coruus ossifagus) is found along the east-

ern seaboard, while the northwestern crow

(Coraus caurinus) is found on the other side

of the continent inWashington and Alaska'

Both of these may be more specialized in

their habitat preferences and selection than

the American crow. One species of crow,

Coruus impararus, has iust begun to make its

way north into the United States from

Mexico, and is commonly seen only at the

municipal dump in Brownsville, Texas'

Habitat

The American crow is tolerant of many dif-

ferent habitats and has a special affinity for

agricultural or urban settings that often

brings it into conflict with humans. Still,

these birds use almost any combination of

woodland, farmland, orchard or suburban

neighborhood, as long as enough shelter

and suitable trees for nesting are available'

Reproiluction
Crows are probably monogamous and mate

for life; we iust don't know for sure. We do

know that they start nest-building in early

spring and can often be seen carryingbuild-

ing materials of bark, branches and twigs

at that time. Nests can be anywhere in areas

with blocks of trees and, although it is rarq

even occur sometimes on the ground. Usu-

ally four to six eggs are laid and incubated

over a period of about eighteen days. The

young are tended in the nest until they are

ready to fledge at about a month of age.

What happens beyond that is somewhat

speculative, but the close association of

crows in groups suggests that related birds

flockwith one anotherinto thewintel when

winter roosting grouPs form.

Public Health
The most important public health issue in-

volving crows comes with the accumulation

of fecal droppings at roosts and the poten-

tial for histnplasmosis to occur there. The is-

sues and precautions associated with this

disease are discussed in Chapter 2'

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Crows can cause damage to agricultural or

garden crops that ranges from pulling up

seedlings to harvesting fruit and attacking

grain crops such as corn. Occasional bully-

ing of other birds occurs at feeders, although

this is not a serious concern. Crows are

predators on other birds and take a toll of

nestlings, which may, in combination with

the many other factors of mortality or nest-

ing failure that afflicts songbirds, have a cu-

mulative negative effect. Crow damage to

trash is widespread and perhaps the classic

way in which they come into conflict with

homeowners, although it is often confused

with damage caused by other species.
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Solutions
TornnaNcn
As anyonewho has raised an orphaned crow
or studied this bird to any CI(ent can vouch
fot crows have a high degree of what we
would call intelligence-which may mean
nothing more than that they are sociable
and solve problems in ways a human being
would. Most of the times we encounter them
in yards and around neighborhoods are
times when they are not really causing prob_
lems. Then, they should be left alone (and
appreciated).

ExcrusloN
Keeping crows out of trash is easy, as long
as intact and relatively secure uash recep_
tacles with tight-fitting lids are used consis_
tently. Trash bags placed alongside the curb
or overfilled bins will invariably artract
crows, who easily open the bags to retrieve
what theywant. This damage is done by day;
scattered trash that has been left out over_
night is the work of others-dogs or, per_
haps, raccoons. Usually, daytime offenses
can be observed, and the homeowner will
know for sure whether it,s crows or not. If
so, securing the trash is the key to solving
theprobl€rl, and the simple devices shown
in Figure 2l arc more than adequate. Usu_
ally, simply putting lids on is enough.

Scann Dnvrcps
Visual and auditory scare devices can be
quite effective against crows and can either
be homemade, such as the pie tins hung out
in the garden, or commercial products such
as scare tape or balloons (see Chapter 3).
Pyrotechnics, auditory alarms and scare_
crows or effigies can also worh but must be
used consistently to be effeaive, and often
are restricted in urban areas because of noise
ordinances.

Grow Roosts

Although many states do not
accord them protected status,
and the federal laws regarding
migratory birds have been
waived in regard to crows, there
should be no efforts launched
against them without tacit
approval of federal and state
authorities. This especially
applies to roosts. Altering roosts
or dispersing birds from them
involves tactics that require
experience and expertise to
successfully implement. Some
relatively noninvasive methods
of aftering roosting habitat so
that large aggregations of crows
do not occur around residential
areas can be employed with
success, providing that the
timing is correct and that the
measures used to disperse the
crows are carefully planned and
programmed. Better still is the
dedication of woodlot space to
roosting crows and the provi-
sion of adequate protection and
security so that they do not
conflict with people and people
do not conflict with them.
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Figure 21. SimPle ne'
downs or weigh* on
gorbage cans can

ffictively exclude
manykinds of
animak, including
crows and raccoons,

from gaining access.

their populations expand it would be pru-

dent to begin the research and long-term

studies of urban crows thatwill help to head

off proble ms before they become critical'

Additional Source

Angell, T. 1978. Rauens, Crows, Magpiqs and

/ays. Seattle: University of W4,$hin$on

Press. 112 PP.

A Last Word

Crows are currently enioying a sort of golden

era, where the pursuit and destruction they

faced in the past has waned at the same time

that they have leamed how to use urban and

suburban neiglrborhoods to their advantage'

Hopefully, people will recognize and appre-

ciate them for their intelligence and adapt-

ability and enjoy their antics. However, as



Deer

Two forms, the white- and
black-tailed deer, range
throughout most of North
America,

People encounter deer in park
and open-space areas, and
around their homes, as these
animals become increasingly
adapted to suburban and urban
environments,

The deer's hair is hollow,
making it a superb insulator
that protects the animal even
when it is brutally cold
outside.

DEpn ARE oNE oF THE Mosr easily recognized
wild animals in North America, and in many places
are the largest type ofwildlife people encounter. Not
long ago, deer were hunted so intensively.they,.!f;.€ft
almost completely ortirpated from -rny pa.tr or*ti,
counrry. Today, thanks to years of effioh to rQstoie,

populations, they are thriving. In fact, some argue that deer oop.,-"lations have expanded beyond acceptable limits, surpassins nu*an,
tolerance, irreparably damaging natural plant communi-,i", *a,
adversely affecting their own numbers as populations burgeon be_'
yond the limit that the animals themselves need to ,emainlealthy;

Even among the experts, however, there is considerable debate
as to what "too many dee{' means. while generations of researe}r_
ers strove to understand how to improve deer habitats and intreaselu
the size of deer herds, Iittle attention was focused on tt 

" 
i"rg", ir-t'

sue of deer as members of ecological communities. No one tiro*.,
yet whether the so-called deer overpopulation is a short- orilorrg_
term phenomenon. No one can say whether or not des po,puti_.,
tions will regulate themselves before doing significant damag. to
the environment, nor under what circumstances regulriilon ilignt,
or might not occur. Beyond such concems it is a simple ract that
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many Americans are unfamiliar with deer

and unaccustomed to seeingthem, or dam-

age done bythem, around theirhomes. This

lack of familiarity itself seems often to have

led to intolerance.

Natural History

Classification ond Range

The term "deef' can apply to several differ-

ent kinds of animals in North America, in-

duding such well-known species as moose,

elk and reindeer. The two smallest and most

numerous North American deer belong to

the genus Odocoilats. Mule and black-tailed

deer (O. hemionus) are restricted mostly to

the middle to western parts of the continent,

while white-tailed deer (O. uirginianus) ate

found almost continent-wide except for the

northern tier of Canada and parts of the far

West in the United States.
Deer are highly variable in size, ranging

from the endangered Key deer of south

Florida that rarely exceed 60 pounds, to a

closely related subspecies farther north that

reports males averaging more than 400

pounds.

Habitat
Mule deer appear more tolerant of semiarid

grasslands than the white-tailed deer, but

both species occtlpy a wide variety of habi-

tats. Deer are traditionally thought of as a

woodland species, but are actually ideally

suited to exploiting "edge" habitat. Edges are

created where a natural or human-made

habitat break occurs, as in going from woods

to croplands or pasture, or from woods to

marshlands. One area (thewoods) provides

cover and shelterwhile the other (farmland

or marsh) provides food resources. In more

northerly latitudes deer may have "summer"

and "winter" home range areas that can be

as much as 30 miles apart. Where winter

snows are significant, deer "yatds" may oc-

curunder evergreen coverwhere large num-

bers of animals congregate. Everywhere, deer

are faithful to areas called home ronges.

Home ranges are believed to be shared by

related females that form matriarchies and

exclude related males after they have reached

sexual maturity. Deer can be active at any

time of day or night, but are most com-

monly seen foraging or moving around sun-

set and sunrise. (This type of activitypattem

is denoted by the term crepuscular.)

Diet
Deer are primarilyherbivores, although they

occasionally have been observed sampling

such incongruous foods as dead fish' Their

feeding habits and preferences can vary

widely from one location to another, but

each local population seems to have "pt"-

ferred" foods that are chosen first, "mar-

ginal" foods that are eaten only after the

preferred become rare and "starvation"

foods that probably have no nutritional

value, but are eaten because no other choices

are available.
Deer eat an enormous variety of plants

and eat different parts of plants in all sea-

sons. The succulent leaves of growing plants

are eaten in spring and summer, while fruits

and seeds are consumed as they become

available. The buds of woody plants com-

prise a mainstay of the diet in winter' Hard

mast foods, such as hickory nuts and

acoms, are an octremely important compo-

nent of fall and early winter diets, when

deer, like many wild animals, need to es-

tablish fat reserves. Deer can be quite selec-

tive about certain foods and are known to

favor heavily fertilized ornamental and gar-

den plants above others that have not been

so well fertilized.
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Reproduction
Breeding occurs from October to January
with the time of onsetvarylng slightly across

0rphan Deer

Every year wildlife departments
and wildlife rehabilitators receive
calls about "orphaned" fawns
that people have stumbfed
across in the woods. Worse,
they are often faced with the
prospect of a concerned indi-
vidual appearing at their door
with the animal in hand! lt is a
perfectly natural occurrence in
the spring to come across a
deer fawn by itself in the woods.
The fawn is actually not alone;
its mother is nearby and cer-
tainly will be aware and atten-
tive. The strategy deer have
evolved to deal with their pri-
mary predators (which once
were wolf and bear) is to leave
their young hidden except when
feeding them. The advice to
anyone encountering a fawn in
the woods is to leave it alone,
with the assurance that a solici-
tous and anxious mother will be
nearby and wifl be taking care of
it once you move off.

difFerent geographic areas. This period is
termed the "rut" and involves dramatic
physiological as well as behavioral changes
in male deer. The necks of males, for ex-
ample, swell to more than twice their nor-
mal  d iameter  dur ing th is  t ime,  in
preparation for the quite serious contests of
strength that usually determine mating
rights. Nervous and almost constantly ac-
tivg males during the rut are often oblivi-
ous to vehicles and frequently are so driven
by events that they wander into residential
areas and places where theywould never be
seen otherwise. Gestation is about 200 days,
and from one to three fawns are born in the
spring, the number conceived being in part
dependent on the nutritional condition of
the doe at the time of mating.

Public Health
Deer are important hosts of the tic}s that
carry Lyme disease, although their role in
contributing to the spread and prevalence
of this public health hazardis currently de_
bated. The tick most commonly associated
with Lyme disease lives on deer only as an
adult and has alternate hosts for this life
stage, and decreasing densities of deer do
not affect the production of newticks. Cari_
bou and elk are known carriers of brucello_
sis, but their role in transmitting this disease
to livestock or humans remains unclear.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Deer damage is usually not difficult to de_
termine, as these large herbivores are capable
of rapid and widespread impacts, especially
to small gardens or landscaped areas. Where
deer damage might be confused with that
inflicted by rabbits orwoodchucks, look for



Figure 22. Deer and rabbit

browse can be distinPkhed bY

the raged aqqearance of twig

endsbrawsedbY ileer and the

neat, cliPPed aryearance of those
browsed bY rabbi*.

a ragged, squared, torn apPearance at the

end of browsed twigs (see Figure22). Deer

do not have upper incisors and do not

neatly clip-browse as do other species. An-

other fairly obvious sign that deer are at

work occurs where browsing is obvious-3

to 5 feet from the ground (or even higher

where snow accumulates). Woodlands in

areas heavily populated with deer may ex-

hibit a "browse line" in which the vegeta-

tionwill have a neatlytrimmed appearance

up to the height they can reach. The forest

floor is denuded of vegetation or completely

dominated by plants that deer do not eat,

such as hay-scented fern. An identical ap-

pearance occurs, we should note, where

cattle and other domestic livestock have

been pastured for any lengh of time' Deer

sometimes damage small elm Uees by strip-

ping their bark for food, but this phenom-

enon is relatively rare. More frequently,

damage to small trees occurs when males

rub their antlers along trunks, stripping

them of bark. These "buck rubs" occur most

frequently in the fall, iust prior to the start

of rut.

Solutions
ToLBneNcn
One of the best ways to address current

problems, as well as to look ahead to fu-

ture coe>ristence with deer, is to encourage
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understanding and a tolerance forthese ani-

mals and the impacts they sometimes have

on resources that humans seek to protect'

This certainly is not to say that all of the

damage that deer might cause has to be ac-

cepted, but onlythat it is inevitable thatsome

will occur where deer and people share liv-

ing space. Farmers and others whose liveli-

hood depends on agriculture seem to have

long understood this and have much to say

aboutthe ethics oftolerance and acceptance

of nature's way to those of us who might

fuss about occasional inconveniences'

Dnnn AND PLANTS
Deer damage can be considerably lessened

and in some cases possibly eliminated all

together by thoughtful landscape design that

gives care to both the selection and place-

ment of plants. Some plants (hollies and

barberries are good examples) will be eaten

by deer only when succulent growth is ap-

pearing, if then. Others (such as the popu-

lar annual plants, impatiens) are almost

inesistible to deer.
A few state cooperative extension services

and others have begun publishing lists of

plants that are tolerant of or actually resis-

tant to deer browsing. Those we are famil'

iar with are listed below and should give

some readers a place to seek information for

their own areas. Beyond this, we encourage

homeowners to contact local nursery and
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Elk and Moose

Elk and moose are the heavy-
weights of the ungulate division.
Elk (Cervus elaphusl are found
throughout much of the West.
The moose (Alces alces)is more
northerly in its distribution, but
more evenfy distributed
throughout available habitat
than the elk. Moose range from
New England, north through all
of Canada and into Alaska. ln
the West they range as far
south as ldaho. The moose can
stand up to 6 feet tall at the
shoulders and weigh l,O0O
pounds or more, while the elk,
at fess than half that weight, still
remains a formidably farge
animal. The most serious con-
flicts with either of these animals
are collisions with vehicies. As
dangerous as deer-vehicle
collisions are, the greater size of
elk and moose make such
encounters even more so,

landscaping companies for advice. One fact
we know conceming deer is that their feed_
ing habits and preferences vary enormously
even within relatively small geographic ar_
eas. Plants that are not touched in one place
may be swerely damaged by deer in another.
Accordingly, the more local the information

on what is being eaten andwhen damage is
occurring the better. Sometimes the best
source of information can be a next-door
neighbor.

Here are some sources of information on
plants susceptible and resistant to deer
browsing:

Fargionne, M. I., P. D. Curtis, and M. E. Rich-
mond. 1991. "Resistance of Woody Orna-
mental Plants to Deer Damage." Cornell
Cooperative Extension Service publication
No. 147HGFS800.00.

Iensen, B. 199f . "Gardening around Deer.,,
North Dakota Game and Fish Department
brochure.

Another factor in deer damage assess_
ment and planning for landscaping is the
current leuel of damage. When damage is
slight to moderate a wider variety of plants
can be grown and a simpler and less in_
volved set of strategies employed. Under
heavy browsing conditions the options are
more limited. Then, our recommendation
is to either (1) enclose the areas or plants
completely by using deer-proof fencing or
(2) limit the plantings ro those species that
are the most resistant to deer browsing. To
the extent that it is possible the more natu_
ral the landscaping and the greater the num_
ber of native plant species that are used, the
better. Naturalized plantings are less likely
to attract special attention from deer, and
native species are more likely to have
evolved mechanisms to deter browsing or
tolerate its impact.

HesrrAr MeNecpMENT
One key to predicting deer problems is sim-
ply knowing the animals are present and
taking steps to deter them before they cause
damage. The tracks left by deer are easily
recognized and tell the homeowner that the
yard or nearby areas are places used in the



search for food or for travel. Tracks seen in

or around the garden can be a distinctwarn-

ing that any young plants set out in the

spring are likelyto bevulnerable. It is as plants

are set out and not aftn damage begins that

appropriate steps to protect them should be

taken. Plant covers (see Figute 12, p. 36)

and protective netting (see Figure29, p. 88)

on fruit trees are good ways to provide pro-

tection. Deer may be especially attracted to

gardens in early spring when the plants

there offer choicer and tastier morsels than

the slower-growing native vegetation. Thus,

damage may occur only until the native

plant foods become available.

FnNclNc
Where deer are a serious problem the most

effective and permanent way to protect re-

sources such as crops or landscape plants is

to install deer-proof fencing. No other

method, whether it involves lethal or non-

lethal means, is as effective over the long

term as this. A variety of fence designs (see

Figures 7 and 8, pp. 30 and 3t) have been

developed, ranging from high-tensile strand

wiring that may be angled for better effec-

tiveness to standard mesh-woven wire'

chain-link designs or various types of elec-

tric wiring. The best type for any given area

wilt depend on the situation, and local ex-

tension orwildlife specialists should be con-

sulted for their recommendations before

any expense is incurred. Where deer do have

other available forage, quite simple fences

can sometimes keep them out of yards and

gardens. However, when they are stressed

for food they may iump fences up to 10 feet

in height.

PRoTEcTING Tnnps
Problems with buck rubs occur frequently

where small trees (2 to 6 feet) are planted

in yards that may be crossed or used fre-

quently by deer. Wrapping (see Figute 13,
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p. 37) or corrugated plastic sleeves, as de-

scribed under "Exclusion" in Chapter 3, can

be used to prevent damage. Simpler protec-

tion (that would not, however, withstand

damage from beavers or voles) can be

achieved by using 2-inch wooden stakes (see

Figure \4,p.38), about 4 to 5 feet high, sur-

roundingthe tree to be protected. Manygar-

den centers carry these types of stakes.

Rnpnrrpxrs
Avariety of products (includingsome home-

made remedies) can be used to repel deer'

Some work direaly by making the plants

unpalatable to deer (taste and contact re-

pellents), and others work by broadcasting

an offensive smell or a disturbing sight or

sound (area repellents).The keyto using any

repellent is to begin using \t immediately

upon observing the first signs of damage'

With good reason, deer are extremely wary

animals who will avoid places in which they

feel threatened or insecure. If the gardener

immediately launches a concerted effort to

repel these animals when the first signs of

their presence are found (usually tracks)'

then best success is likely to be had' Con-

sult the section on "Chemical Repellents"

in Chapter 3 for information on specific

commercially available types of repellents'

Home remedies, such as soap, hair and gar-

lic, may be effective in repelling deer from

gardens and small orchards.

Scenn DnvIcEs
Scarecrows and effigies may repel deer un-

der appropriate circumstances, especially if

they are moving. Lights set to go on by mo-

tion sensors may help protect gardens, or at

least alert the homeowner to the presence

of something outside that should be

checked. Scare tape orballoons may also be

effective in frightening deer. The key to us-

ing scaring devices is to couple them with

other strategies and to vary them, moving
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scarecrows around or changing the place
from which the frightening stimulus comes
(when this can be done).

Educating Drivers

Students taking driver's educa-
tion courses shoufd be edu-
cated about the potential haz-
ards posed by deer. In-service
training, provided to groups
such as law enforcement
officers, should also be used to
provide information about
reducing the risk of deer-vehicle
accidents. Not many people
know that deer frequenfly travel
in groups and that one animal
seen crossing a road at night
can often be followed by others,
so that it is a definite signaf to
slow even if a deer is seen
crossing at a distance.

D uen-VEHTcLE AccronNrs
Deer are involved in a substantial number of
accidents with vehicles everyyeat with some
recent estimates ranging as high as a million
deer deaths nationwide. Certainly, increasing
human populations, congested roadways,
drMng habits and the abuse of alcohol by
some who drive are contributory factors as
well. Many tools can be employed to address
this issue, including public education. public
announcements and radio spots during fall
months can be used to alert drivers to in-
creased deer actMty, common with the sea-

sonal onset of rut. Deer waming signs at
least alert the attentive driver to look for
these animals on stretches of road where
they might not be expected.

Where particularly troublesome stretches
of road occur (usually roadways that per-
mit travel at high speeds through parks or
wooded areas), high deermortalityand, pre-
sumably, high risk to drivers can occur. Of-
ten, little effort is made by authorities to
identift and monitor such "hot spots," but
they usually acquire local reputations. Both
highway and wildlife administrations can
work with such stretches of road to try to
reduce accidents. Potential approaches in-
clude lowering speed limits, removing veg-
etation from road edges so that both driver
and deer have better visibility, erecting wo-
ven wire fences to prevent or reroute deer
crossings or using an "optical" fence as de-
scribed below.

HrcHwey RpprncroRs
The Strieter-Lite@ highway reflector system
(see "Highway Reflectors" in Appendix 2)
consists of a specially manufactured plastic
prism that is mounted along roadsides on
steel fence posts and at prescribed distances
that depend on road curvature and topog-
raphy. The lights from oncoming vehicles
at night reflect across the roadway into the
area ofwoods orfield where deerare (see Fig_
ure 23). The light steers deer away from the
road when vehides are passing. The Erutem
has been extensively tested and looks prom-
ising in applications where the reflectors have
been maintained in good condition. Instal-
lation on public roads, of course, requires
planning and approval through state and lo-
cal Department of Transportation offices.

A Last Word
There are some knotty problems ahead of
us in our relationship with deer that will



Figure 23. AhighwaY
reflecnr, or " oPtical fence,"

system is cuailable for use on
stretches of roadwaY where

deer-uehicle collisioru are high.
The gecially designed Prisms

catch theheadlights of
apPr o aching v ehicle s and

refbct it anoss the road at desr
preqaringto cross.
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Deer Whistles

Many people use deer warning

whistles that'can be mounted on

a car's hood or bumper, and

claim to have alerted deer to

oncoming traffic bY ultrasonic

signals. No information exists at

the time of this writing to suPPort

that claim. lt may be true,

though, that People Prone to

use these whistles are likelY to

be more sensitized and alert to

the possibility of deer on road-

ways and are more attentive for

that reason.

have as much to do with the values and at-

titudes we hold about these animals as the

demonstrable facts about their interactions

with their environment. We must acknowl-

edge that these animals will be a continu-

ing part of our lives. Let's start by accepting

and appreciating them for what they are

before seeing them as a problem-causing

crisis that has to be "solved."

Additional Sources

Curtis, P. D., and M. E. Richmond. "Re-

ducing Deer Damage to Home Gardens

and Landscaping Plantings. " Cornell
University, Department of Natural
Resources. 22 PP.

Hall, L. K. (ed.). 1984. Whiw-Thiled Deer.

Washington, D.C.: StackPole Books.

870 PP.



Between the two species of
foxes discussed here, almost
all of North America is
covered.

Occasionally make dens
under decks, patios or
outbuildings. Visit gardens
and yards, sometimes to :
hunt, sometimes just
passing through.

WHar rs THE Mosr sruDrED urban wildlife spe_
cies in the world? If you guessed the red fox you are right. Thanks to
work that is being done in Europe and Great Britain there are numer-
ous research papers, ranging from population and behavioral stud-
ies to reviews of iniury and disease, devoted exclusivelyto urban foxes.
The research expands upon what anyone who has observed or read
about foxes already knows: these are fascinating animals that combine
many of the behavioral and ecological uaits of ca*with their obvious
background as dogs-enough so that the red fox is often beencalled the
"catlike canine."

To many peoplq the fox is the least expected of our urban ani-
mals, and it's common to hear people remark trrat,they had no idea
such animals lived in cities. In fact, they are well adapted to do so,
being what most other successful urban mammals are: generalists
who are able to use a wide range of habitats, exploit a wide range of
natural and human-produced foods and alter their activity sched-
ules, if necessary to be primarily active at the times when humans
are not. The reward for this is a longer life than their rural counter
parts and a death that is more likely to come from disease.ror iln
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accident than by predation, hunting or
uapping.

Natural History

Classification and Range

There are five species of foxes found in

North America but only two-the red
(Vulpes vulpes) and gray (Urocyon cine-

reoargentus)-are town or city dwellers.

Foxes are canids and close relatives of coy-

otes, wolves and domestic dogs. No fo:L

however, interbreeds with these other

forms. Furthermore, there are considerable

differences among fox species. For example,

the red and gray foxes have characteris-

tics so different and distinct from other

species that they're placed in seParate

genera, which is the level of classification

above species.
Gray foxes are known to be native to

North America, but whether or not the red

foxwas ever native is still debated. It seems

likely that they were, arriving by the same

land bridge that the first humans did dur-

ing ihe last Ice Age. Many certainly were

brought here from Europe in the 1700s

to carry on the hunting traditions started

there.
Foxes are not large animals, although

their relatively long legs and bodies elon-

gated by bushy tails make them appear to

be. The red fox is the bigger species, weigh-

ing7 to 15 pounds and reaching about 3

feet in tength with an CI<tra foot- or foot-

and-a-half-long tail. Gray foxes rarely exceed

11 or 12 pounds and often are much

smaller. Because there is a great variety of

color types among foxes, it is not always a

sure bet that a red-colored fox is a "red fox"

or a gray-colored fox a "guy." Where a close

examination can be made, the white tip at

the end of the tail is indicative of a red fox.

Habitat
Both red and gray foxes prefer diverse habi-
tats that have fields, woods, shrubby cover,
farmland or other variety. Gray foxes are
more linked to woodlands than red, and are
actually capable of climbing trees when in

the mood (or required to do so). Both spe-
cies readily adapt to urban and suburban
parklands, golf courses, mixed suburban de-

velopments and other built-up areas.
Foxes are primarily nocturnal in urban

areas, but this seems to be more of an ac-

commodation to avoiding humans than it

is a preference. (It doesn't always mean a

fox is disturbed or sick if it's out and about

by day.) They will be active by day as long

as they feel secure and in or near enough to

escape cover. This is when they pursue prey

that are also active by day, such as squirrels.

The Bold Fox

Sometimes red foxes will exhibit a

brazenness that is so overt as to

be disarming. A hiker along a

woodland trail may encounter a

fox that does not retreat, but sits

and watches the human aP-
proach. Likewise, a homeowner

hanging laundry may watch a fox

walk through the Yard, going

about its business, seerningly
oblivious to the human nearby.

Why this occurs is anyone's
guess.
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Diet
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Foxes, like many urban adapted species,
have a wide variety of plant and animal
matter in their diet. Although far better
adapted and more capable hunters than, say,
raccoons, at some times of the year fruits
will be more frequent elements of the diet.
One of the reasons they are described as
catlike is that foxes tend to hunt more by
stealth than the pursuit typical of many
other canids. A hunting red fox is all ears,
literally, as it seeks the faint rustling sounds
made by its prey, stalking it closely and
launching a long graceful, leaping pounce
at the moment it feels it has the prey's loca-
tion marked.

Reproduction
Kits, as the young are called, are born in the
spring usually in March or April. As many
as eight or as few as three are born, with
litters averaging four or five. The kits are
weaned by nine weeks and begin to hunt
with their parents. Th.y may remain nearby
the parents until late summer or early fall
before dispersing to establish their own
territories.

Dens
Dens are mostly used as an escape from se-
vere winter weather, or when pups are be-
ing raised. Even when winter weather is
uncomfortable to humans, foxes will use
brush piles or fallen logs to rest under. Both
species may dig their own dens, or they may
occupy the abandoned dens of woodchuch
badger or other burrowing animal.

Public Health
Foxes are a vector species for rabies (see
Chapter 2), which means that they are the
primary carrier of one of the major strains

of this disease that infects different animal
species. In some parts of the country foxes
carrythe echinococcosis tapeworm that can
cause a serious and sometimes fatal disease
in humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
People may be surprised and sometimes
frightened to discover that foxes live in their
neighborhoods, but these fears are almost
completely groundless. Foxes are not dan-
gerous to humans in anysense, o(ceptwhen
they are rabid (which is rare) or have been
captured and are being handled. Even then,
it takes a lot of handling for a fox to even
defend itself by biting and the natural ten-
dency is for the animal to flee rather than

Fox Tracks
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fight. Red foxes will occasionally prey on
small house cats or kittens, and certainly
will take small animals such as rabbits and
guinea pigs when they are left outside un-
protected. Both red and gray foxes will eat
grapes, raspberries, windfall persimmons,
apples and other fruit, but garden vegetables
are usually not bothered. In all, foxes do
such little damage and engage in so few
conflicts with people that we hesitate to
characterize them as problem animals at all.

Solutions
TolrnnNcn
Sometimes foxes are blamed for damage

they did not cause. The trash can that was

knocked overbythe neighborhood dogs or

a visiting raccoon may attract a fox who is

observed and then blamed for their nui-

sance. Foxes may cut through yards when
moving from one hunting area to anothet

and the homeowner often becomes con-

cerned over what they are doing. In fact,

they need not be bothered at all and, if left

alone, will probably do the homeowner a

service by performing free rodent control

on their way by.

ExcrustoN
Outdoor pets such as rabbits and poultry

should be protected byhousingthem in se-

cure hutches or pens that are built to with-

stand any effort by foxes, raccoons or dogs

to break in. Because all these animals will

dig under fences, it is important to make

sure that an 8-inch or greater L-shaped
footer on this outer perimeter is buried at
least a foot deep. Electric fences can also be
effective in excluding all of the species that
might be attracted to poultry or small ani-
mals, but these are best when used in con-

iunction with other permanent perimeter

fencing. The electric fence could be single-
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strand and placed in front of a perimeter
fence to enhance the effect of repelling as
well as excluding any inquisitive predator.

RsprrrpNrs
No repellents are registered expressly for use
in repelling foxes, although the many prod-
ucts sold to repel domestic dogs from yards
and gardens will undoubtedly have a simi-
lar effect on a passing fox.

Scene DEVIcEs
Because they are active mostly by night and
are very cautious about people when out and
about, foxes are rarely seen by suburbanites.
Noise-making devices, ranging from transis-

tor radios to the motion-sensitive alarms

that are on the market (see Chapter 3) can

be quite effective in combining repelling and

harassing strategies. The automatic sprinkler
system (see Chapter 3), can be an effective
deterrent for lawns or gardens. Even a loud

voice or the banging of a pan or dish can

frighten these very sensitive animals and

keep them out of an areawhere they are not

wanted. Any sound or sight (that is the least

threatening) will cause their retreat.

HennssMENT
Foxes that have made dens under porches

and decks are one of the most common
problems homeowners experience with

these animals. As with all such situations,
we recommend tolerance until young are

old enough to follow the parents on nightly

forays, then e><clusion to keep them from
reusing the den. In fact, the kits will spend
time playrng and loafing outside the den just

before they are able to go out with their
parents. This is one of the most enjoyable
wildlife viewing experiences people can
have.

However, some people want the family
to move. In these cases, mild harassment
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Do Foxes Eat Gats?

People are frequently con-
cerned about their pets being
outdoors when foxes are
around. We do not recommend
that cats be allowed to roam
freely, and suggest that the best
way to avoid encounters be-
tween foxes and cats is to keep
the cat indoors. By and large,
however, foxes seem to pay
little heed to adult cats, recog-
nizing that they are dealing with
an animal that is almost their
size (often) and certainly one
that has a well-deserved repu-
tation for self-defense. Kittens,
however, could be easy prey for
a fox, as might small adult cats;
therefore, caution is suggested
whenever the two might come
into contact.

may encourage a move. Start with placing
objects or moving leaves, soil or mulch
around to disturb the denning animals.
Ammonia-soaked rags placed at the en-
trance of a burrow or around the place
where animals come and go under the
porch may encourage their leaving. Any-
thing with a human scent will alarm the
foxes aswell, and somehave recommended

putting smelly sweat socks or old sneak-
ers around the area where foxes come and
go. Recently, some people have claimed
success in getting fox families to move by
using scare bal loons (see Chapter  3)
mounted about 2 to 3 feet off the ground,
just outside the entrance to the den. In all
of these strategies the idea is to make the
parents uncomfortable and get them to
move the litter-after that, make sure the
move has occurred before uying to exclude
them (see Chapter 3).

Heurer MeNecsMENT
Food lures foxes into suburbanyards. Com-
post piles should never receive meat scraps,
and garbage should be placed outside only
the morning of collection. tfthat is not pos-
sible the cans must be secured from access.
This can be done by simply providing tight-
fitting lids if only foxes are involved, or more
secure fasteners if other, more persistent
trash specialists such as the raccoon are in-
volved. A cord threaded through the handle
of the lid and hooked onto the sides of the
can is a simple yet effective tactic. Dishes of
pet food should not be left outside over-
night. Foxes will be attracted to bird feeders
and may even eat spilled sunflower seeds if
hungry enough. Mostly, however, the sight
of a fox around a feeder suggests that the
spillage is being used by rodents, who have
left their scent there and attracted the foxto
the site.

A Last Word
There may alreadybe two dozen good stud-
ies that have been conducted on urban foxes.
But many more have been conducted on
foxes in rural areas, and these are only a few
studies when compared to those that have
been devoted to animals such as deet bears,



and even quail. The reason for this is that
game animals (those that are hunted and
trapped) have always received more em-
phasis in our society than nongame ani-
mals. A slow change is occurring, as we

have become increasingly aware of the

importance of all species of animals and

of the need, as conservationists have said

repeatedly, to preserve all species. Still,

with eight of every ten Americans living in
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cities and towns, one would think that more
resources would focus on issues that affect
them.

Additional Sources

Harris, S. 1994. Urban Foxes. London:
Whittet Books. 128 pp.

MacDonald, D. 1 987. Running with the
For. New York Facts on File. 224 PP.



House Mice

Mice are found throughout North
America and are intimately
associated with humans and their
developments.

Mice prefer living in buildings-
behind walls and appliances, in
unopened drawers or where any
tiny niche presents itself.

In England, mice have been found
living 1,800 feet below ground in
coal mines; many mouse colonies
lMe and grow in warehouses and
cold storage areas that never get
warmer than 24'F.

Fon eN ANTMAL THAT usually weighs less than an
ounce and eats about one-tenth its weight in food each
day, the house mouse gives humans a good deal of
grief. Preadapted to a diet consisting largely of seeds

and grain, the agricultural revolution that swept through Europe and
central Asia more than ten thousand years ago also swept mice right
up to humanity's front door. so intimate became our association
that today house mice (and their larger cousins, the Norway and roof
rats) are described using the term "commensal," which literally means
"sharing the table."

commercial complexes. In England, wild house mouse populatioiTs
may be seasonal, going extinct in the winter and rebuil,sw in other
months as the overflow from human buildings spreadj'{r&rt iagp tt 

"fields and surrounding woods. Perhaps the same occurs h"ft, but
generally these house mice do not do well in competition with the
native species that have had longer to adapt to circumstances here.

rtl
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Natural History

Classification and Range

The house mouse (Mus musculus) is iust
about what you'd orpect a mouse to be-
small (2 to 3 inches), gray-brown, with an
almost naked tail as long or longer than its
body.Itis, ofcourse, oneof avarietyof ani-
mals called "mice" and is often confused
with native species such aswhite-footed and
deer mice (Peromyscus spp.) or meadow

voles (Microtus spp.). Native mice often
cause problems thathouse mice getblamed

for, although the techniques for ensuring
that mice do not invade the house apply
equally to all these animals.

Habitat
House mice prefer to live inside buildings,

whether these be apartment complexes,

single-family homes, granaries, barns or

sheds. The entire area occupied by a mouse

during its lifetime may be less than the size

of an average room. Much of its life is spent

in secure comfortable niches between walls

and behind cabinets and appliances-the

only sign of mouse occupancy being the

evidence of gnawed foods and droppings

on floors, shelves and countertoPs.

Diet
Mice are omnivores and eat a variety of

foods, preferring seeds, grains and nuts.

They require only about 1/ro ounce of food

each day and, unlike rats, can live without

access to fresh water if the solid food they

eat is somewhat moist.

Reproiluction
House mice breed year-round and can
raise as many as eight litters annually. Re-

productive life begins for females at one
and a half to two months of age. With an
average of four to seven young per litter, the
reproductive potential of these animals is
considerable. Under the right conditions,
mouse populations can grow almost explo-
sively (the term for such events is imtptive).
This potential is only partially counterbal-
anced by the tendency of mice to be short-
lived; oneyear is about the longest anywild
mouse could expect to survive.

Public Health

Mice like their larger cousins the Norway
and roof rats, can cary a wide variety of dis-
eases transmissible to humans. Hantavirus
is an important public health concern that

is present in both wild and domestic mice.

This disease has not emerged as a serious

concem yet o(cept in the arid southwestern
part of the country. Salmonellosis can be

transmitted by mice and is an important
concern in food storage and preparation

areas. The native white-footed mouse is an

important host to the tick that causes Lyme

disease.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
When mice are present in large numbers,

they can and will consume considerable
quantities of stored seed and grains. How-

ever, this type of damage will still be much

less than that caused by the contamination
of food with urine and feces. By gnawing
wood, paper, cloth, books and insulation on
wiring mice may also cause considerable
property damage. Direct observation will

indicate damage as gnawing leaves paired

tooth marks about l/s inch wide. Nests may
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be found in hidden places, such as little-used
drawers or cabinets, and are made from
loose assemblies of papet cloth, twine and
other material. Droppings are rod-shaped,
about I f z to r/a inches long and one of the
best indicators of mice.

Solutions
TornReNcn
Sometimes people don't even know they
have mice and live for years with a self-
regulating population. Sometimes they'll
know the mice are there, but be indifferent
or tolerant of their presence. And sometimes
the discovery of a mouse will immediately
be regarded as a crisis in which the animals
have to be disposed of immediately.

On occasion, native mice move into a
building during the early fall or winrer as a
part of normal movement patterns. Usually
a Peromyscus or other woodland mouse
species, these animals can be humanely
live-trapped and put back where they
came from-the great outdoors. House
mice would probably nor do well in such
evictions, but given the alternative, many
homeowners are willing to try. With any
mouse problem, it is important to recog_
nize signs of mouse presence early, iden-
tifiz the source of food that attracts them,
remove it and the mice and, after the mice
are gone, keep others from gaining entry to
the house.

Llvn TnepprNc
For those who wish to live trap and remove
mice from the housg there areanumber of
commercially avail.able devices that let this
be done easily. Most grocery or hardware
stores carry one or more brands of these.

Before going to any expense, however, the
homeowner may want to rig an improvised
live trap by using a bathroom wastebasket.
The basket is baited with bread, sunflower
seed, peanut butter or another proven

mouse attractant and taken to a place where
mice are known to be present. Because mice
like to move along a wall or other barrier
pressing against their side (a tendency la-
beled thigmotropfc), traps set alongwalls are
usually more successful than those set in the
open. Preferablyleft along a travel route, the
basket is tilted on its side, usually with a
"ladder" of bricks or books that the mouse
must climb to get to the rim. From there it
has to iump or slide down the side of the
basket (which it will do) and then ends up
being unable to climb back up the slippery
surface. Set before going to bed, the trap
should be checked earlythe next moming. If
a mouse is caugh! it can safelybe transported
outside. Afterward a dilute (l:30) solution of
bleach deans the basket thoroughly.

LmHer Coxrnor
The killing of commensal rodents is com-
monly regarded as a necessary step in the
management of problems. Usually this kill-
ingmust be repeated again and again as the
rodent population cycles back. How often
this could be avoided through early recog-
nition and response cannot be said; un-
doubtedly, it is more often than not.
Unfortun ately, lethal control usually occurs
without following up with habitat manage-
ment, sanitation or exclusion to provide
long-term, economically sensible and envi-
ronmentally reasonable management prac-
tices. The simple rule is that lethal control
can never be iustified without an effiort to
apply other controls to prevent the recur-
rence of problems.

ExcrusloN
Mice can enter buildings through openings
no larger than the size of a dime and can
easily dimb interior walls, making exdusion
sometimes very difficult. Nonetheless, this
procedure is the best and only effecive way
to permanently deal with mouse problems.



The key to excluding mice from buildings
is to conduct very thorough examinations
of possible points of entry around founda-

tions: where utility pipes and wires pass into

the house, where siding has deteriorated

and holes ocqrt cracks in foundations or

any other places where an entryway might

be suspected. Powder (either baby powder

or talc) that is sprinkled along the inside
perimeters of walls and thresholds will show

tracks where mice are active and can be in-

stnrmental in helping decide where endusion

efforts are needed. The process of orduding

mice nicely complements the examination

and sealing of a house that would be done

for good summer or winter insulation. The

two can simply be done hand in hand.

Many different tools can be used to en-

clude mice from buildings. Wire mesh or

quick-drying cement can plug crad<s around

drainpipes and small openingswhere mice

may gain access. Galvanized window

screening can be balled and stuffed into

larger openings that are then finished with

caulking or cement. The o<panding-foam

insulation sold in many hardware stores is

excellent for filling small- to medium-sized

openings and has the advantage of being

available in commercial kits for larger iobs
(see Appendix 2 under "Caulking and Foam

Sealants").

Heurar MoPIPIcATIoN
The removal offood sources through proper

sanitary techniques is essential. Because

mice eat so little attention should be paid

to both obvious and not-so-obvious sources

of food. A small amount of spillage from

birdseed stored in a garage or shed can be

more than enough to sustain a mouse. Dry

pet food left in the garage ovemight or next

to an appliance behind which there is ac-

cess from thewall is abonanza. Appliances

also offer security from which foraging uips

into the kitchen can be made to pick up
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the tiny amounts of spilled food that makes
a meal.

Household food items that are accessible
to mice should be stored in metal or plastic

containers. Outside protective cover can be

eliminated by removing weeds and trim-
ming avegetation-free perimeter for at least
18 inches out from the foundation of the
house orbuildingto be protected. This pro-

cedure allows better recognition of entry
points as well. Pets should be fed indoors

and uneaten food picked up where mice are

known to be a problem.

LflrnesoNtc DnvlcEs
There are such devices commercially mar-

keted as described in Chapter 3. There are

no credible scientific studies to validate the

effectiveness of any such device.

A Last Word

Our conflict with mice may be our most

ancient engagementwith any animal. Once

humanity chose a settled agrarian lifestyle

mice moved in to flourish off our goods. If

it were only a matter of their eating their

share of our foodstuffs, then we could prob-

ably coexistwith many millions of them and

not feel any effect. But by contaminating so

much more than they eat, and by serving as

a source or vector for diseases that endan-

ger humans, mice are clearly at odds with

humanity. The keyto managing our conflicts

with them, of course, comes in better habi-

tat management: of ours, to eliminate at-

traction, and of theirs, to make it less

suitable.

Additional Source

National Park Service. 1993. IPM Training

Manual: Commensal Rodent Washing-

ton, D.C.: Department of the Interior.

72 pp.



House Sparrows

HousE spARRows ARE not native to the NewWorld;
they are one of the increasing numbers of non-native,
or introduced, species that occur as the world becomes
more connected by humans. Introduced species,
whether they be plants or animals, can be highly con-
troversial if they successfully colonize an area. once
geuing a good sraft, they undergo rapid popuration

growth and expansion in places where they have no effective preda-
tors, diseases orenvironmental restraints to hold them in check. Lateq,
theymayintegrate themselves into natural communities, but bythen
they often have had a negative impact by displacing native species.

The house sparrow is a prime example of an aggressive introduced
species, with expansionist tendencies that may take a backseat only
to those of our own kind. First imported in about 1g50 to the East
coast, house sparrows quickly filled an "urban" niche thai nativt
birds were not fully exploiting. Brought in to deal with insect p ;
that were destroying the urban street trees of that time, they appar-
ently did that iob well before reverting to their preferred niche of its
kind-that of a seed-eater. From that point on there have been enor-
mous conflicts between people and house sparrows: in agriculture,
gardenin& among lovers of wildlife and in cities alid'towns where
some people regard them as nuisances.

House sparrows are
everywhere, except in parts of
Antarctica and the far North.

House sparrows live near
houses, especially older
buildings with crevices in
which they can buifd nests.

The house sparrow is actually
not a sparrow at all, but a type
of weaver bird or finch. The
first house sparrows were
imported into the United
States by a dentist and a sea
captain to help control insects.
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Natural History

Classification and Range
The house spalrow (Passer domesticus) is one

of the most widespread vertebrate species

on this planet. It is found on all continents
except Antarctica and may occupy as much

as a quarter of the 50 million square miles

of the earth that is habitable by land-based

animals. Itis notfound in fapan, norAlaska

(y.t), but completelywild populations live

in the Australian Outback, far from any

humans. In North America it is found as

far north as the Hudson Bay, where it toler-

ates long and cold winter seasons. In Asia,

house sparrows have become migratory in

at least two places, while everywhere else

they seem content to dwell as year-round

residents.

Diet
House sparrows are omniuorous' meaning

they eat both plant and animal (insect)

material. Adults tend toward beinggramini-

uorous, however, meaning having a dietary

preference for seeds. The young, however,

are mostly fed insects, perhaps because

these are easier to catch and transport in

bulk to the nest. Most of the insects eaten

are iniurious, and it is probably true that

spalrows not only served their original pur-

pose in saving the urban trees of NewYork

from insect infestations, but continue to

serye a beneficial purpose today in remov-

ing many insect pests from urban areas.

The enormous quantities of grain used

to feed horses in the 1800s led to optimal

conditions for these birds, and their popu-

lations literally exploded. As gasoline-
powered vehicles replaced horses, the

once-abundant food supplies dwindled to

insignificance, and the sparrow population

declined dramatically. Of course, "decline"

has to be taken as a relative term, because
these birds are so numerous that they con-
tinue to be regarded as serious problems in

cities and towns. Early morning commuters
rarely notice the small brown birds that dart
from the road just in front of them. The
house sparrows are up early also, gleaning

the moths and other insects struck by cars

the night before.

Reproiluction
Depending on geography, climate and other

factors we do notyet understand fully, house

sparrow breeding begins any time from Feb-

ruary onward, with a courtship so noisy and

boisterous that they are oblivious to any-

thing else. As many as nine eggs are laid in

one clutch, but between four and six is the

most common number. Incubation is some-

times shared, but the female usually bears

most of this duty, with young born about

twelve to fourteen days after the eggs are

laid. The young will stay in the nest and

are fed by both parents for about as long

as they took to hatch, and they are fed as

fledglings for several days after that. Then

they are on their own, as the parents get a

brief rest, regroup and prepare for the next

brood. TWo or three, and sometimes four,

broods are raised eachyear, usuallybetween
spring and late summer, but occasionally
later or earlier than that.

Public Health
House sparrows generally have not been

implicated in the transmission of any seri-

ous disease problems to humans. Poten-

tially, the accumulation of droppings at
sparrow roosts or nesting sites could con-

tr ibute to the r ise of histoplasmosis.
House sparrows can carry salmonellosis
and potentially transmit it to humans or

other animals.
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Nests
House sparrows are both cavity and crevice
nesters and occasionally build their odd
side-entrance nests in evergreen trees. They
fiercely compete with native species for ac-
cess to nesting sites and are known to de_
stroy eggs laid by other birds (and
sometimes even harass and beat adults to
death). Contrivances such as window-
mounted air conditioners provide ideal crev_
ices for nesting and young are frequently
raised amid the nest material stuffed along-
side of these devices, despite the noise and
vibration there.

Problems and
Their Solutions
Problems
The economic damage house sparrows do
to grain crops has generated considerable
negative feelings from humans. As many as
seventy species of native birds have been
documented as subjects of bullying by house
sparrows, and many ornithologists attribute
declines in some of our more popular spe_
cies, such as the bluebird, as coming from
competition with sparrows. House sparrows
nesting near windows can create unaccept_
able noise for many peoplq especially be_
cause it is likely to begin at first light.
Crowding and bullying by sparrows ar win_
ter bird feeders denies many bird enthusi-
asts the opportunity to enioy other species.

Solutions
ToruneNcE
Much of the minor inconvenience and an_
noyance of the house sparrow at feeders and
around homes can be eliminated very eas_
ily through a little conscientious attention
to the biology and behavior of these birds.
By treating sparrows as naturalizedcitizens,

which they certainly seem to have become,
half the battle in considering what to do
with them will already have been waged.
Once accepted as a permanent presence, we
can stop wagingwar againstthe birds them-
selves and start fighting the battles to modiSr
the environmental conditions ua create that
lead to their becoming problems.

ExcrusloN
Problems from nesting sparrows on build-
ings can and should always be solved by
excluding the birds from access to any crev-
ice or hole they might try to take advantage
of. The primarytools in this are netting and
hardware cloth (see Chapter 3). Any of the
commercially available netting material that
has an acceptable UV rating (meaning that
it will not dereriorate under sunlight) and
is strong enough to repel the sometimes
persistent attempts sparrows will make to
breach it will provide the most reasonable
cost-effective means of keeping them out.

Where house sparrows are taking over
birdhouses and expelling prefened species
(wrens, swallows and bluebirds are good
examples), an orduder or baffler may work
(see Chapter 3). Timing is important be-
cause house sparrows start nesting before
most other species, and if birdhouses are
taken down in the fall and not put back up
until late the next sprin& some of the con_
flict that arises with these birds can be
avoided.

Scenn Dnvrcss
Auditory and visual scare devices that might
be effective on otherbirds typicallyhave less
effecl, if any, on house sparrows. Scare tape
and balloons may be effective if the home-
owner wishes to keep sparrows away from
specific areas, and apartment dwellers may
use them on patios alongwith bird wires to
keep these and other problem birds away.



REpprl.eNrs
The potybutene repellents registered foruse

on house spaffows and other birds may be

effective but have serious drawbacks that

argue against their use as described in
"Chemical Repellents" in Chapter 3. Ro-

Pelo is registered to protect seeds and

bulbs from birds in general, and might

be used where house sparrows are a prob-

lem during broadscale seeding efforts

such as new lawns.

Hentrar MeuecnMENT
Over the long run, one of the principal

means of "controlling" house sparrows is

habitat management. Specific efforts to el(-

clude birds from nesting sites will worh but

only if sparrow aaivity is monitored and

nesting prevented at its earliest stages. By

excludingbirds from the few available nest-

ing locations on the typical house, their ac-

tivities may be seriously curtailed. Feeding

is also awayto manage house sparrows be-

cause so many of them are sustained bythe

types of seeds found in the mixed bird foods

people put out in backyard feeders. By sub-

stituting only sunflower or niger thistle,

which will attract many desirable birds,

house sparrows, who do not favor these

seeds, may be practically eliminated. Many

wild bird specialty stores make up mixtures
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of seeds that are less attractive to house spar-
rows, or sell feeders that deter them but en-

courage other, desirable sPecies.

A Last Word
Humanity is in the midst of an experiment
with introduced animal species that began

in some cases over a century ago and will

continue to run long into the future. Unlike

a well-planned laboratory procedure, the

documentation and recording on this one

has been a little sloppy. A lot of minor per-

turbations have effected it also, such as

eradication programs that are started with

much fanfare achieve short-lived "success"

and are then forgotten-until brilliantly re-

invented at a later time as the "new" solu-

tion to a witdlife problem. Regardless of its

fits and starts, the experiment will still run

its course. Ultimately, it may tell us whether

species that are introduced into ecosystems

can actually prevail over those systems or

not. Our money is on the ecosystem, but

only time will tell.

Additional Source

Kinkead, E. 1978. 'AVery Familiar
Wilding." lnWildness ls All around Us.

NewYork: E. P. Dutton.89-178.
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Primarily found in the eastern
and western parts of the
continent; only one species;
the star-nosed ranges very
far into Canada.

Lawns, gardens and
occasionally crop fields are the
domain of the mole.

Putting chewing gum into
mole tunnels to eliminate
these animals is a good way
to bury used gum where it
won't be stepped on (and
that's about it).
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CoNprtcrs BETwEEN pEopLE AND MoLES would
almost never take place if it weren,t for our country,s
love affair with the lawn. For reasons buried deep in

our psyches, Americans have long demanded our landscapes be domi_
nated by open expanses of fastidiously tended greenery trimmed to
a level that requires phenomenal amounts of water, fertilizer and
pesticides to maintain. Literally billions of dollars are spent every
year to sustain lawns. only recently have the embarrassing environ_
mental effects of this obsession come to be recognized, including
pesticidq herbicide and fertilizer runoff, toxic effects on birds and,
of course, the loss of habitat for many species when new lawns are
created.

one animal that does tolerate and may even benefit from the lawns
people create is the mole. Moles cause a visual impact to lawns by
tunneling pushing up mounds of earth and (occasionally and then
only temporarily) undermining the root systems of growing plants.
Environmentally, they provide benefits by turning soil, mixing soil
nutrients and improving soil aeration.
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The mechanical damage theY do, how-

ever, will simply not be tolerated by many

homeowners, and a cottage industry has

sprung up to advocate a vatiety of home-

made "remedies" to solve mole problems.

The result has been the invention of wildly

imaginative devices to kill offending moles

in their tunnels, somewhat reminiscent of

medieval weaponry. The world has yet to

beat a path to the door of the inventors of

these for the simple fact that moles do not

actually cause all that many problems for

humans. In fact, a close examination of the

problems that exist between people and

moles suggests that we may have been mak-

ing mountains out of them all along.

Natural History

Classification anil Range

Moles are not rodents although often mis-

taken as such. Both are small, usually gray

or brown mammals, but there the similari-

ties end. Moles have eyes often hidden in

fur, naked snouts, no extemal ears and char-

acteristic paddle-shaped large forelegs that

clearly distinguish them from mice' They

belong to their own family (Talapidae) and

are insectivores, meaningtheyhave a dietary

preference for worms, grubs and other in-

sects that can be found beneath the surface

of the ground. Seven species occur in

North America, with eastern (scalopus

aquaticus) and star-nosed (Condylura

cristata) moles the mostwidely distributed'

Moles do not occur throughout most of the

Great Plains, Great Basin and Roclcy Moun-

tain areas of the West.

Habitat
Moles spend most of their lives under-

ground-a trait we designate by the term

fossorial-and rarelymake an appearance on

the surface. They prefer moist loose soils of

the sort favored by the grubs and earth-

worms that are their main source of food.

Diet
The dietof moles consists almostexdusively

of earthworms and the grubs that are the

larval forms of many insects, such as beetles.

Where plant damage and mole tunnels are

associated, it may be because of rodents

(mice and voles) using the tunnels, rather

than from the mole itself. The townsend

mole (5. townsendii) of the far northwestern

United States is the one species likely to eat

plant material and sometimes even attack

root crops and tubers.

Reproduction
Breeding occurs in late winter and early

spring; litter size usually ranges from three

to seven. The young are born in a deeper

burrow than those normally seen on the

surface and become active within the bur-

row runs at about four weeks of age' Moles

are very territorial and will not tolerate other

adults in their territory except during the

brief mating season.

Public Health

Moles are not considered to be a significant

source for any infectious disease that can be

transmitted to humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Moles are often blamed for damage caused

by other species. On golf courses and lawns

the evidence of mole presence is frequently

seen in their excavations, either in small
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mounds of earth (molehills) resulting from
deep tunneling or shallow surface tunnels
or runs that collapse underfoot and may
result in dead patches in lawns. Damage to
lawns can occur when the raised turf over
the surface tunnels is hit with mower blades
(but only when the lawn is being clipped
very shon).

Solutions
TorEReNcE
Because moles feed on insects and earth-
worms below ground, it fits to reason that
part of their diet should consist of grubs,
which can be harmful to lawns. How much
they help the homeowner in regard to grub
control is not known. When moles are abun_
dant and perceived to be a problem, harm-
ful insects are likely to be abundant as well,
and the removal of moles may expose the
homeowner to an insect problem. In re_
sponse to insect abundance, mole activity
in a given area is also likely to be episodic
or seasonal and often stops before any con_
trol action can be undertaken. Accordingly,
we do not advise any direct effons to con_
trol moles or their habitat as necessary ex_
cept in oftreme cases. Then, the techniques
of habitat management and exclusion
should be used.

HaslrAr MaNacuMENT
Where a problem exists with mole tunnels
that is the result of mechanical damage
caused by a lawnmower hitting raised
mounds of earth, this can be avoided byflar
tening the mole runs by foot orwith a lawn
roller before mowing. Overwatering lawns
can keep eafthworms and other mole prey
near the surface and result in increased sur_
face tunneling. Encouraging native plant
species to establish themselves in the lawn
and keeping lawn size to a minimum when-
ever possible are also good approaches to

dealing with mole problems. "Natural"
lawns that rely on native grass or forb plants
and do not emphasize the Bermuda and rye
grasses that require fertilizer, frequent wa-
tering and herbicide and pesticide applica-
tions to be maintained in good health would
aid tremendously, not only in minimizing
conflicts with moles and otherwildlife but
as generally sound environmental con-
structs. For some, the tunneling activity of
moles is welcome because it turns the soil,
increases biological activity and may, in the
long run, improve the quality of a site.

ExcrusroN
Barriers can be erected around flower or gar-
den plots by burying hardware doth (t/+ inch
mesh) in the recommended L-shaped footer
configuration (see Chapter 3). Concrete edges
buried 8 to 12 inches underground or simi-
larbarriersused in addition to keepingweeds
from spreading into flower beds may repel
tunneling moles. These approaches are
labor-intensive and costly, however, and
would be recommended only for excep_
tional situations or if the homeowner has
reasons other than moles to be using them.

REpsrtsNrs
Castorbean orcastor-oil plant (Ricinus com_
munis) and a species of spurge (Euphorbia
lathris) are often recommended mole repel_
lents, but need research to document when
and to what extent they might be effective.
A recentlyregistered repellent sold underthe
brand name Mole-Medo (see ,,Chemical

Repellents" in Chapter 3) uses an extract of
the castor bean plant as a spray to repel
moles from lawns. Careless people put all
softs of things down mole tunnels to dis_
courage them, ranging from Napthalene to
gasoline. This may discourage the mole from
using that tunnel, but not address the prob_
lem. We do not recommend any of these
sorts of solutions to problems with moles.



ScentNc Drvtcss
Some success has been reported by using

garden pinwheels that transmit vibrations

into the ground and supposedly frighten

moles away from an area. Commercial

battery-operated devices of this sort are

available and claim effectiveness over areas

of as much as 3,000 square feet. As with all

such products and daims, the buyer is en-

couraged to be skeptical and to seek money-

back guarantees if the prod'uct proves

ineffective.

A Last Word

As goes our national love affair with the

lawn, so goes our attitude toward moles' It

certainly does not seem that we will aban-
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don our cultural preference for lawns anytime

soon. If anything there will be more acreage

for this peculiar habitat and more resources

devoted to its maintenance. No other oma-

mental landscape element on this planet re-

ceives such attention. Undoubtedly, some

people will feel it necessary to battle moles

overthe appearance ofthe landscapeuntil our

attitude toward the lawn has changed.

Additional Source

Yates, T. L., and R. J. Pedersen. 1982.

"Moles." In J. A. ChaPman and G' A'

Feldhamer (eds.), Wild Mammals of

North America. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins UniversitY Press. 37-51'



Muskrats

Found throughout Canada
and most of the United
States; absent from drier
parts of south-central and
southwestern United States.

Occasional problems when
burrowing into earthen
dams.

Cfosely related to the meadow
vole, the muskrat is adapted to
an aquatic environment, while
its smaller cousin is wholly
terrestrial.

MUSKRATS ARE INoFFENST'E water-loving animals
that have readily taken to the many artificial ponds
and other impoundments created by humans. Often
mistaken for their larger cousin, the beaver, they have
quite different habits and lifestyles. Muskrats are not
the engineers that beavers are, contenting themselves
with cruder houses and bank dens and declining to
build dams at all. Muskrats are important contri-bu-
rors to the healthy funaioning of many hqua,tt,b eco_

systems, most especially freshwater marshes. Most of these lands were
long ago drained and refilled, first because it was believed marshes
bred pestilence and later because the land was coveted for develop_
ment. Now that we are beginning to recognize the many important
functions marshes perform, such as holding and filtering o"rr"i.awater, taking runoffto prevent flooding and helping to pr.Je-rvg,,j,btag.lt
and animal species diversity, we regret the loss of so ̂ *i'M rt";
Muskrats are a keystone species in these threatened ecoqlste-, 

"na 
*

help in the enormous task of their restoration-if we allow them to.,

Natural History

Classification and Range
The muskrat (ondatra zibethecus) is a rodent and the largest member
of the group called the "microtines," to which meadow voles also
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belong. Muskrats are widely distributed
throughout North America. They are absent,

however, from Florida, where a relative

known as the round-tai led muskrat
(Neofiber alleni) can be found. This rabbit-

sized animal is well adapted to an aquatic

life, with partially webbed hind feet that

function as paddles, awaterproof undercoat

and a long naked tail that is flattened from

side to side. The average weight of an adult

muskatis 2 to 3 pounds, with atotal length

between 16 and 26 inches. The normal coat

color is dark brown, but individuals can

range from black to almost white.

Habitat
Muskrats may be found in almost anY

body of water throughout their range in-

cluding drainage ditches, streams, ponds,

lakes and both freshwater and brackish

marshes. Muskrats are active all year. They

resuict their movements, orcept during dis-

persal, to home ranges that may extend no

more than 100 feet from their main dwell-

ings. Young animals will disperse from

their natal areas, but often not until the

spring following their birth. Still, both au-

tumn and spring are times when move-

ments occur, and the animals without

established territories (called "runners") of-

ten move considerable distances. Like bea-

vers, muskrats can slow their heart rate and

utilize stored o)rygen efficiently enough to

remain under water for as long as fifteen

minutes. Muskrats are creatures of habit

and repeatedly follow the same paths from

their lodges, leaving visible channels in

mud and marsh vegetation.

Loilges and Shelters

Muskrats build a variety of structures, the

most common being a "house" or lodge of

piled vegetation and mud that rises out of

the water. While this resembles the living
quarters built by beavers, the muskrat lodge

is usually made from soft vegetation, such

as cattails, rather than the tree limbs and

other woody vegetation used by beavers.

Muskrat lodges can be from 3 to almost 9

feet across and are usually built in water that

is 2 to 4 feet deep. The lodge can have sev-

eral underwater entrances that lead to one

or more internal nest chambers. Muskrats

also build feedinghuts and even more tem-

porary feeding platforms where they can

consume collected plants without having to

go all the way back to the lodge.

In frozen orsnow-covered marshes musk-

rats often build what are called "pushups"

by cutting a hole through the ice and push-

ingvegetation through it to construct a cav-

ity that rests on top of the ice. These can be

used to rest or eat on during severe weather'

Bank dens are also built by muskrats. These

range from superficial shallow tunneling iust
below the surface of the water to long (45

to 50 feet) complex systems that have nest

chambers, air ducts and multiple entrances

(as many as nine have been found), some

of which may be plugged with vegetation

and difficult to find.

Diet
Muskrats are primarily plant-eaters and pre-

fer to feed on soft aquatic plants such as

cattails, bulrushes, arrowhead, reeds and

algae. Plant roots and tubers are staples of

their winter diets. They may occasionally eat

small aquatic animals such as clams and

crayfish. By closing a special flap of skin in

their mouth muskrats can cut and carry feed-

ing material under water.

Reproduction
Muskratbreedingvaries from one area of the

countryto anothe[, with a tendency to larger
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litters and resuicted breeding periods in the
North and smaller litters and unrestricted
breeding in the South. Usually, breeding in
the northern half of theirrange occurs from
April to August, while in the Deep South it
is likelyto be currailed only duringthe hot-
test summer months. Gestation is about
twenty-five to thirty days, and litters nor-
mallyvary from three to eight. young musk-
rats grow rapidly and may be able to swim
by the end of rhe second week after bifth.
The mother will swim with young attached
to her nipples or belly skin and may even
dive underwater with them. The young usu-
ally reach the age of independence at about
four weeks, when the mother is ready to
give binh again. Unlike many other mam_
mals these young do not get chased off
or voluntarily leave the natal (birth) den,
and the mother may simply excavate a
new chamber in the lodge to bear her next
litter. Sexual maturity is usually not reached
until muskrats are one year old, and three
to four years is probably the average life or_
pectancy. In prime habitat, twenty-five
muskrats can live in an acre of marsh, but
fifteen animals is more typical of the capac_
ity of such an area.

Public Health
Muskrats may become infected with tulare_
mia, which may be transmitted to people
through blood-to-blood contact or by eat_
ing inadequately cooked muskrat meat (see
Chapter 2).

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Local populations of muskrats occasionally
increase to such densities that the habitat

becomes overcrowded and animals denude
aquaticvegetation. Such events, called "eat-
outs," are most likely to occur in coastal
saltwater marshes. Eat-outs put pressure
on the population, resulting in hunger
and predation, and are normally followed
by sharp declines in muskrat numbers. To
that end, their populations appear to be
self-controlling. Muskrat burrows are of-
ten cited as threats to the structural integ-
rityof ponds. Muskrats occasionallyfeed on
agricultural crops growing near water, but
their limited home ranges usually restrict the
amount of damage they can do.

Solutions
TorEneNcr
Muskrats rarely cause problems for people
and add geatly to the biological activity of
marsh communities. Where they become so
numerous that they threaten to ,,eat_out,,

aquatic vegetation, this does tell us some_
thing is wrong-but not with the muskrat.

MeNecrNc IupouNDMENTS
Because muskrats prefer steep slopes with
dense cover in which to start burrowing a
gently rising incline (about 3 feet of slope
for each foot of depth in warer) and limita_
tion of dense woody cover along the banks
may deter burrowing. Where breaches oc-
cur, it is often because fluctuatingwater lw_
els flood the initial burrow and encourage
the muskrat to burrow farther into the dam
core. Eventually, a burrow s)xstem may com_
pletelypierce a dam in this manner. Restrict_
ing fluctuations in water levels to no more
than 6 to 8 inches will help to control bur_
rowing. When the dam itself has a free-board
(the height of the dam above the normal
water level) of not less than 3 feet,the struc_
ture will be generally resistant to any prob-
lem arising from muskrat burrowing.



In addition to proper construction, dams

that are imperiled by borrowing can be pro-

tected by the placement of a continuous

layer of riprap (4- to 6-inch coarse stones

or gravel) that extends from 2 feet below

the normal water level to 2 feet above. A

barrier can also be fashioned from welded

wire, galvanized hardware cloth or plastic

netting buried along the same atea, with

plastic being the least costly and most du-

rable of these materials. The barrier should

be placed flat against the bank and an-

chored every few feet along the perimeter'

In extreme cases, a trench can be dug in

the middle of the pond berm and filled with

concrete. The trench should be dug to a

depth of 3 feet below the water level' The

resulting concrete core will block muskrats

from digging through the dam. While this

method of contrel .is,labor-intensive and

costly, the troublee*d a(pense may be ius-

tified if flooding poses a substantial risk to

buildings or croPs. .. 
i
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A Last Word
People often ask what good animals are as

if the services they provided to humans were

the measure of their worth. Even animal

advocates lapse into this faultyway of think-

ing. Bats are important, many say, because

they perform mosquito control; snakes are

valued because they eat rodents. Here's the

benefit muskrats provide: They will help us

regain the wetlands we have wantonly de-

stroyed and bring us back from the brink of

the near ecological disaster we face by hav-

ing done this. And for this they will not even

charge.

Additional Source

Perry, H. R. 1982. "Muslcats." In J' A'

Chapman and G. A. Feldhamer (eds'),

Wild Mammals of North America'

Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press.282-325.
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Opossums

Found throughout much of
the United States and north
into some parts of
southeastern Canada, but
limited where winters are
severe.

Can make a home under
decks or patios, in
woodpiles or wherever
brush is piled in and around
the yard.

Has more teeth-fifty of
them-th an any other North
American mammal.

THE opossuM rs rHE oNw ,^*rio;^rl*a
north of Mexico. The marsupials are distinsuiished'hy
their unique mode of reproduction ifi vtfiictrth. ycini

are born in an almost embryonic form and mike *ieig *.y irr,o ,
pouch, or marsupium, where they are nourished forrnfiat i' oth",
mammals would be most of the gestational period. As wffi some of
the other mammalian generalists common in urban and suburban
areas, the opossum may have benefited from European colonization
and extended its range because of advantageous aiterations humans
have made to the landscape. It is also fairly crear that a naturar north-
ward expansion of these animals was occurring at the time that Euro_
peans arrived because there was so much comment among the native
peoples that the first colonists spoke about the novelty and strange_
ness of these animals.

opossums figure prominently in the folklore and regional culture
of many pafts of the country. During the presidential campaign of
19L2, Americans even flirted with the possibility of a ,,possum,, p"rry,
led by the redoubtable "Billy possum" (william Howard Taft)-
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Natural History

Classification and Range

The opossum (properly, theVirginia Opos-

sum-Di delphis virginiana) is a medium-

sized mammal about the size of a house

cat, with long guard hairs that give the fur a

very coarse appearance. It also has naked

ears and a long almost hairless tail. Its coat

colorvaries from light, almost white, to al-

mostblach but most usually apPears an off

gray. It has a prehensile tail-a tail that is

capable of grasping and holding obiects.

While it might support the opossum's fulI

weight briefly, the animal usually holds on

with at least one foot as well as the tail when

dangling from a limb. Perhaps because of

the naked tail, opossums are often mistaken

for rats. A large adult male opossum (the

males on average are larger than females)

may weight L2 or 13 Pounds.
Opossums Srow throughout their life,

but these lives are usually short ones' The

average opossum female probably only lives

through one breeding season, during which

she raises two litters. A four-year-old wild

opossum is exceptional. When confronted,

opossums sometimes open their mouths to

display their teeth and may even hiss' Al-

though this appears to signal a formidable

opponent, these animals are actually shy

and inoffensive. Rather than fight, when

hard pressed they will sometimes slip into

the death-feigning catatonia that we have

come to term "playing possum." This state

of apparent death can last a minute or two

or upwards of two hours before the "dead"

opossum revives, looks around and moves

off (if the danger it previously confronted

has disappeared). What is happening at a

physiological level to the opossum when

feigning death is not yet well known' The

cautionary tale, however, in dealing with

playing-dead opossums is to nevertouch an

animal without gloves or better protection.

The opossum is found throughout the

East and midwestern parts of the United

States, is absent from much of the West and

is found again in the farWestwhere humans

have imported it into California, Oregon

and Washington. Opossums occur on a very

limited basis in parts of eastern and west-

ern Canada, but the length and severity of

the winters appear to limit their presence.

Temperatures that average less than 20"F for

any extended period of time severely tax

these animals, who do not hibernate and

either must live off stored fat or count on

frequent periods of mild weatherwhen they

can become active and search for food. Vet-

erans of hard winters can usually be recog-

nized by the absence of parts of ears and

tails lost to frostbite.

Habitat
Opossums are found across a variety of habi-

tats but prefer deciduous woodlands' The

opossum lifestyle has been aptly character-

ized as that of a terrestrial gleaner. This re-

fers to their habit of ceaselessly moving

along the ground in search of food, with-

out following prescribed trails or travel

routes to places of known food reserves' In

Opossum Tracks
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fact, adult male opossums maywandercon-
tinuously, while females spend their lives in
more defined areas, but still move around
almost randomly. While they may be more
sedentary during the winter and when reli-
able food sources are available, most opos-
sums seen in yards and neighborhoods are
likely to move on without human encour_
agement or intervention if given enough
time. Opossums are most active at night and
will begin movements after sleeping by day
in a ground den, brush pile oq, less com_
monly, a tree cavity.

Diet
Opossums are omnivorous and consume an
amazing variety of plant and animal foods.
They are not above scavenging carrion and
raidinggarbage that has matured beyond the
point where other animals would turn it
down. Invertebrates, including many types
of insects, slugs, snails and earthworms, can
comprise a large part of the diet. Raids by
opossums on poultry houses and gardens
are rarer than popular folklore insists.

Reproduction
Birth is given to young that are little more
developed than embryos. Amazingly, these
tiny newborns will crawl instinctively up_
ward into the mother's pouch, where they
attach themselves to a teat (there are usu_
ally thirteen available) and fix themselves
firmly to nurse for about fifty days before
beginning to wean. Females may breed twice
ayear and, with litters of as many as a dozen
young, they accommodate for the high
mortality most opossum populations face.
The young become independent of the
mother at about three months of agq and a
mother opossum with young clinging to her
back and side is a popular image of these
animals. It is said of opossum young that
they do nor engage in play. If true this is a

remarkable exception to a behavior that is
quite widespread among mammals.

Dens and Nest-Buililing
Opossums are capable climbers and may
take shelter by day in tree dens, old squinel
nests or nests they have built themselves
above ground. Nest material is accumulated
between the legs, and the tail is used to sup-
poft it for transport. Ground dens are prob_
ably preferred over those in trees, at least in
winter, and old woodchuck burrows may be
the most ideal from the opossum,s point of
view. Nest material is also transported into
these and the openings are plugged, some_
times quite tightly, with leaves and other
material. The preference opossums have for
using dens on the ground can lead them to
take up residence under decks and in crawl
spaces, where they are often considered un_
wanted guests.

Public Health
Opossums are susceptible to a variety of dis_
eases of significance to humans, but their
role in the transmission of any is uncertain.
Rabies occurs in opossumS, oS it does in all
warm-blooded animals, but it is very rare.
Opossums can serye as hosts for the ticks
that transmit Rod<y Mountain spotted fever.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Opossums hardly ever raid garbage cans or
damage fruit and vegetable crops. In some
places they acquire unsavory reputations by
killing an occasional bird in a poultryyard,
but in sum, all of the possible and even
imagined depredations of these animals
have to be recognized as slight. Opossums



are undoubtedly more beneficial as scaven-

gers and consumers of undesirable inverte-

brates than harmful for any damage they

cause. It is likely that far more complaints

about opossums are generated out of mere

concem for the presence of these animals

rather than for any problems they create.

Solutions
TolnneNce
The primary message to homeowners who

have seen an opossum in theiryard and are

wondering what, if anythin& they should

do is not to worry-the animal will likely

be moving on in very short order and will

not be a threat or a concern.

Exct usloN
Where an opossum is known to be denning

under a porch or patio, the eviction strat-

egy is much the same as for skunks' If any-

thing it may be slightly easier because the

opossum carries her young with her, and

the probability that helpless young would

be Ieft behind is of far less concern than

with other species. Exclusion using one-way

doors is effective (see Figure 10, p' 33) and

so is simply waiting until the animal has

begun its nightly foray (tr,r'o hours after dark

is generally a safe time) and loosely closing

the opening with netting, straw or other fi-

brous material that an animal trapped in-

side can push away, but which one outside

will be less likely to disturb to get back in'

The most effective method of discouraging

visits by an opossum is to secure trash con-

tainers with tight-fitting lids and pick up

food at night if pets have been fed outdoors'

Opossums will occasionally find their

way into houses through petdoors. The gen-

eral rules for encouraging an animal to

move out of the house, as described for rac-

coons, applyto opossums, buttheycan also

be directly guided out with as little as a
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broom to gently nudge them along to an

open door. Opossums are very slow mov-

ing and easy to evict when they have wan-

dered into buildings where they are not

wanted.

A Last Word

There are many myths and misconceptions

surrounding opossums. Perhaps the most

widespread is that they are more primitive

than other animals-so much so as to lead

some to describe them as "lMng fossils'" In

an evolutionary sense, they do retain an

ancient mode of reproduction when com-

pared to the pattem of most contemporary

mammals. Unfortunately, the implication of

primitiveness usually goes beyond that to

reflect their conservative behavioral traits

and to the so-called "lower" intelligence they

orhibit. This perception of low intelligence

may come from the fact that opossums do

not do well in problem-solving settings or

tests designed by humans to measure intel-

ligence. Regardless, however, thebottom line

on opottums is that they have survived far

longer than most other contemporary mam-

mali and clearly have passed nature's test of

time well enough to be declared a resound-

ing evolutionary success.

Additional Sources

Gardner, A. L. 1982. "Virginia Opossum'"

In J. A ChaPman and G. A. Feldhamer

(eds.),Wild Mammals of North Amwica'

Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity Press. 3-36.
Sidensticket I., M. A. O'Connell, and A' I'T'

fohnsingh. 1 987. "Virginia Opossum' "

In M. Novak, J. A. Baker, M. E' Obbard,

and B. Malloch (eds.), Wild Furbearer

Management and Conseruation in North

America. Ontario: Ministry of Natural

Resources. 246-63.



Range throughout all of the
United States and most of
Canada, and are found in
almost all metropolitan areas.

Inhabitants of city parks and
open spaces; highly toferant
of industrial and heavily
developed areas.

The Egyptians sent news of
the coronation of Ramses lll
in all directions using homing
pigeons-more than three
thousand years before the
United States was founded.

Pigeons

PTceoNs ARE THE QUINTESSENTIAL URBAN BIRD;
they are the mold from which all of our perceptions
and feelings about birds in cities are formed. And those
feelings often are not kind. Variously referred to as nqi_
sances, pests and even ,,feathered 

rats,,, pigeons
doing nothing more than utilizing an environment provided to tI
for which by chance they are pt".d"pted. origin.l;,h";;-dr;?
ten called roch doues, inhabited clifiFs and ,ock ledges i-qpq$p" 

""aAsia, nesting in these inaccessible places and foragins 
",f@gr,"""abelow. some still live this way. Imported to this .oitir,.{i ^ }".a

animals and to serve as carriers of messages, some pigeons escaped
captivity to find shelter in the artificial cliffs of the cities. pigeons are
simply another fine example of an animal doing w..hAif#"t, iroo.*a
to do: survive in a world whose odds are ser ,g.i;ffi;r-iualThat
they live in a human-created habitat doesn,tselm to bother them.
We accuse them of making nuisances of ttrq$;e-lves, but increasingly
provide more and more habitat opporruni$"'rur them. If problets
with pigeons exist, they are of our own making-not theirs. If we
truly want to deal with any inconvenience these birds might cause,
we must modifr the habitat that wehavemade so suitable for them.
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Natural History

Classification anil Rnnge

The common pigeon (Columba liua) of city

and suburb is an introduced ot alien spe-

cies brought over by early settlers (as were

other domestic pets). Pigeons have long

been kept and raised in captivity, and an

astonishing variety of forms attest to long

human experimentation with genetic vari-

ants. This introduced species has close rela-

tives in a fewvery locally distributed species

of larger birds like itself that reach a foot or

more long and many other smaller mem-

bers of the family to which it belongs that

are commonly referred to as doves' The das-

sic appearance of the urban pigeon is of a

plump-bodied bird with a small head, black

bars on its innerwings, awhite rump and a

dark band at the end of its tail'

Habitat
Pigeons occur throughout the United States'

Me><ico and most of southem Canada' They

have not yet established a foothold in

northern Canada and Alaska. Although pri-

marily a bird of urban settings, large popu-

lations of pigeons are found in small towns

as well. Under some conditions, such as

around grainaries, large flocks of pigeons

may occur in rural areas as well' Pigeons

are gregarious and tend to be found in

small flocks of around twenty to thirty

birds, although far larger aSSregations,

which are made up of numbers of flocks,

also occur.

Diet
Pigeons appear to be dietary generalists be-

cause they do sample all of the many foods

offered them by people in city parks, but

they specializein seeds and grains' They are

regarded as inveterate panhandlers by hu-

mans, but where they have been studied

(and that is not all that many places), the

bulk of the diet is found to come not from

foods (bread, leftovers or birdseed) directly

provided by people but from waste grain or

seeds from city flora.

Reproduction
Pigeons breed throughout the year, even

during winter, and can raise four or five

broods annually. The female usually lays two

eggs (less often one or three and, rarely,

four), sheltering them on a crude and

loosely constructed nest structure without a

lining. The nest of branch and root pieces

and occasionally leaves is built on a ledge

such as a building windowsill or a bridge

girder. Incubation takes about sixteen to

nineteen days, and the young are fed crop

milk for about the first two weeks' (Crop

milk is a specially produced secretion that

both parents produce from the lining of the

crop, a saclike food storage chamber that

proiects outward from the bottom of the

esophagus.) Crop milk is a highly nutritious

Pigeon liacks
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and efficient way of feeding young. Appar-
ently, this way of feeding young has been
acquired independently in such diverse bird
groups as flamingos, pigeons and penguins.

Public Health
Pigeons play a role in the environmental
concern of histoplasmosis, and are known
carriers of cryptococcoses and salmonella.
HoweveL there is little evidence linking pi-
geons direaly to infections in humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
To some, pigeons are a visual and aesthetic
problem. To others, they are only a prob_
lem when present in great numbers orwhen
roosting on buildings or under bridges.
Their droppings can disfigure buildings, and
if left to accumulate, can cause serious dis_
figurement due, probably, to their acidic
nature. But usually, pigeons do little if any
actual structural damage to buildings.

Solutions
Tor,EneNcs
To those for whom pigeons are an irritant
or eyesore/ remember that they are one of
the few animals that will tolerate the envi_
ronmental conditions humans impose on
the inner city. We think of deserts as barren
places, but they team with life in compari-
son to the industrial core of some of our
cities. The pigeons that are there can be con_
sidered a vanguard of other species that
might come when the condition improves.

Henlrer MaNecEMENT
One of the essential krys to controlling ex_
cess numbers of pigeons around urban

neighborhoods and parks is to limit the
amount of feeding done by humans. Fre-
quently, large numbers of these birds are
supported by well-intentioned individuals
who regularly supplement them with bread,
table scraps or birdseed. Generally, feeding
is incremental. From a modest beginning
the individual feeder encourages more and
more birds to appear or stay in the area, thus
requiring more feeding and further enhanc-
ing bird numbers. Eventually, the situation
gets out of control, to the deUiment of all
concemed.

The golden rule to pigeon feeding is
moderation. Feed only as much as birds will
consume in five to ten minutes and do not
feed with the clockwork regularitythat con-
ditions the birds to appear at the same placq
same time, every day. When excess feeding
situations have occurred, a gradual reduc-
tion over a period of several weeks to a rea_
sonable baseline amount is recommended.
Feeding schedules and amounts can be ad_
justed for weather or any unusual circum_
stances, provided that the feeder is aware of
and responsive to the adverse effects of this
actMty as much as their positive ones.

ExcrusroN
Pigeons prefer to perch on flat surfaces and
certainly need these to nest. Nests are usu_
ally built under shelter and as much in a
cubby as the parents can find. Wood or
metal sheathing can be installed on a ledge
at an angle that denies pigeons the oppor_
tunityto use that surface. An angle of at least
45' is needed, and 60' is required to ensure
that even the most determined attempt to
land will be rebuffed. Bird wires (see Chap-
ter 3) will orclude pigeons from ledges, rail-
ings, awnings and rooftops. Any of the
types-single-strand, coils or porcupine
wire-will be effeaive, but where problems
are severe or pigeons numerous and persis_
tenf the porcupine wire has been used most



frequently. Electricity was once commonly

used to enhance the effectiveness of wire

barriers, but is now considered largely an

unnecessary refinement.
Netting (see Chapter 3) is the tool of

choice for many conflicts with pigeons as

well as other urban birds when large areas

have to be treated. Netting can be used to

exclude birds from virtually any type of

structure, from a detached house to an of-

fice building. To evict birds from window

ledges, the netting is anchored to the roof,

draped across the front of the structure and

then tightly secured to the base and sides

of the building. Netting can be used under

bridges or inside buildings where pigeons

perch on beams, girders, struts and sup-

ports. The netting can be suspended below

the perches to create a false ceiling that ex-

cludes the birds. Large-scale applications of

netting almost always require the experi-

ence and tool kit of professionals, of which

a growing number provide excellent long-

term solutions to urban bird problems

(consult private companies listed in Appen-

dix 1).
Door curtains (see Chapter 3) can also

be used to prevent bird access into build-

ings, such as warehouses, that must be

somewhat open to access and daily traffic'

The netting is installed in overlapping suips

so as to form a protective curtain that parts

to allow the passage of personnel and ve-

hicles and then falls back into place to seal

out pigeons.

Scenn DEvIcPs
Effigies and homemade or commercial

scarecrows (see Chapter 3) are often used

to attemPt to frighten pigeons away from

an area, especially where no strong attrac-

tion such as a food source occurs. These may

or may not work. The types that move or

are even motorized stand a better chance

of achieving some result, but pigeons often
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accommodate quickly to any tlpe of scare-

crow used against them.

RgpnllnNrs
Polybutene repellents are registered for

use on pigeons and may be effective, but

involve so much danger to smaller birds

and create so many other problems that

we do not recommend their use. The

chemical product Avitrolo is also regis-

tered for use on pigeons and classified as a

frightening agent. It has, however, lethal

consequences for at least some birds (see

Chapter 3), and we do not recommend its

use.

A Last Word

The cities we have so proudly built contain

many artificial cliffs and ledges that attract

pigeons, while residents provide many of-

ferings of the various kinds of foods that

sustain them. Ecologists looking at urban

habitats describe them as cliff-detritus

zones-areas in which our sbrscrapers func-

tion much as mountain ranges do to set

wind circulation patterns and microcli-

mates about themselves and to capture

windblown seeds and other organic detri-

tus. No one has yet studied this habitat in

any detail, but certainly when aspiring

ecologists do, they will no doubt find a sur-

prisingly high biological diversity, with

many species of microorganisms, insects,

plants and animals adapting rapidly to this

special niche provided by humans. At some-

where near the top, and likely to represent

the greatest total biomass of all, will be the

pigeon.

Additional Source

Johnston, R. F., and M. Janiga. 1995. Feral

Pigeons. Oxford: Oxford UniversitY

Press. 320 PP.
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Found throughout the U.S.
Midwest and West, north into
Alberta. Also found in parts of
the southeastern United
States.

Mostly a problem in
agriculture; restricted to yards
and gardens in residential
areas.

By itself, one pocket gopher
may bring from 2 to 4 fons of
soil to the surface in a year's
time.

, ,1. ,
Lrrp MANv orHER sMALL RoDENTS, undd appro_
priate circumstances pocket gophers cant.utd.rgo
dramatic population increases or imqtions. fhe af;,
propriate conditions are often provided by humanr'.u,
preparing agricultural land. By removing a naturail,
community ofplants to prepare land for a single crop,
or monoculture, wecreate superabundant food resources
that are bonanzas to animals like pocket gophers. The

population increases that logically follow .r, i.rr.rate substantial
economic loss-as much as 25 percent of a crop. Loss such as this is
certain to evoke significant responses, leading tL malor efforts to de_
stroy the "pest" in accordance with the damage it does. If this works
at all, it is briefly and almosr always followed by adaptation of the
problem species to the technology directed .t it. Even those who
have spent much of their lives in this effiort are recogn izingthe inevi_
table circular path this course foilows. Breaking out of that circle be-
gins with a better understanding of the place these animals hold when
they are a part of the natural ecosystems in which they have evolved,.
This leads to understanding their role in the new ecosystems imposed
by humans. Not all ecosystems are natural (deserts orwoods or tun_
dra). some are agricultural, and those that are mostly the object of
this book are urban or human-dominatpd.They still function as eco_
qrstems even where human hands have dramatically altered them.
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The control of problems with wild animals
in any of these systems must ultimately fo-
cus on natural processes that will work not
to destroy species but to bring them into
balance with other parts of the system.

Natural History

Classification and Range
Pocket gophers are rodents belonging to a
family (Geomyidae) thatis onlyfound in the
NewWorld. There are three genera ofpocket
gophers (Thomomys, Goemvs and Pappo'
geomys) in the United States and thirteen
species. Pocket gophers are found through-
out most of the Midwest and West, as well

as in the southernmost parts of Alabama

and Georgia into Florida. They also range

north into parts of CanadathroughAlberta.
Like many other rodent groupings, the fam-

ily relationships are highly complicated,

and a good deal of diversification and spe-

cialized adaptation to specific microhabi-

tats has occurred to make the group's

taxonomy either a ioy or a curse, depend-

ing on how you feel about taxonomtzing.
To the homeowner with pocket gopher

problems the taxonomy of the group is

probably not a high concern. To anyone

who wonders about the variety of life and

its adaptations and diversification, groups

such as this can be highly significant'

Habitat

Although they are burrowing (fossorial) ani-

mals, pocket gophers occupy a surprising
range of habitats, including some that are
fairlyrocky. Exactlywhattypes of soils sup-
port them in their greatest abundance re-
mains to be determined, but lighter and
more friable types are clearly preferred. In

fact, the diversification these animals have
undergone is thoughtbysome to havehap-

pened by their adaptation to different types
of soils.

Diet
Pocket gophers are herbivores-they live
almost entirely on plants. Much of their
feeding occurs in tunnels, where they con-
sume the roots of the plants they encoun-
ter. Theywill also feed on the surface in brief
bouts of activity right outside a tunnel exit.
The roots of dandelion are an important
food for pocket gophers, and the entire plant

maybe consumedwhen it can be pulled into

the tunnel. Grasses and forbs (plants that die
back in winter) make up the bulk of the diet,

but many agricultural crops are readily con-

sumed - esp eci ally alfalfa.

Reproiluction
In the northern part of their range, pocket

gophers usually have one litter each year but

may give birth twice in the South. The aver-

age litter ranges from three to five young,

Pocket GoPher Tracks
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but as few as one or as many as ten have
been found.

Bunows
Burrows are sometimes quite close to the
ground and sometimes are as much as 2 feet
down. The industry and energy that goes
into burrowingand the amount ofearth that
is cast offis hard to imagine. Using its teeth
and its daws to tunnel (different species vary
in the amount to which they use one or the
other technique), the pocket gopher loos-
ens soil, then somersaults in the tun4el to
turn around so that it can push the exca-
vated material to the surface. The amount
of material a local population of pocket
gophers can bring to the surface has to be
measured in tons, indicating a significarlt
influence on the soil ecology of regional arr
eas when these animals are present. ',,

Public Health
Pocket gophers are not implicated in the
transmission of any serious zoonotic disease
to humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Extensive burrowin& numerous mounds of
excavated earth and plugging of burrow en-
trances with earth or grass are indicators of
their presence and a source of concern to
anyone trfing to maintain a lawn with these
animals in it.

Solutions
TolnneNce
Most people would not think to tolerate
pocket gopher problems because of the logi-
cal concern that leaving them alone would

lead to even more damage. For those trylng
to raise crops this may be true although it
does not mean that a better understanding
of these animals and their ecology is not
germane to dealing with the problems they
cause. In fact, it is highly relevant and likely
to be the best way to approach dealing \^rith
them. For the homeowner and small-time
gardener, pocket gophers may be an occa-
sional nuisance and problem on lawns,
ornamental or garden beds, but not a long-
term problem or threat. Where the animals
are not so numerous as to be causing heavy
damage, the homeowner should consider
them as neutral.

ExclusroN
Fencing or other exclusion techniques can
be expected to have only a limited applica-
bility in controlling pocket gopher damage.
Individual trees or plant beds that are of
special value can be surrounded with hard-
ware cloth or a plastic mesh that is no more
than 1/z inch. This must be buried at least a
foot deep, and the effiort required to do this,
as well as the possibility of disturbing plant
roots by digging does not make this a par-
ticularly attractive solution.

Henrrer MeNecsMENT
Where they are problems in agricultural set-
tings, success in limitingthe amount of dam-
age pocket gophers do has come through a
variety of habitat management practices,
ranging from the planting of alternate crops
to crop roration and flood irrigation. Alt of
these lower the suitability of rhe habitat for
pocket gopher occupancy. Some success may
be achieved in residential areas by heavily
watering lawns periodically to create an
unsuitable soil structure for burrow main-
tenance. As with any rodent problem, the
tolerance and encouragement of natural
predators leads ultimately to some of the
best solutions. Artificial perches for raptors



and tolerance of fox and even coyote pres-

ence can go a long way toward creating a
predator-prey balance.

Reper,rENrs
There are no repellents currently regis-
tered for use on pocket gophers, and
home remedies that mightwork on other

species are less likely to be usable for

them because of the difficulty of reach-
ing animals underground.

A Last Word
The positive and beneficial environmental
roles of pocket gophers have been little ac-
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knowledged in the past and, even when they
have, not taken to heart. The enormous
amount of soil they move alone suggests
they serve an important function in directly
influencingthe soil and plant communities.
Rather than destroy, we should understand.

Additional Source

Chasse I. D., W. E. Howard, and I. T.
Roseberry. 1982. "Pocket Gophers." In

|. A. Chapman and G. A. Feldhamer
(eds.), Wild Mammals of North America.
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity Press. 239-55.



Porcupine

Found throughout most
of Canada and the
western United States.
Limited presence in the
eastern United States.

Only an occasional visitor to
residential areas; more likely to
be encountered on hikes.

The quills are present from birth
and functional once dry-all
thirty thousand of them. CoNrnaRy ro popuLAR BELTEF, porcupines can_

not impale people, or their pets, by shooting their
quills through the air. Although rhese specially
modified hairs are marvels of evolutionary adaptation,

they can only do so much to help this slow-moving and (to be hon-
est) clumsy rodent protect itself. so, you must actually be in contact,
however slight, before the quills can become dislodged and attach
themselves to you. Ifyou leave the porcupine along then itwill go its
way and certainly not interfere with you going yours.

Natural History

Classification and Range
The porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum) is a large-bodied slow-moving
rodent that would be ill equipped to avoid any sorr of predator were
it not for the unique defensive system nature has provided it with.
Porcupines range throughout most of Canada and thewestern united
States, and can be found in the East throughout the New England
states, New York and Pennsylvania, and even into parts of northern
Maryland.
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The adults vary little between the sexes.
A fulI-grown porcupine is about 2 to 21f z
feet long and weighs up to 30 pounds. The
quills are the hallmark of these animals. A
sheath of muscle controls quill movement
so that they can be raised in a sign of warn-

ing when the porcupine is threatened. As

many a dog owner li ' ' ing in porcupine

country has discovered, ignoring this warn-

ing can lead to big problems for the overly

inquisitive or aggressive pet. The end of the
quilt is made up of overlapping shinglelike
sections called barbules that, once imbed-

ded, cannot easily be pulled out. Serious

injury, even fatalities, can occurto bothwild

and domestic animals that have come into

contact with a porcupine. In fact, one hu-

man fatality has even been documented,

this coming to an individual who ingested

a quill in a porcupine meat sandwich.

Habitat
Porcupines are most commonly associated

with coniferous or evergreen forests. They

also range into deciduous forests, and in

parts of the West are felt to cause serious

damage, at times, to stands of cottonwood

trees.

Diet
Porcupines are herbivores (plant-eaters).

They specialize during the winter on utiliz-

ing the woody parts of plants, especially the

inner bark (the cambium) of trees that also

is so favored by beavers. The barh stripping

that occurs when a porcupine has worked

on a tree is fairly obvious and distinctive,

being only occasionally confused with simi-

lar damage caused by squirrels. Virtually all

species of trees found within the por-

cupine's range are eaten. Porcupines may

have preferences for hemlock, Douglas fir

and ponderosa pine among evergreens, and

maples, oaks, beech and birch among de-

ciduous orhardwoodtrees. In summer, por-

cupines will eat herbaceous plants, but the
significance of these food items is probably

always less than the food derived from the
woody plants.

Reproiluction
Breeding occurs in the autumn and is fol-

lowed by about a2l}-day gestation period.

This is unusually long for a rodent-almost
five times longer than the gestation period

for the squirrel and about equal in length

to that of the white-tailed deer. Much hu-

morous speculation is traditionally associ-

ated with the act of mating in these animals,

but from what we know it is not different

from most other mammals. It does aPpear

that porcupines have quite meticulous be-

havior during the brief period of sexual

Porcupine Tracks
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activity, but they also are sometimes quite
aggressive and combativewith one anothet
all done withoutthe use of the most formi-
dable weapon in their arsenal, the quills.

Public Health
Porcupines do not cary/ any communicable
diseases that are of concern to humans. The
main safety issue associated with these ani-
mals is the possibiliry of being quilled. The
reflorive twitching of muscles tends to pull
quills in deeper, and a quick response is rec-
ommended to minimize this. Pets that have
had a run-in with a porcupine should be
ueated by a veterinarian, both to ensure that
quills are removed correctly, with as little
discomfort to the pet as possible, and for
evaluation and treatmentwith antibiotics if
deemed necessary. Humans who have im-
bedded quills should consulr a physician to
determine a course of treatment.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Porcupines occasionally damage structures
and implements that are used in outdoor
work or recreation, and are sometimes re-
sponsible for damage to trees. people who
spend time outdoors in porcupine country
know that these animals are attracted to
tools and implements thathave salt on them
(as from sweating). Even aluminum oars are
occasionally found to have been gnawed to
get at.this mineral. The wooden parts of
structures that are attacked usually are
bonded plywood that contains a layer of
glue that attracts the porcupine. Car tires and
hoses may also attract attention because of
their mineral content. Tree damage, includ-
ing bark stripping is occasionally an impor-

tant issue in commercial forest stands, but
this is rare. Damage to individual trees in
settled areas doesn't happen very often
and is easily addressed by the methods de-
scribed below.

Solutions
ToreRANcE
To emphasize a point made earlier, we note
again the appealing and almost entirely be-
nevolent disposition that makes porcupines
thoroughlyenjoyable animals to be around.
The mistaken impression of the porcupine
is that it is a dangerous or harmful creature
that will ultimately cause people and their

.pets harm. The truth is that unless there is
provocation, no harm is likely to ever come
from these animals.

ExcrusroN
Where individual uees need to be protected,
a metal band that is about 24 to 30 inches
in height can be placed around the trunk of
a tree at about 3 feet off the ground. This
band will prevenr the tree from being
climbed, and because porcupines are not
good dimbers and rarely cross from one tree
to another above ground, it is likely to be
quite effective. We do not recommend leav-
ing these bands on trees for any longer pe-
riod than necessary-insects may accumulatq
lay eggs or overwinter undemeath them, and
the trunks of sensitive trees could scald if the
bands were removed and the sun were to
fall on the sensitive bark that was exposed.
In protecting any fruit tree, it is important
that exdusion take into account winter snow
cover and that bands or other excluding
devices be placed 3 feet above the expected
maximum level of the snowpack.

RnprnrNts
There is one capsaicin-based hot sauce re-
pellent (see Appendix 2) that is registered



for use against porcupine damage to plas-

tic tubing (e.9., lines and fittings on maple

syrup collection equipment). The effective-
ness of the product holds out some hope
for being equally effective in protecting car
hoses or other devices that porcupines

might find tasty and may be registered for

such use in the future. Preservatives, such

as copper napthanate and pentachlorophe-

nol, used in the manufacturing of plywood

also appear to have some repelling proper-

ties, even though they are not registered as

animal repellents.
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A Last Word

Keep your porcupine friends close, but not
touching.

Additional Source

Dodge, W. E. 1982. "Porcupine." In J. A.
Chapman and G. A. Feldhamer (eds.),

Wild Mammals of Nor-th America.
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-
siw Press. 355-68.



Prairie Dogs and
Ground Squirrels

Occur widely throughout the
western and midwestern parts of
the continent, ranging into the
very far North.

Mostly a concern in and around
large areas of open space;
occasional to rare in developed
areas.

Early settlers encountered a
prairie dog town in the Texas ai
Panhandle that measured 250
miles long and 100 miles wide,
and contained upwards of 400
million animals.

24

PRalnrE Docs AND GRouND seurRREr-s are fos-
sorial animals. This does not mean that thry,aie,,ex-

tinct and preserved as little lumps ofstone but simply thatthey spend
a good deal of their time underground. Both build elaborate tunnel
or burrow systems, live in fairlylarge to very large g.o.rprpre #&a.1,
ous, have complex social lives and have adapted to occufytawide
range of different habitats. All tend to look somewhat alike although
there are plenty of differences when you look real$ close.

Near the end of world war I, california became the first state to
officially dedare a "ground squirrel week.,, The p , H6*e,o"r, *a,
not to honor these plucky little rodents, but to beiter organ2e forces
for their destruction. schools and shops were encouraged to close so
that both children and adults could be mobilized into a worldorce
dedicated to killing as many of these animals as possible. Even though
the official state holiday has disappeared, the effort to develop bet-
tet more efficient and more deadly technologies to destroy these ani-
mals has not.
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Prairie dogs have fared even worse' Once

they occupied more than 700 million acres

throughout the Great Plains. Poisoning

campaigns reduced that range to less than

2 percent of what it had been. For some

people thathas notbeen enough, andviru-

lent attempts to eradicate these animals

continue. These strategies are extremely

shortsighted, neglecting not only the evi-

dence that shows their impacts not to be

that great, as well as a misunderstanding

of the positive and beneficial role these

animals play as important parts of the

ecosystem.

Natural History

Classification and Range

Prairie dogs (Cynomys spp') and ground

squirrels (Sperophilus spp.) include numer-

ous species, which reside widely through-

out North America. In the United States

they occupy all regions except the mid-

Atlantic and Northeast. All are members of

the same group of animals (the Sciuridae)

that includes tree squirrels and chipmunks'

There are four or five species of prairie dogs

and more than twenty different species of

ground squirrels.
Of the two main types of prairie dogs,

the black-tailed and the white-tailed, the

black-tail ed (Cynomys ludouicianus) is most

likelyto cause problems forpeople. Among

the ground squirrels, the thirteen-lined (S'

beecheri) is the species that is most widely

distributed and most often comes into con-

flict with humans.
Ground squirrels and prairie dogs are

medium-sized rodents, ranging about a foot

or more in length and averaging about 2 to

3 pounds. Coat color varies widely but gen-

erally is brownish, with lighter and darker

variants in both groups, faint spots in some

of the ground squirrels and distinctive white

or black tips on the tail of the two types of

prairie dogs.

Habitat
Black-tailed prairie dogs are grassland spe-

cialists, most commonly associated with

open short-grass prairies. More than the

other species in its group, the black-tailed

prairie dog forms large social assemblages,

based on a unit called the coterie and orga-
. nized around family affiliations. Prairie dog

"towns" were frequent phenomena of the

Old West and still can be found in places

today. None, however, will ever again ap-

proach the size of the town described at the

beginning of this chapter. Ground squirrels

are also found in prairie and grassland ar-

eas and also are tolerant of scrub and brush-

lands, deserts and evenwoodedplaces. One

of the reasons there are so many species in

this group of animals is that they have

adapted to a wide variety of habitats.

Diet
Both prairie dogs and ground squirrels are

herbiuores (plant-eaters). Grasses and forbs

are the mainstay of their diets, but may be

supplemented by insects or an occasional

small mammal. Prairie dogs not only eat

grasses, but clip and maintain them, both

for housekeeping purposes underground

where dens are lined and for aboveground

housekeeping as well. By maintaining short

grass around the burrow entrances, the town

sentinels, a duty in which all share, can keep

a better eye out for approaching predators'

Burrows
Prairie dog towns are distinguished by the

manv burrow entrances, each obvious as a

small mound of excavated earth that the
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prairie dogs sit on to scan for predators or
other danger. Below ground the burrow may
be anywhere from 2 to 6 feet deep and 15
feet long. Ground squirrel burrows are simi-
lar to the prairie dog's, and both can have

several entrances to allow escape from
predators such as rattlesnakes.

Public Health

Prairie dogs can play hosts to the ectopara-
sites (fleas) that are implicated in the trans-
mission of bubonic plague (see Chapter 2).

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Agricultural crops, pasture and occasional
garden crops are sometimes damaged by
ground squinels and prairie dogs, and com-
plaints about burrows and possible iniury
to livestock, people and farm machinery are
sometimes made.

Solutions
TornneNcE
Sometimes the damage that we think ani-
mals do is actually much less than believed,
and sometimes the "damage" is actually a

benefit that goes unnoticed. This is the case
with prairie dog and ground squinel poPu-

lations. Recent studies focusing on the over-
all impact and benefit of animals like these
suggest that we have overlooked the critical
role they may play in encouraging biologi-
cal diversity, and have overestimated the
impact they have on out own economic
interests.

ExcrusroN
Fencing is generally not a practical means
of excluding any of these animals CI(cept in
special cases. Hardware cloth (11l'- or llz-

inch mesh) can be placed to a depth of 18
to 20 inches around small plots of indi-
vidual ornamental plants and trees, or
trunla can be wrapped in commercial tree
wrap (see Figure 13, p. 37). One specialized



application of fencing in a municipal

ballpark involved the horizontal applica-

tion ofwovenwire mesh overan entire play-

ing surface, which was then covered by soil.

This method illustrates the imaginative

thinking that can be applied to conflicts

between people and wildlife. Another

imaginative and possibly successful way to

limit the presence and activity of animals

such as prairie dogs can be accomplished

by erecting visual barriers-short fencing of

the sort used along construction sites to

control runoff, for example. Because of the

strong innate drive to clear vegetation and

maintain open visual fields that these ani-

mals have, fences that are placed along the

perimeter of colonies and obstructthis can

be highly effective in limiting colony spread

or even forcing oristing colonies to relocate'

Hentrer MnNecnMENT
Habitat modification practices aimed at re-

ducing cover, controlling weeds and limit-

ing available forage may be helpful in

limiting conflicts. Sometimes conflicts oc-

cur because people move into habitat oc-

cupied by these animals and force them to

live in and around human settlements' If

such areas are maintained with as much of

the natural plantcommunities intactas pos-

sible, then conflicts with these animals will

be minimized.

REprnsNrs
There are no repellents currentlyregistered for

use on these animals. Being essentially only
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stightty different models oftree squinels, how-

evet possiblysome ofthe repellents commer-

cially manufacttrred foruse on these animals

would be effective as well on ground squir-

rels and prairie dogs, and could at some time

in the future be registered for use.

A Last Word

As discussed throughoutthis booh attempts

to eradicate anywild animal through the use

ofwidespread poisoning and trapping cam-

paignS are simply bad ideas. Not only do

they provide only temporary remission of

the problem, but they invariably create en-

vironmental and ecological problems that

e>rtend damage far beyond the benefit of

relieving damage to a spdcific resource. As

we learn more about the role and function

of individual specieli asimernbers of the

communities of living thinpthat make up

entire ecosystems, we,lear.n how intercon-

nected things are to brre anOther and to our-

selves. Fortunately, many people have

already noted fhat wheniwe poison wild

animals we are:,also poisoning ourselves,

both literally und ngutativelY.

Source
'1' :: l

.  i  t .  -  o  t

Addlttonal

Tomich, P: Q,11982. "Ground Squirr'els'"

J. A. Chapmatt and G. A. Feldhamer

(eds.), Witd Mammals of NorthA@ca

Baltimore: The Iohns Hopkin's runiier.

sity Press. 192-208



Anywhere rabbits abound is
called a warren-originally the
word meant those places
officially granted by the English
king for raising rabbits.

Rabbits

Widespread throughout the
United States, but of limited
distribution in Canada.

Yards and gardens are rabbit. -
hangouts

"TIMID AS A RABBIT" people will say to charact erize
others who are not given to direct actions. This may
not be that good an analogy, howeve[, considering that
timid people don't have to worry about being at the
bottom of a long food chain. "Circumspect as a rab_
bit" might be more apt, because rabbits go to extremes

not to advertise themselves as available to be eaten. Few animals are as content to sit
unmoving for as long as rabbits ?r€, as those who keep them as pets know. This jsnst,to
say that rabbits don't let their guard down once in a while. The observant no#fu*
may, if lucky, see rabbits on their lawn in the early morning or evening hours in spirited
and spontaneous chases of other rabbits, a playful nature that is rare in other animals.
Rabbits lead interesting lives, undoubtedly ones that are full of concern and fear, but some-
times of an apparent ioy of living that we can envy. 

,t,i ,
Natural History , 'ii ;, j
Classification and Range
Rabbits are commonly misunderstood to be rodents, but actually belong to their own
order and properly are called lagomorphs. The evolutionary split between rabbits and other
living mammals probably occuned about thiny million years ago. Lagomorphs are found
in both the old and New Worlds, with the New World forms distinguished between true
rabbits, belonging to the genus Syluilagus, and the hares or jackrabbits that belong to the



Rabbits

genus LEus.It is the cottontails that are pri- bits are most active iust at dusk and dawn'

marilyproblems inyards and gardens, while an activity pattern described by the term

the hares and iachabbits are more problem- crepuscular.

atic in agricultural and open-range settings'

The couontails and their close relatives RepfOdUCtiOn

T,ff lfl .T'r."'"'::ii:*:'Y?Uffi;rilff:iT*L'ffi:i,.il".f,:ffi ',#:
ly^Tfl,::.':?,*l.T:Jlil1i1l3f:i,::""1 ::::.' 

rarther norrh Gestation is about
tails have been introduced .. o;;::".",1; ffiffi1f",11il,ftff":i*;::::::,1
H:'ff;;,:uJ:::.l:*[ Hfiliff:-1 vear (ritte,,i,., can be up to eight) young

to make the descriptor "eastern" ;#;;. X:t-oorn 
helpless in a shallow depression

misleading. cottontails vary t" ."at it"- 
t::o with grass and mothe/s fur' but they

gay ro brown and have large ..r;;; ffi f:,y 
rapidly and are weaned when less than

feet and short nuf& tails. nr,no.ii':ffi;: ll:'it li::':'-:^l:Iadult' 
cottontails mav

tail species vary in size, .h.y .r.u;tiiuti;t ll: 
t two years in the wild' but where

small animals, averaging uuo,-,i ;';#; 
predators are numerous they seldom live

length and 2to 3 pounds in -"ig;,. 
" more than one year'

Public Health

Rabbits can be infected with tularemia,

which may be transmitted to people if they

eat undercooked, infected meat, handle a

sick animal or allow an open cut to contact

the infected meat of abutchered rabbit' They

may also serve as a host fbr the ticks that

transmit Rocky Mountain spotted fever'

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Cottontail damage is usually the result of

feeding activities. Flower and vegetable

plants are eaten in spring and summer and

fruit trees and ornamentals in the fall and

winter. Damage maybe distinguished from

that caused by other animals by the cleanly

cutplant remains (see Figure 22,p- 101) and

the presence of nearly spherical pea-sized

droppings scattered around the area, or

Habitat
Cottontails are generally found in brushy

hedgerows and the edges of wooded areas

with dense cover, but they also do very well

in suburbs and urban areas where lawns,

gardens and shrubs meet their habitat re-

quirements. Besides the plants essential to

their diet, rabbits need resting and escape

cover. The briar patch is a real attraction to

them because the dense prickly growth of

raspberry or other thorny shrubs provides

excellent protection. The type of early suc-

cessional habitat that rabbits favor is often

characterizedby the term old field.

Diet
Rabbits feed on leafyplants duringthe grow-

ing season and the buds and bark of woody

plants in the winter. Both garden plants and

ornamentals can be damaged, and smaller

trees, including fruit trees, can be dam-

aged significantly in bad winters or when

high numbers of rabbits are present' Rab-
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sometimes left in small piles. Deer scat, al_
though similarly shaped, is quite larger. The
easily recognizable tracks of rabbits may
also befound in softsoil orsnow. Of course,
the rabbits themselves may be seen; they
tend to be active at dusk and dawn.

Solutions
ExcrusroN
The most effective permanent protection for
gardens subiect to rabbit damage is a well_
constructed fence. Chicken wire supported
by posts every 6 to 8 feet is strong enough
to exclude rabbits. Such fences normally
need to be only about 2 feethigh. It is im-
poftant to make sure the bottom is either
buried 6 to 8 inches or staked securely to
the ground to prevent rabbits from push-
ing their way underneath it. Some garden-
ers preferto construct movable fence panels
(see Figure 24) that can be stored as sec-
tions (2 x 8 feet being one recommended
size) and set out to protect the garden right
after first planting, when damage is likely
to be most severe. Some years the panels
may not be needed at all, given the ups and
downs that occur with rabbit populations.
When their presence is only sporadic or oc-
casional, new plantings can be protected by
using commercially sold cloches or l-gallon
plastic milk containers that have the bot-
tom cut out and are placed over the seed_
ling to provide protection both from rabbits
and late frost (see Chapter 3).

TnnE PnorscrroN
Barriers such as commercial tree wrap (see
Figure 13, p. 37) maybe effective in prevent-
ing bark damage by rabbits. Cylinders of
hardware cloth (usually self-supporring) or
poultrywire (which may require some stak-
ing) can also be used. These barriers are
placed around the trunks to a height equal
to the expected snow depth plus 18 inches.

Young trees and saplings are more vulner-
able than old trees with thicker, tougher
bark. Low-hanging branches may also be
within reach of rabbits and should be in-
duded inside the barrier if possible. Routine
pruning done in the fall will provide a decoy
food source for the rabbits if trimmings are
left on the ground. Rabbits find twigs and
buds more desirable than trunk bark and
will concentrate their feeding on these.

REpeLrENrs
If fencing is impractical, or damage is so
slight that it is not cost effective, small plots
and individual planrs can be protected with
chemical repellents. A variety of Thiram-
based repellents are registered for use on
inedible plants, as well as Hindero, Ro-pel@,
Shotguno, Rabbit-Scat@, Miller's Hot Sauce@
and Get-Away'" (see "Chemical Repellents"
in Chapter 3). Care should be taken not to
use a repellent on plants that will be eaten
(unless it specifies on rhe label that this can
be done). Many homemade repellent suate-
gies have been tried, with the usual varying
results that taunt anyone trying to make real
sense out of them. These include soap and
hair as recommended sometimes for repel-
ling deer. While we cannot endorse any of
these procedures enthusiastically, they may
be worth trying and certainly are an inex-
pensive form of entertainment if nothing
else.

Scann DEvrcEs
Some claim empty soda bottles buried up
to their necks and placed along a garden
perimeter repel rabbits by producing a wind-
aided noise that scares them. What happens
when it is not windy is unclear. Under some
circumstances scare tape or balloons might
frighten rabbits away from an area. The pin-
wheels sold to repel moles might provide a
visual deterrent to rabbits as well.
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Figure 24. simpte framed panels of chkken wire or other fencing material can be strung ngether and placed around a small uegenble or flown

giaun that needs protection from rabbiu. If necessary, wooden stakes can be driuen in at interuals to sWort the panels'

HestrAT MopIrtcATIoN
Some success with rabbit problems can be

achieved through habitat management, but

consideration must be given to the Poten-
tial impact of any such actions on other de-

sirable wildlife species, such as songbirds.

Certainly, removing cover around gardens

and orchards can help reduce damage from

rabbits.

Predators
It is important to recognlze the role that
predation plays in keeping rabbit numbers

in balance. Hawks and owls play important
roles as avian predators, and foxes, rac-

coons, skunks and opossums as mamma-
lian species that prey on rabbits. Domestic
cats and dogs take a toll on local rabbit
populations as well. Obviously, the role of
predators is not to completely control prey
populations, but to regulate them at levels
where other techniques can be more effec-
tive in deterring them from causing serious
damage.

A Last Word
The English rabbit, cousin to our own cot-

tontail, was introduced to Australia many

years ago with the thought that it might

make a profitable side industry as a food

source. The results were a population explo-

sion that resulted in maior changes in na-

tive vegetation. We are fortunate that our

rabbits are native species and that no mat-

ter how much we alter our landscapes to

favor their populations increasing, the natu-
ral checks and balances that have worked

for millennia seem to prevent the sorts of

things that happened in Australia from oc-

curring. The moral of the story seems clear:
the more careful we are to allow natural eco-
logical processes to worh the more control-
lable potential conflicts with animals will

be. This is true even (perhaps especially) in

our cities and towns.

Additional Source
Lockley, R. M. L975. The Priuate Life of the

Rabbit. New York Avon Books. 152 pp.



Raccoons

Widespread
throughout
the United
States and
Canada, where
they continue to
expand their range
northward.

Can be found in attics, chimneys,
crawl spaces, outbuildings,
yards, gardens and wherever
else humans provide something
to peak their curiosity.

This "solitary" mammal has been
found in winter dens containing
more than twenty animals.

WtrH THErR BANDTT's MASK and ringed tail, rac_
coons are recognued by iust about everyone, even if
not frequently seen due to their nocturnal habits. Rac-
coons are one of a very few species of wild animal that
appears to have actually benefited from contact with
humans, and they have shown no troubre adapting to

suburban and even urban environments. such s,ynanthropes (aniirials
able or even preferring, to live with humans) are usually generalists,
tolerating widely different habitats and eating many diffeient fooas.
If the few studies that have been conducted on urban and suburban
raccoons are representative, then the densities they achieve in urban
areas can be up to twenty times that typical of rural environments.
This inevitably leads to conflicts with humans because raccoons are
smart enough to defeat any but the most determined defense of gar_
bage cans or home gardens. It has also led to many cherished mo-
ments, as homeowners became enthralled by a glimpse of these
fascinating animals. Among those who know them well, there is a
strong sentiment that raccoons could easily share honors with the
bald eagle by being declared our national mammal.
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Natural History

Classification anil Range

Raccoons (Procyon lotor) are truly New

World animals, with only a debatable rela-

tionship to Asian animals such as the giant

and red pandas. The fossil evidence suggests

that essentially modern-looking raccoons

ranged coast to coast throughout the United

States as much as a million years ago' To-

day they are found in almost every maior

habitat (biome) throughout the forry-eight

contiguous states and have made recent in-

roads into southern Canada as well' There

are several species of raccoon found through-

out the Americas, some of them restricted to

small offshore islands. There are more than

twenty subspecies living on the U'S' main-

land, most being named back in the days

when itwas more fashionableto "discover"

new types of animals than it is today'

Whether there are real differences between

any of them is somethingthat still needs to

be determined.
The raccoon may be as long as a small

dog (2 to 3 feet from nose to end of tail),

but actually weigh much less. The average

adult male may weigh anywhere from 10

to 15 pounds and tend to be slightly larger

than the femalg who wilt weigh anywhere

from 6to L2pounds. Raccoons inthe north-

em pafts of their range may be larger, and

even e>rceed 60 pounds, as will animals that

have been fed (or overfed) by humans. Coat

color varies from dark, almost black, to

sandy or pale. Although sometimes less

noticeable on pale animals, the mask and

ringed tail are the hallmarks by which we

know them best. Raccoons are probably

color blind, although they have excellent

night vision. Their tapetum (the layer of the

eye that reflects light) sometimes reflects

tight in a greenish glow.

Raccoons are at least as intelligent as cats

or dogs and possess far greater manual den-

terity. In fact their sense of touch may be as

fully or more developed than their other

senses. The scientific name of the raccoon

refers to the "washing" behavior, once

thought to be instinctive and mandatory in

these animals. In truth, raccoons do not

wash everything they eat. They manipulate

food, dunking and soaking it when water is

available, and so appear to be washing it'

When water is not available however, they

use much the same motions in handling

food, and the behavior probably more ac-

curately reflects a need to tactually axperi-

ence things than it does to clean them'

Habitat

Although they prefer mature woodlands,

there are raccoons that thrive along sea-

shores or that live in prairie grasslands' The

range of this species has o<panded quite re-

cently into parts of Canada and deep into

the American Midwest, largely through hu-

man beneficence in providing barns and

outbuildings as shelter and crops as nour-

ishment. Cities and suburbs provide both

natural foods and abundant castoffs from

human tables. Shelter can frequently be

found in unused chimneys, in attics, under

porches or in outbuildings along back al-

leys. Of course, the old standby hollow tree

will be used if available, even if it is right

next to a busy street. All cities provide ex-

tensivetravel corridors forraccoons, who are

quite at home using storm sewers when

these are not too flooded.

Diet
The raccoon's diet is so highly varied that it

almost seems easier to describe the foods

they don't eat rather than those they do'

Small pieces of tinfoil, newspaper and even
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an occasional cigarette butt in raccoon scats
testifrto the use of human refuse. The main_
stays of the diet, however, are fruits, veg_
etables, higtr-energy mast foods, such as
acorns, and earthworms in early spring
when other foods are scarce. Fish and
aquatic animals, such as crayfish, are eaten
when available but most urban streams are
no longer of high enough quality to sup_
port these forms of life. Raccoons will eat
small animals such as birds, amphibians
and mice on an opportunistic basis, but are
generally not regarded as effective or efficient
hunters. Their appetite for foods such as
grapes and sweet corn lead to frequent
conflicts with home gardeners.

There is often a pattem to raccoon feed- Breeding seasons vary from north to south,
ing activiry. In the mid-Atlantic states, for and in the far South breeding may occur
example, an early-spring diet of insects and y€ar-round. If a line were drawn, bisecting
earthworms is followed by meals of mul- the United States from east to west, raccoons
bery', the first of the ripening fruits. Follow- north of it would generally mate from lanu-
ing that, the summer diet follows the order ary to March. Below it raccoons would mate
of ripening fruits: blackberries, cherries, latet perhaps March through lune. When-
grapes and, last, the persimmons that mav ever breeding occurs, births follow about
not be available until late fall. Betr,r,reen Sen_ sixty-three days later, around the same time
tember and the end of Decembe, ,"..oor, ,, for a cat or dog. Occasional late litters
gorge themselves on whatever fruits remain occur in early fall, apparently to females that
and acorns, which are a dietary staple. fu fave 

lost a litter or had a failed pregnancy.
much as 30 percent to the ,,r*-., bodv In the North, these late binhs place young
weight can be added before the start ofwin- raccoons at a distinct disadvantage because
ter, and make up critical fat reserves that the in order to survive the winter, a certain
animals live on during the coldest periods amount of weight should be gained. These
oftheyear. In severe cold orwh.r, deep snows late-arriving young have trouble putting on
are on the ground, raccoons will remain in the weight in time. Litter size ranges from
dens in a state of general torpor for days on one to seven, with three to five usual. Young
end. They do not, howeve4 go into a state of are weaned at about two months and may
true hibemation rike bears an d wo odchucks ;,T,x'1,il:i,i}i nTH,*:::f ,Hfi:i
DenS Ond Sheltef of young that are moving out of the area in

which they were born are formally known
Raccoons are usually active at night, al- as dispersion. These movements often lead
though along coastal areas they will often to conflicts with peoplq as the exploring
forego this to be active at low tide. By day, young break into garages, occupy chimneys,
raccoons retire to denning or resting sites. get into the trash or engage in other behav-
Dens are made above ground in tree cavi- ior that draws human attention.

ties, chimneys and attics, and underground
in oldwoodchuckburrows, storm sewers or
crawl spaces underbuildings. When theyfeel
secure enough, raccoons may simply lie up
in thickets or swamps on open ground.
Unusual day beds range from squirrel leaf
nests to log and brush piles or, on occasion,
even large bird nests such as those built by
magpies. Sharing of den sites may be com_
mon in suburban areas among adult rac_
coons. Even in rural areas, wintertime dens
with more than twenty animals have been
found.

Reproduction



Public Health

The raccoon is one of fourwild animals (in-

cluding the fox, skunk and bat) considered

to be primary carriers of the rabies virus in

the United States, and classifiable as a ra-

bies vector species (RVS). Most of the east-

ern United States is where raccoon rabies

occurs. Racoon rabies was first documented

in I97 7 in West Virginia and Virginia, where

itwas apparentlyimported alongwith a ship-

ment of animals from Florida brought in to

repopulate a hunting area. Raccoon rabies

has been known in Florida since at least the

1950s, and is now enzootic (present at low

levels, but definitelywithin the population)

there and in many eastern states' Raccoon

rabies is spreading northward toward

Canada and west toward Ohio'

A serious public health concern involv-

ing raccoons derives from the roundworm

(Baylisascaris procyonis) that can infect hu-

mans who accidentally ingest or inhale eggs

that are passed through raccoon feces' Rac-

coons are also hosts for the zoonotic dis-

ease leptospirosis and giardiasis'

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Raccoons can cause both real damage, as

when they get into crops, or simplybe nui-

sances, as when they occupy the family

chimney or panhandle at campgrounds'

They are often blamed for more damage

thantheyreally do, while the neighborhood

dogs or crows that have scattered trash make

off blameless.
Short of actually seeing the animals

themselves, tracks are one of the best ways

to identiffraccoon presence. In gardens the

characteristic hand and footprints will dis-
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play themselves if the ground is damp' On

hard surfaces or in dry weathsr, flour' lime

or other suitable powder can be used to

record prints. Raccoons that are using attics

or chimneys usually begin to make noise at

dusk and iust before dawn, while squirrels

will be active by day and quieter at night

(exceptwhen the less common flying squir-

iels, which are nocturnal, are involved)'

Even mice in or near chimneys can make

considerable amounts of noise, and it is

important to make sure what the source of

any unknown scratching or tapping noises

really is. One clue could be found in the

noisyvocal exchanges of raccoons, especially

family members, which are usually not to

be mistaken for anYthing else.

Solutions
TolnReNcn
As with any human-wildtife conflict the first

course of action is to decide what level of

damage is occurring, how long it may be

likely to persist and whether the damage

requires an immediate response or can be

dealt with on a non-emergency basis' Be-

cause they are generally secretive, raccoons

do not often alarm people by their presence

enough to cause them to seek immediate

control measures. A careful and calm ap-

proach to encouraging a raccoon to aban-

don an attic or chimney is by far preferable

to the excited and demanding first response

people often have upon discovering these

animals are present. On the other hand, the

first observation of raccoon damage to crops

such as sweet corn demands an immediate

reaction because the animal can be opected

to revisit the garden and to continue attack-

ing the croP as long as it is available'

ExcrustoN
The only long-term, permanent means of cop-

ing with troublesome raccoons is to orclude
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them from areas where they are unwanted.
Raccoons are intelligent animals with rou_
tines that are dictared by their needs; if they
cannot get a meal at one place theywill look
elsewhere, and they will remember where
they can and cannot expect to have their
hunger sarisfied. Tragically, unthinking in_
dividuals will feel the only solution is to put
out a live trap, catch the raccoon and de_
stroy or relocate it. Before too long another
raccoon moves into the area and the cvcle
begins all over again.

DserrNc wrrH ReccooN youNc
Many situations with raccoons in chimneys
and attics involve raccoon families. Rac_
coons are bom blind and helpless, but noisy,
and frequently the first indication that rac_
coons are present is when these kits begin
to make noise. They are entirely unable to
fend for themselves for a long period oftime
after binh and usually do not even venture
out of the den until eight or nine weeks of
age. For many weeks after that the mother
is the teacher and protector, and she must
be allowed to remain with them. Like cats,
mother raccoons will carry their young to a
new den if the old is uninhabitable. In vir_
tually all habitats, but especially cities and
suburbs, raccoons have alternate den sites
to which they will move if disturbed. The
mother will move young even when not dis_
turbed; as they become mobile she takes
them to new places as part of their general
education.

When a mother raccoon with young is
present, the recommended course of action
is to leave them alone for the fewweeks that
the young are helpless, monitor them to
determine when they have moved on their
own accord and deal with the issue of se_
curing or preventing entry and use of the
chimney or attic after the family has left. In
emergencies, gentle harassment may cause
the mother to relocate her young, but there

is always the chance that one or more young_
sters may be abandoned in this process.
Trapping and moving the family will almost
inevitably lead to separation and the prob_
able death of the young. And invasive tech_
niques, including the use of smoke or fire
to drive animals out of chimneys, can lead
to the mothe/s abandonment of the site and
death of young, who are physically unable
to climb.

CHruNEys
Raccoons will use uncapped chimneys for
denning and to give birth and raise young.
The fireplace flue, because it has a horizon_
tal smoke shelf just above the damper, is
usually preferred. Al l  f lues should be
checked, monitored and secured preferably
prior to their ever being occupied. The steps
in inspecting and capping a chimney are
described in Chapter 3. Because raccoons are
nocturnal, the best time to use repellents or
frightening strategies to get them out of a
chimney is right before the animal would
normally staft its nightly routine. Driving
an animal out of a chimney or attic during
the day should be avoided. During the day,
raccoons are more easily confused and more
vulnerable than at night, as well as more
likely to come into contact with people or
their pets should they be eviaed.

Arrrcs
The attic should be inspected to determine
where access is occurring, and the opening
should be sealed once the raccoon is evicted
or leaves the premises. Where raccoons have
longbeen in residence and feces (scats) have
accumulated in an attic or crawl space, care
must be taken to avoid exposure to the eggs
of the roundworm described previously.
Protective clothing and a dust mask should
be worn and scat material as little disturbed
as possible until the raccoons have left.
Then, a thorough deanup is recommended,



following the procedures described in

Chapter 2.

Ixstns tHs House
Occasionally, raccoons will enter a house

through a pet door and be unable to find

their way out. Because they can cause con-

siderable damage when they are panicked'

it is advisable upon encountering such a

situation to keep both yourself and the rac-

coon as calm as possible. Move slowly, if it

can be done safely, close doors providing

access to otherparts ofthe house, openwin-

dows and doors throughwhich the raccoon

could orit and wait quietly for the animal

to make its escape. If for any reason the ani-

mal does not leave, call animal control for

assistance. The capture and handling of live

raccoons should be attempted only by prop-

erly equipped Professionals.

Yenos
Besides eating plants, tipping over garbage

cans and climbing on and around houses,

raccoons can also damage lawns by digging

in search of earthworms and grubs' The

most easily damaged lawns are those that

have been recently sodded. Because new

lawns have to be well irrigated, lots of

worms and grubs collectunderthe sod' This

attracts raccoons and sometimes skunks'

Often they may simply reach under the

strips and feel around for their meal, pull-

ing out the grubs and worms without any

disturbance at all. Occasionally, they tear

up the sod and cause significant damage'

On a small area, an application of a hot

sauce (capsaicin) repellent (see "Chemical

Repellents" in Chapter 3) may be effective.

GenpnNs
Raccoons often cause considerable damage

to garden fruits and vegetables, such as

grapes and corn. Attacks often occur iust
before foods are ready to be picked, so ex-
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travigilance at these times (chasing animals

away and using lights or radios to create dis-

turbances) -ay drive them off long enough

to harvest the crop. Single-strand electric

fencing can be used effectively where dam-

age is frequent and raccoons are numerous'

Po t tps
With the increasing popularity of ornamen-

tal ponds in manyyards, problems with rac-

coons are mounting. Naturally attracted to

water, visiting raccoons will catch and eat

fish, frogs or other aquatic life that a home-

owner may be trying to raise. They will fur-

ther tear up plants in search of food and

generally make a mess of most small ponds

once they have discovered them' Depend-

ing on the size of the pond, fish can be pro-

vided with protection by using stacking

cinder blocks (the kind with the holes) ne"t

to one another in groups of three or four,

pilingrock^s so thatshelters are created orsink-

ing sections of the ceramic tile that is used to

line chimneys so that fish can take refuge

when the raccoon visits. Ponds should be at

least 3 feet deep at places in order for shelters

to work efflectively. Disturbance of plants and

other unwanted activities can be detened in

extreme cases by erecting single-strand elec-

tric fencing around the pond at anywhere

from 4 to 8 inches offthe ground (see Fig-

ure25, page 158).

ReccooNs AND
Dounsrtc ANtuels
On occasion raccoons will kill small animals

housed outside, such as chickens and rab-

bits, and theywill sometimes get into scraps

with dogs and even cats. Pets such as cats

and dogs should notbe let outunsupervised

and, preferably, should be kept on a leash

and controlled. Encounters between rac-

coons and pets should be treated very seri-

ously, with consultation with the animal's

veterinarian and local animal control officials
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Figure 25' This homeowner hu installed a single-strand electric fmce tn deter nightty visits from raccoors. once the local raccoons have beettexposed tn it a time or nuo, the fence very lihely can be deactivatpd until signs of new visits iccur. A pite of roclu in the center of this ponil alsoprovides a refuge for the fish being hept there, which k always a good ideal

to ensure that pets either have proper pro_
tection or that follow-up procedures to a
potential exposure are adequate.

When rabbits or other small animals are
housed outdoors, proper protection is ab-
solutely necessary. Heavy-gauge welded wire
(see Chapter 3) can be used to protect rab-
bit hutches if it is firmly enough attached
with metal staples. Finer mesh wire should
be laid on top of the welded wire wherever
a raccoon could reach in. If possiblg pets
should be brought into the house or a se-
cure outbuilding at night to avoid any
chance of raccoon attack.

A Last Word
The advantage and success we have indi-
rectly given raccoons by changing the land-
scape in their favor comes at a cost to them.
Both rabies and canine distemper take a toll
on urban raccoon populations. They cur-
rentlyhave no protection against canine dis-
temper, other than the gradual process of
selection that undoubtedly will favor ani-
mals that have some degree of natural im-
munity. There is a vaccine that can be
delivered to raccoons in the form of fish
meal baits thatwill immunize them against



rabies. It is being tried orperimentally in a

few places, but has not yet been considered

for wide-scale use. The reason for this is

partly economics, partly the sort of "who

cares" attitude that exists toward urban

wildlife and partlythat our resources in the

field of public health are urgently needed

elsewhere at the current moment. Again, it

is likely that some naturally immune rac-

coons will escape rabies and that their

populations will rebuild quickly. Several
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future scenarios wilt tell where the interac-

tion between this wild animal and the dis-

eases might go, but none of these predict

the demise of the raccoon. If any animal is

here to stay, it is this one.

Additional Source

MacClintoclq D. ipsr. A,Naturat History of

Raccoons. $py bU, Charles Scribner's

Sons. 1 a PB; : ,," r,i.:
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Rats

Widespread throughout North
America, but most prevalent
where humans and their buildings
abound.

Found both inside and outside
buildings, at landfills, waste sites
and in industrial areas.

The second most successful
mammal on the planet-
undoubtedly trying for first.

Oun coNFLrcTS wrrH RATs are as old as civiliza_
tion itself. No animals have been greater objects:of
vilification by more human cultures past and pi.r"rrt
than rats, and no animal has more successfuiy held
its own in the face of determined attempts to'eradi-
cate it. Members of one of the most diverse and suc-
cessful mammalian families, rats are hardy, intelligent

and (like humans) accomplished in adapting ro changing erc"m-
stances. Unknowing carriers of disease and invaders of sior.a'Stji"r,
rats do at times present real threats to humanity. Accordingl*, with
damage worldwide running into hundreds of millions orao-ii"r, a.r,
nually and countless billions of dollars over the long term, it isarnaz_
ing that so few resources have been invested in the study of
environmentally and ecologically sound ways to deal with these
animals.

It's disturbing that the usual means of controlling rat problems
involve brute force: trapping poisoning ot as is done periodically in
parts of china, mobilizing thousands into a workforce to drive rats
into the open and club them to death. The usual consequence of
such acts is the return, shortly, to the condition that prevailed be_
fore, or one slightly worse. If nothing is done to address the root
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ecological cause of problemswith rats' then

wewiil foreverbe locked in a hopeless cycle

of short-t erm nonsolutions'

Natural History

Classification and Range

There are several types of animals people

commonly call rats that are found in North

America, including woodrats and packrats

(Neotoma spp.) found mostly in the East

and West and the cotton rats (sigmodon

spp.) of the South. The two that most con-

cem humans are the Norway or brown (Rat-

fis noruegicus) andblack or roof (R' rattus)

rats, which were introduced from the Old

World. Both belong to the family Muridae'

which comprises fifiy-one species, includ-

ing seven that are of economic concern to

humans. Black rats probably anived in the

United States as stowaways with the first

permanent European settlers. Norway rats

are said to have first arrived in the New

World around l775,when they started their

own revolution by displacing their less ag-

gressive cousins (black rats) wherever the

two met. Today, the Norway rat has become

established almost continent-wide while

the black rat is mostly restricted to coastal

areas of the southern, southeastern and

western United States.
Physically, rats do not appear more im-

posing than many mammals, but they are

incredibly hardy and capable of physical

feats thatwould seem beyond the ability of

creatures so small. An opening no larger

than a quarter is suffrcientto allow an adult

ratto gain entryto abuilding andboth spe-

cies climb well enough to use a pipe or con-

duit within 3 inches of an outside wall to

gain access at any level. Rats are capable of

, vertical leaps of as much as 3 feet and hori-

zontal leaps of 4 feet They are excellent

swimmers and the tales of Norway rats

emerging in toilet bowls after swimming up

through plumbing, while rare, appear to be

true. The Norway rat is slightly larger than

the black rat, averaging 10 to 16 ounces'

while its smaller cousin runs between 8 and

12 ounces. Black rats are more slender than

Norwayrats and have more pointed muzzles

and larger eyes relative to body size' The

Norway rat's tail is shorter than its head and

body combined, while the black rat's is

longer.

Habitat
Norway rats are found almost everywhere

humans are but are most common in older

denser settlements where food and shelter

are abundant. Neither species apparently

copes well with natural grass or woodlands'

where predators abound and competition

from native species is keen. In cities, Nor-

wav and black rats favor small municipal

Rat Tracks
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parks where humans inadvertently leave
food in refuse containers. Older industrial
areas, rail yards and back alleys provide ex_
cellent habitat. The common Hollywood
image of hordes of rats in sewers or aban_
doned warehouses is not realistic unless
highly unusual environmental conditions
exist, including superabundant food re_
sources provided by humans through im_
proper trash management.

Diet
Rats are omniuorou.s-they will eat a wide
range of plant and animal foods. Adults re_
quire about I ounce of food a dayand need
access to some supply of water. In the win_
ter, seed spilled from bird feeders can be an
important source of food, as can pet food
left outside. Norway rats tend to eat more
animal matter than do black rats, and will
consume insects, meat refuse, bird eggs and
even pounce on small mammals such as mice.

Reproduction
Ras breed year-round, although peak breed_
ing in parts of the country with dramatic
seasonal changes probably occurs during the
spring and fall. Breeding age is reached at
two to three months, and litter size averages
eight to twelve in the Norway rat and five to
six in the black rat. One female can wean
about twenty young ayear.

Dens, Bunows ond Shelter
Norway rats prefer to live in burrows that
are usuallyaround l8 inches deep and 3 feet
long. Burrow systems may have multiple
openings that, ifpossible are placed so that
the entrance abuts a solid structure-build-
ing foundation, sidewalk edge rock, tree
root or any other physically stable platform.
Some enffances serve as escape or bolt holes

and may be loosely closed with soil or lo_
cated in dense vegetation to foil easy detec_
tion. The main entrances areusuallymarked
by a well-worn path that leads up to them.
In buildings, Norway rats will live inside
walls, under stacked lumber or other con_
struction material and anywhere human
clutter is allowed to build up. Black rats are
accomplished climbers and are found in the
upper levels of buildings more often than
Norway rats. They often build loose spheri_
cal nests of shredded material in trees or
vines well above the ground.

Behauior
Rats are wary of new objects (neophobic)
in their environment, which makes them
difficult ro trap. We are iust beginning to
realue how complex the behavior and so_
cial organization of rats is. Little is known
about their home range preferences and the
wayrs in which they utilize their habitats, but
what we do know is intriguing. Nonrray and
black rats utilize areas of about Z5 to 500
feet in diameter as a tFpical home range,
although this might vary greatly depending
on the location and availability of necessary
resources such as food. We know that Nor_
way rats will travel a half mile or more in a
single night to use a reliable source of food.
Black rats live more offthe ground than do
Norway rats, nesting in trees and other
structures above ground and using electri_
cal and telephone wires to move about as
squirrels do. Both species are largely noc_
turnal, although, as is true for other urban
species, this may largely be a conventional
adoption of a behavioral routine to avoid
humans. Rats seen during the day are said
to reflect a high population density, and
usually are juveniles that must take the risk
of exposure because they cannot compete
with adults.



Public Health

Rats are implicated as carriers or transmit-

ters of more diseases of importance to hu-

mans than any other organism, except

possibly the mosquito. Physical attacks in

the form of rat bites exceed fifteen thousand

annually in the United States and often in-

volveveryyoung, old or incapacitated people'

Rat bites should be treated by a physician'

Figure 26. Droppings, or scats, of ra:"s and mice can help homeoumers

nll which is Present.
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Among the diseases that can be spread from

rats to humans are bubonic plague salmo-

nella, leptospirosis, hantavirus and tularemia'

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Rats damage human food more through

contamination with their urine and feces

than by consumption, and can cause struc-

tural damage and disfigurement in many

ways. Burrowing is potentially damaging

although usually the problem is more cos-

metic than structural because burrow sys-

tems are instinctively built to remain stable

and to not allow water to enter. Gnawing

can be a dangerous problem when electri-

cal wires are attacked. Rats can and do gnaw

through materials as dense as lead pipe,

meaning that most woods are not impedi-

ments to them at all.

ldentffing Rat SiSns
It is important to recognize the signs rats

make and what the evidence of their pres-

ence says about their possible abundance'

Inside buildings, rats may make their pres-

ence evident from droppings (see Figure26)'

Gnawed holes in baseboards or at door

frames up to 2 inches wide and smudge

marks left from body oils when the rat rubs

along walls are also signs of their presence'

(Rats are thigmotaxic-they feel secure when

pressed against something and will move

about a room pressed to the wall whenever

possible.) In hearry infestations, rats are of-

ten heard in walls and attics or observed

during daylight hours, and the excitement

of a cat or dog can be the first sign of their

presence. Outside burrows are an indicator,

although these could be confused with the
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burrows of other animals such as ground
squirrels and chipmunks. Sometimes ,,bur_
rows" tum out to be iust holes in the ground
put there by some other source. Loosely fill_
ing any suspected burrow entrance with soil
orleaves and checkingitwithin a dayortwo
to see if it is reopened will determine cur_
rent use.

Solutions
The key to managing rat populations lies in
reducing the availability of shelter, food and
water. It is problematic whether this can be
done without killing animals, but it is be_
yond a certainty that killing should neuer
occur without ensuring that the chance of
rats returningto be aproblem is minimized
and the killing occurs humanely. The prac_
tice of good sanitation, removal of cover and
the exclusion of rats from buildings ideally
should occur before they invade structures
or establish a presence on properq, where
they are not wanted. Direct removal by le_
thal means comes as the unfortunate con_
sequence of inattentiveness and letting
things go too far.

Excruslow
Rats can access buildings through holes as
little as I inch wide-about the size of a
quarter. All such holes and openings should
be sealed with heavy-weight matenal (11+_
inch hardware cloth orheaqr-gauge screen_
ing is recommended). Heating vents often
are overlooked as points of entry, and they
should be checked to ensure that access
through them by rats is nor possible. Any_
where electrical conduits, utility or air con_
ditioning lines entera building the hole that
has been made needs to be checked for gaps
that will allow enrry'. Wire mesh (see Chap_
ter 3) can be used to plug openings in walls
and floors through which rats might gain
entry. Aluminum window screen can be

Ultrasound: Does lt Work?

Ultrasonic devices are widely
advertised in aggressive
presentations that purport to
relieve homeowners of every-
thing from mice and rats to
silverfish. The Humane Society
of the United States will not
recommend these devices
until scientifically valid studies
that demonstrate their effec-
tiveness in real-world situa-
tions are published.

wadded and stufifed in openings to deter rat
entry. Caulkingorfoam sealants can beused
to seal openings also, but because ra$ can
gnaw through them, they are best when
combined with screening or wire mesh.

HesrrAr Moorp,rcATIoN
Proper sanitary techniques constitute the
most economic and effective method to lim_
iting rat presence. The following steps
should be followed to minimize attracting
or maintaining rat populations:

Mow grass and clear debris close to
buildings to reveal burrows as well as
openings that rats might use to get
inside.

Store food in rat-proof containers.
Remember that birdseed, grass and
otherpotential foods stored in
garages and buildings frequently
attract these animals.

Store and dispose of garbage properly
so that rats cannot gain access.



Do not leave pet food outside. If pets

are fed outside, leave the food out for

twenty minutes and then remove it'

Remove old wood or debris Piles if

rats are a Problem-these are fre-

quent havens for these animals.

Where rat infestation has been and con-

tinues to be a problem around buildings,

the long-term solution to preventing bur-

rowing along foundations can be addressed

by creating an L-shaped footer of either

hardware cloth or concrete. Bury the footer

about 12 inches and extend it from the foun-

dation about artother 12 inches (see Figure

11, p. 35). Although rats maybegin to dig at

the foundation, they will encounter this

obstacle, dig down and, frustrated, give up'
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A Last Word

The war between humans and rats will go

on for some time. The discovery of effective

and economic alternatives to the traditional

short-term displays of force used to control

rats will not occur spontaneously. Only by

a better understanding of their natural his-

tory and their dependency on environments

created by humans are we likely to discover

wayrs of minimizing the damage they do and

the problems they cause.

Additional Source

Hart, M. 1973. Rafs. NewYork Allison

and Busby. 712 PP.



Skunks

Found throughout almost all of
North America; absent only
from the far North.

Conflicts occur in yards
and when skunks take
up residence under
buildings.

Chicago is a term
deriving from a
Fox Indian word
for "place of the
skunk," suggesting, for
reasons unknown, that these
animals were once abundant
there. SruNrcs, oF couRSE, ARE KNowN to most people

as the producers of an odor so powerful that it brings
everything from elephants to comic book characters
to an abrupt and humorous stop. "Don,tmess with
me" is the message these animals communicate. Their

primary defense is a complex chemical substance that includes sul_
furic acid and can be "fired." from either one of two independently
targetable anal glands. A person or animal hit in the eyes will experi_
ence an intense discomfort that reminds them long after the pain is
gone that they have crossed a skunk. The efficiency of this defense
means that skunks inherently will stand and face a threat rather than
try to escape it. This works when the enemy is another animal that
can be dissuaded from completing an attack, but is useless against
nonrational contrivances such as automobiles. consequently, Lany
skunks die on roadways, and their kind may possibly disappear en-
tirelyfrom areas with a lot oftraffic. This is unfortunate because skunks
are placid and retiring animals that uy hard not to get in harm,s way.
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They deserve much better press than they

usually get and are beneficial to humans

because they eat many insect pests'

Natural History

Classification and Range

There are four general kinds of skunks

found in the United States. All are mem-

bers of the grouP of animals termed

mustelifuthat includes weasels, martens and

badgers. The spotte d (spilogale putorun) artd

suiped (Mephitis mephitis) skunks are the

most widely distributed and most likely to

be involved in skunk-human conflict situa-

tions. The hooded (M. macroura) and hog-

nosed (Conepatus mesoleucus and C'

lanconotus) skunks are mostly limited to the

southwestem states offuizona, New Mexico

and Texas. There are, as for many mamma-

lian groups, ongoing debates about taxo-

nomic relationships. The spotted skunks

may parse into eastern and western (S' Sra-
cilis) species, and some who have studied

skunks feel the hog-nosed and spotted are

essentially the same animal' Whatever the

case, all skunks are about cat-size or smaller

and have longfur, longbushytails andblack

and white coloration that tells the viewer

that this animal is, indeed, to be treated

with respect.

Habitat
In the East, the spotted skunk is thought to

have a preference for agricultural landscapes

and spends much of its life in or near farm-

yards, but the other species are adaptable

to avariety of open, scrub, wooded and de-

veloped habitats. Normally, skunks do not

engage in long movements and have home

ranges that encompass a few hundred acres

at most. Skunks ale primarily nocturnal and

usually solitary except when mothers ap-

pear with offspring in tow' Skunks can be

active all year, although they remain in dens

through the coldest spells in the northern

parts of their range.

Diet
Skunks are primanly insectiuorous, and of the

many kinds of insects they eat, a fair num-

ber are pests to humans. Some plant mate-

rial is eaten, primarilywild fruits, and apples

and corn are occasional dietary items' In

winter and spring, skunks may consume

small vertebrates, such as mice, and the eggs

of ground-nesting birds.

Reproiluction
Not as much is known about reproduction

in the other skunk species as is the striped

skunh but apparentty all skunks are capable

of delayed implantation, meaning that af-

ter matin& the female can store the male's

sperm and delay initiating pregnancy for

someweeks. Breedingusually occurs in late

winter or early spring (probably between

February and March for striped and between

March andApril forspotted). Gestation also

varies in lengh, but averages about sixty to

seventy-five days, meaning that young usu-

ally are born in May or June. Second litters

and late births do occur, and the western

spotted skunk appears to breed in fall and

early winter but not give birth until the fol-

lowing spring. Litters range from three to as

many as ten youn& who remain in the bur-

row or nest for about two months, after

which they begin to follow their mother as

she forages.

Dens and Shelter

All skunl<s seem able to dig their own bur-

rows, but when some other animal or hu-

mans have done the work for them, they
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appear content with what is at hand. Favor_
ite den and resting sites include abandoned
groundhog burrows, hollow logs, wood or
rock piles, under buildings, stone walls,
hay or brush piles and (occasionally) trees
or stumps. A den may be used only for
brief periods before the skunk switches to
another.

Public Health
Skunks can carry rabies, and one of the
main strains of this disease in skunks oc_
curs throughout the states of the Midwest.
Skunks have also been known ro carry
leptospirosis.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Skunks are usually announced more by
smell than sight, although ifneitherofthese
cues gives them away, sometimes their scat
does. These are more or less indiscriminately
deposited and usually show high concen_
trations of insect parts that impart a dark
shiny appearance. Musk odor may linger for
days in the area where a skunk has sprayed.
Persistent, faint musk smells associated with
a 4- to 6-inch diameter hole under a build_
ing or woodpile indicates that a skunk may
have taken up residence. While foraging for
grubs, skunks may dig many shallow holes
in the lawn, similar to those made by both
gray squirrels and raccoons. Long black or
white hairs or a faint skunlqy odor will sug_
gest skunks but not confirm them. Long_
haired cats can leave long black or white
hairs, and foxes have a musky odor. Skunks
occasionally raid chicken houses for eggs or

young chickens and all too frequently are
encountered when they become uapped
in window wells.



Solutions
TolnnaNcn
It may be hard for people to tolerate skunks

once it has been found that they are, indeed'

living under the deck or piled in a commu-

nal den underneath the old shed out back'

But this is exactly what skunks have to do

when they are mostvulnerable (during the

winter and when raising young)' The noc-

tumal habits of skunks, their nonaggressive

and retiring ways and the generally benefi-

cial role they play in consuming harmful

insects all give them enough credits to make

itworth leavingthem alone until theyhave

moved on their own accord (which they

readily do) or can safely be harassed away

from an area where they are not wanted'

Heurer MootPtcATIoN

Occasional skunk sightings in a neighbor-

hood need not be cause for alarm' Preven-

tive measures, such as removing attractants

from the vicinity of houses, will decrease

the likelihood of an unpleasant encounter'

Attractants include garbage and petfood left

out at night and convenient denning sites

such aswood and rockpiles, elevated sheds'

openings under concrete slabs and porches

and access to crawl spaces under houses'

Excrustol.t
Discovery of a den suspected to harbor a

skunk should first be checked to determine

if the occupancy is current. This may be

done by loosely filling the hole (or holes)

with soil, leaves or material such as straw'

If a skunk is present, it will easily push its

way out that night and reopen the hole' If

the plug remains undisturbed for two or

three nights (and it is not winter), it is safe

to assume that the hole is unoccupied and

can be permanently closed. If a skunk (or

any other animal) is present, either harass-
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0ne-WaY Doors

Do not install a one-waY door in

May or June when there may

be babies left behind in the den'

The babies will starve and

possiblY discharge their spray

before succumbing to this

unpleasant fate. Instead, either

wait for the skunk familY to

move or use mild harassment to

try to accelerate that Process.
The mother skunk will, under

the right circumstances' carry

her babies to a new den. Do

not permanently seal the oPen-

ing until the Plug remains undis-

turbed for several nights.

ment or eviction using a one-way door sys-

tem is recommended.

HenessMENT
When it is safe to displace skunks, mild ha-

rassment can be very effective. This can con-

sist of an approach as simple as repacking

the hole it is using with the leaves or straw

or other material to see if the skunk gets the

message and moves elsewhere, orusingmild

repellents, such as ammonia-soaked rags,

placed near or inside the burrow to one side

so that the skunk has to pass them in get-

ting out. In all cases such as this, make sure

the skunk is not close by before placing the

disturbing stimulus.
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EvrcrroN
A skunk may be evicted from an active den
by installing a one-way door over the en_
trance to allow it to leave but prevent reen_
try (see Figure 10, page 33). Care must be
taken to ensure that the door can open with_
out hitting an obstruction. Leave the door
in place for nvo or three nights to be sure
that the skunk has left. Be sure that no new
holes appear nearby. Remove the door and
close the opening as described under ,,Ex_

clusion" on page 169.
Exclusion is also the only long-term so_

lution to skunk predation on chickens or
eggs. In this case skunks must be excluded
from the chicken house, and the chickens
must be securely enclosed in the coop at
night. All openings must be repaired, and
fencing around the coop should be ortended
6 to B inches underground to prevent skunks
from digging underneath.

SxuNx rN A WlNnow Wnrr
If a skunk becomes trapped in a window
well (the basement window area), the best
method of freeing it is to provide it with a
means of escape. In the well, place a rough
board (or one with cleats) that is long
enough to act as a ramp to the top (see Fig_
ure 27). The board should lean no steeper
than a 45" angle. The board should be slowly
and carefully placed by approaching the well
low enough to be out of sight of the skunk.
If possible, a second person with a vanrage
point high enough to see the skunk can wam
of any signs of its becoming agitated, indi-
cated by the skunk raising its tail or stamp-
ing i ts front feet. I f  this happens, an
immediate retreat and reanalysis ofthe situ-
ation is recommended. Another method of
placing the board is to tie it to the end of a
long pole and lower it by holding the op-
posite end of the pole. Once the board is

I
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Figure 27. A ramp can help a
trapped shunk out of a window
well. lt's a good idea rlot tn let
the family dog get involved in
this procedure!



placed, keep people and pets away from the

area until nightfall, when the skunk should

leave on its own. To prevent this situation

from reoccurring place exit ramps or tight-

fitting covers at each window well.

A Last Word

People remember encounters with skunks,

whether or not they are sprayed. It is com-

mon knowledge among those who work
closely with these animals that it actually

takes a lot to get sprayed, although those
who do undoubtedly consider it no sort of
honor. How many skunks are killed each
year in the United States just because

Skunks I7I

someone's afraid of being sprayed is not

known but is surely a large number. Hope-

fully, we will become better educated and

more tolerant of these animals in the futurg

and recognize their role and place as part of

the natural scene, even in the town and city.

Additional Source

Rosatte, R. C. 1987. "Striped, Spotted,
Hooded and Hog-nosed Skunk." In M.
Novah J. A. Baker, M. E. Obbard, and B.

Malloch (eds.), WiM Furbearu Manage-
ment and Conseruation in Nuth America.
Ontario: Ministrv of Natural Resources.
599-613.

What Smell?

Skunk odor on Pets may be

neutralized with liberal amounts

of vinegar or tomato juice. This

will make the odor tolerable-

only time will eliminate it. A

reported deodorant reciPe for

skunk spray that can be used

on animals and clothes is

1 quart of 3o/o hYdrogen
peroxide

1/+ cup baking soda
1 teaspoon liquid soap

(laundry or
dishwashing soaP)

Chlorine bleach, ammonia

or commercial products

containing neutroleum alPha

may be used on inanimate

objects (do not use this on

any living thing). Carbolic

soap and water are safe to

use on skin. Liberal flushing

with cold water will ease the

discomfort of skunk sPraY in

the eyes. And at least two

commercial products are

available (see "Odor Control"

in Appendix 2).



Snaka

Snakes are widely
distributed throughout
North America and are found
in almost every habitat except
the Arctic tundra.

Usually encountered in yards;
occasionally enter buildings in
search of mice or insects.

Rattlesnakes will move more
than a mile in the fall to
traditional hibernation dens
shared year after year with
dozens, sometimes hundreds,
of other rattlesnakes.

SNarss TNSTTLL sucH DEEp-RoorED FEAR in so
many people that it may be the feeling is instinctive.
In fact, manywild animals clearly recognize snakes as
threatening, and some birds and monkeys even have
special vocalizations for sounding alarm when a snake
is sighted. Small mammals have reason to fearsnakes,
and all but the very largest animals would do well to
be cautious around the few snakes that are poison-
ous. But the persecution of these animals and the acts

ofviolence often committed when even the most innocuous ofthem
is sighted have a lot more to do with societal and cultural prejudices
than anything else. Learning to accept snakes may take a while but
learning to tolerate an occasional crossing of paths and to use the
simple and expedient methods available to deal with any problems
these animals might pose is currently within our grasp.

Natural History
Classification and Range
snakes are reptiles and belong to the group of animals that do not
produce heat internally as mammals do but must rely on outside
(ambient) temperatures to reach a certain minimum before they can
be very active. There are about 250 species and subspecies of snakes
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in the United States, each with its own dis-

tinct markings, life history and habitat re-

quirements. Snakes always try to avoid

contact with people. Of those that share

human habitats, the vast maiority are

harmless.
There are fourtFpes of poisonous snakes

in the United States: the copperhead, the

coral snake, the rattlesnake and the water

moccasin. Only rattlesnakes are likely to be

of much concern in urban and suburban

areas, and then only in parts of the West

and Southwest. Reptile field guides and lo-

cal nature centers can tell you which poi-

sonous and common nonpoisonous snakes

occur in your area and how to identifi them.

Senses
Snakes cannot hear airborne sounds, but

they are very sensitive to substrate vibra-

tions. They have what amounts to an auxil-

iary sense of smell by which they use their

tongue and specialwedorgans in the mouth

to detect chemical changes' Some poison-

ous snakes have special heat receptors that

help them locate warm-blooded prey. Vi-

sion is poor in some species while good in

others. All snakes are carnivores, eating

small mammals such as mice, insects, small

birds or even other snakes.

Habitat

Each species of snake has a unique natural

history and set of habitat requirements.

Snakes must have access to cover, and many

species preferto be doseto standing and run-

ningwater. Wood and brush piles, stone walls

and unmowed fields all provide snake habi-

tht. Because food draws most snakes into
contact with humans, places where mice

and insects abound are most likely to be
where human-snake encounters occur.

Public Health

Snakes are not known to transmit any dis-

ease to humans. Nonpoisonous snakebites

that break the skin should be treated like

any puncture wound with a potential for

infection, preferably with the consultation

of a physician. Victims of poisonous bites

should stay calm and inactive if possible,

and should seek a doctor immediately. Phy-

sicians now urge people not to administer
first aid for a snakebite-procedures such

as cutting open the bite sites and bleeding

the wound can do more harm than good.

Snakebites from poisonous snakes are rarely

fatal, and if transport to a hospital can oc-

cur quickly after a bite is received, this is now

considered the best response possible.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Snakes do not cause damage to structures

or other property, nor do they eat any plant

or crop foods that humans raise. On occa-

sion, some of the larger species cause prob-

lems around poultryhouses and mighttake

chicks or eggs, but, except for the poison-

ous varieties, human pets are invariably

more of a threat to snakes than snakes are

to them.

Solutions
TornReNce
Most encounters with snakes are fleeting;
people who enioy seeing snakes are often

denied for years the satisfaction of this ac-

tually happening. The first rule for dealing
with any encounter with a snake is to leave
it alone, identiff it by species and then con-
tinue to leave it alone as long as it is not
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poisonous and isn't inside a house orbuild-
ing where not wanted. Virtually all outdoor
encounters with nonpoisonous snakes
should be resolved by letting the animal go
its ownway. The chances thatthe snakewill
ever be seen again are fairly small, and if it
does reappear this only means that the mice
or insects that attract it are still present, and
it is doing the homeowner a service. Poison-
ous snakes, on the other hand, should not
be left in residential yards. Encounters with
these species should be taken seriously and
the snakes removed to ensure that children,
pets or even adults do not come to harm.
This does not mean the snake has to be hilled.
In many places, animal and pest control
operators, and sometimes even police orfire
departments, will remove and relocate poi-
sonous snakes to places where they are not
likely to come into contact with humans.

ExcrusroN
Exclusion of snakes usually refers to keep-
ing snakes out of buildings. There are de-
signs published for snake "fences" that can
be used to surround yards, gardens or any
other outside area, but the need for such
structures is questionable. Snakes in houses
fall into two categories: those that entered
accidentally and will be attempting ro es-
cape because they find the habitat unsuit-
able and those that have entered to find prey
or shelter and would take up permanent resi-
dence if allowed. The former includes most
of the very small snakes that may be con-
sidered uapped and will likely die from lack
of food or moisture if not captured and re-
moved. Snakes that may become residents
include rat, king and black snakes that of-
ten follow mouse uails into buildings. Some
snakes may hibernate in older houses with
leaky cellars or crawl spaces with dirt floors.
The presence of shed skin usually indicates
that a snake has been living in the house
for some time.

When a snake is discovered in a house,
remain calm and avoid any act that might
disturb it and drive it into hiding. It may be
possible to carefully open a nearby door and
use a broom to gently, but quickly, herd it
out. O[, it may be possible to place an empty
pail or wastebasket slowly over a small or
coiled snake and then put a weight on it to
trap the snake until an experienced handler
can come to remove it (which should be as
soon as possible, both for the snake's ben-
efit and for the homeowner's peace of
mind). If the snake can be confined in a
room or comerwith barriers such as boards
or boxes, it will be available to be captured
when the expert arrives.

Once the snake has been captured, the
homeowner can proceed to snake-proof the
property. Snakes usually enter a house or
other building at ground level, the smallest
individuals perhaps through a tiny crack or
hole no more than l/s inch wide. An inten-
sive inspection of the foundation for un-
sealed wire or pipe conduits or basement
windows or doors that do not seal tightly
will usually reveal the snake entrance. All
such openings should be sealed immedi-
ately. The techniques used to deter snakes
from entering houses are exactly the same
used to deter rodents from entering.

Resident snakes may be exremely diffi-
cult to locate and capture, even by an or-
pert, because they are capable of retreating
for long periods (weeks) inside walls or in
other inaccessible locations in the building.
Also, there may be more than one snake in-
habiting the same house. After the discovery
of a snake in a house, the entire house should
be inspected inside and outside to evaluate
the situation. The interior inspection should
be concentrated on the basement and first
floor, butwithout neglecting the attic (larger
snakes will often climb inside the walls and
emerge in an unfinished attic). The purpose
of the inspection is not only to look for



snakes but also for potential openings that
allow snakes to enter into rooms.

Next, inspect the orterior of the house
for possible entrances, particularly at or near
ground level. Keep in mind the size of the
snake that was discovered and look for any
opening large enough for the snake's head
to pass through. Many snakes are also good

climbers, so check for plantings that may
give access to the roof. A fieldstone wall or
chimney may also be dimbed by a snake. If

such access is present, check for openings
aroundthe eaves and roof. Anothercommon
place of entry is behind concrete porches or
steps or where decls attach to the house.

Once the entire exterior has been in-
spected and one or more openings have

been discovered, decide which opening is
likely to be the main snake entrance. To de-
termine the snake's route oftravel, consider
the size of the openings, ease of access by
the snake and clearpenetration into the area
of the house where the snake was discov-
ered. Seal all the openings arcept the sus-
pected main entrance. On that opening,
install a one-way door for snakes that is
made from a piece of aluminum window

screen rolled into a cylinder about 10 inches

long and with a slightly larger diameter than
the entrance hole. With the outlet end of
the tube suspended off the ground, the re-
turning snake will not be able to find the
opening and will be forced to find another
hiding place. It may be left in place for a
month or longer to allow time for the snake
to leave. If it is fall when the tube is installed,
leave it in place until well into the follow-
ing spring. After removing the tube peffna-
nently seal the opening.

Heurer MeNecnMENT
Homeowners can minimize the chance of
a snake taking up residence in the yard by
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making the area less attractive to it. This
means removing potential hiding places for
snakes and their prey, such as piles of rocks,
wood or other debris, tall grass and under-
growth, cracks around concrete porches and
sidewalks and storage sheds with space un-
der the floor. Pet foods and household gar-
bage left outside overnight attract rodents,
and, in tum, the presence of rats or mice
may attract snakes.

RrpnLreNrs
There is currently one commercially mar-
keted repellent for snakes (Snake-A-Waf)
(see "Chemical Repellents" in Chapter 3)
and a long list of home repellents, ranging
from sisal rope to sulfur, have been claimed
to be effective.

To our knowledge, no scientific studies
have been conducted to prove the efifective-
ness of any product to humanely repel
snakes.

A Last Word

In addition to the persecution they experi-
ence routinely at human hands, snakes have

suffered greatly from the habitat alterations
we have created. They and their amphibian
cousins fare poorlywhen we break up natu-
ral lands for urban and suburban develop-
ment and isolate animals that cannot easily
move across inhospitable terrain. Many
species are either already gone or are rap-
idly disappearing from urban and subur-
ban envi ronments,  and the issue of
human-snake conflicts has essentially be-
come moot in many places. Whether some
species adapt to the changing conditions
wrought by humans remains to be seen.
Certainly they will not do so as long as our
irrational fears about them dominate us so
unmercifully.



Starlings

Widespread throughout all of
North America; common in
cities.

Yards and houses; frequently
build nests where people don't
want them.

Starling song is quite complex,
including a series of whistling
notes, chatter and a clear wolf
whistle that is somewhat
scandalous.

sraRrrNcs wERE TNTRoDUCED rNTo Nonrn AueRrcR in 1890,
when an enterprising New Yorker named Eugene schieffelin had
about a hundred of these birds brought over from England to be
released into central Park. [t seems Mr. Schieffelin and a small group
of like-minded friends had a passionate interesr in introducing into
this countryall ofthe animals mentioned in theworks of Shakespeare.
They started with birds, but attempts with types such as the lark ended
in failure. Not so with the starling. From the initial hundred, their
population numbers are in the hundreds of millions now. Starlings
join with native grackles and blackbirds at certain times of the year
to form huge flocks that can be serious problems to agriculture. It is
the built environments of cities and towns that seem to be the ideal
habitat for these birds, however. There they outcompete many native
birds and alter the balance of nature so much that we reallv have no
idea what it might be like without them.
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Natural History

Classification anil Range

The European starling (Sternus vulgaris) is

about 8 to 8 1/z inches in length, with a rela-

tively short tail and a bold orange-yellow

beak. Starlings are members of avery large

and diverse gtoup of passerine (song) birds

found throughout the Otd World. The fam-

ity, which includes the vocal mimics known

as m)ma birds, has some strikingly beauti-

ful members. In facr, a close look at star-

lings in their best winter plumage reveals

them to be fairly attractive birds (once the

viewer gets past the learned prejudices that

dictate that all starlings are ugly). |uveniles
are a uniform mousy brown color, but the

adult plumage is a glossy gteen and purple

with white tips on each feather. During the

winter, these tips wear away' rwealing the

iridescent plumage below. The beak is

brown in winter but tums brillant yellow

with the coming of spring. Females and

males are quite similar, with the only good

distinguishing markbeing a spot atthe base

of the bill that is reddish in females and

bluish in males.

Habitat
Starlings are adept at orploiting urban and

suburban environments but also do quite

well in agricultural settings. Their original

habitat is less well known than some of the

other introduced bird species such as the

house sparrow and pigeon. Currently, they

are one of only a few birds that tolerate ar-

eas of high human density and disturbance.
Starlings are found in otherwise barren hu-
man landscapes around industrial areas and
heavily settled commercial zones.

Most of the spring and summer is spent
by paired birds in nesting and raisingyoung.
The iuvenile birds may collect in small

flocks soon after they fly from the nest

(ftedge). Winter flocks of starlings create

noisy roosts sometimes numbering more

than a million birds.

Diet
Starlings have wide-ranging food tolerances,

typical of most urban generalists' They are

probably more insectiuororu than house spar-

rows and pigeons, as a close look at the bill

suggests. Spring flocks of starlings often de-

scend on lawns, much to the dismay of ho-

meowners who feel they are doing damage.

The truth is that they are probably doing the

homeowner a favor by consuming insect

pests. They can do damage however, by eat-

ing fruits people are trying to raise, such as

grapes, cherries and raspberries. It is com-

mon to see starlings around dumps and

landfills, and many seem to specialize in

Starling Tracks
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picking through the open dumpsters com-
mon around apartments, grocerystores and
restaurants. Household trash placed unpro_
tected at the curb is iust a snack compared
to these steady sources of food, but can at-
tract starlings who think nothing of tearing
bags open with their srrong bladelike bills.
Starlings will visit bird feeders, depending
on their hunger and motivation, and will
even consume sunflower seeds when mil-
let, suet or other preferred foods are not
available.

Reproduction
Starlings court and mate in the early spring
and can even be heard in song at this time.
Surely, most people do not find this some-
what strident and monotonously repeti-
tious vocalizing to be true son& but to the
staflFg it undoubtedly is. Anywhere from
three to eight eggs are laid in each clutch,
and a successful pair of adults can nest three
times in a year. The young fledge at between
two and three weeks of age, but it is not
known whether they breed the first year or
not.

Nesfs

Starlings are cavity nesters and will exploit
any hole into a suitably sized interior cavity
to transpoft nesting material and set up
shop. An ideal nesting site for starlings, and
an important problem for peoplq are dryer,
range and bathroom vents. Even when pro-
tected by a metal flap, many starlings have
leamed how to approach and hover or perch
while raising covers to these areas to gain
access to the interior. The nesting material
they pack into such cavities not only impairs
the function of the vent but could present a
firehazard as well.

Public Health
The infectious diseases associated with star-
lings are much the same as those found in
pigeons and house sparrows and include
histoplasmosis, chlamydiosis and salmonel-
losis. As for the other urban species, there is
little direct evidence linking starlings to dis-
ease problems in humans, but the poten-
tial for this should not be dismissed.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Outside of the problems they cause in agri-
cultural settings, probably the biggest issue
with starlings in urban and suburban areas
has to do with their nesting habits. The po-
tential problem with vents has been men-
tioned, but starling nests built into any
house cavity can accumulate material that
is unsightly and could represent a firehaz-
ard. The nests built by these birds can be
accumulative in that they do not remove
material previously brought in but keep
adding year after year to what is there. Star-
lings also cause complaints by getting into
the trash, competing with desirable birds at
feeders and getting stuck in chimneys and
metal flues. Larger environmental problems
occurwith flocks, which can involve tens of
thousands of birds.

Solutions
TorERaNcE
Much of the time, starlings can be tolerated
by understanding that their transgressions
are only temporary or that perrnanent so-
lutions can be carried out once the timing
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Figure 28. Dryer vents or exhaust vents from kitchen hoods are often inuaded by surlings who build nests in interior cavities. Screening

may be one way to prevent this. Here, a rigid, heauy-gauge fi la inch) harilware cloth has been fitud around a dryer uent, leauing the

botum open (about a 112-inch slot) so that lint can escape. Screening used around a vent should be checked pniodically to make sure it is

notbhckcd.

is right. One example of when starlings
should be tolerated comes in the spring,
when visiting flocks work over lawns, prob-
ing for grubs and cleaning up any insects
found among the new growth. They un-
doubtedly perform a beneficial service to

the homeo\,vner. Nesting starlings should be
tolerated until the young have fledged. The
nest site can then be cleaned and sealed to
prevent reuse. I^arge winter flod<s that repeat-
edly reuse an area to roost may not be toler-
ated but should not be dispersed without
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using coordinated intervention strategies
under the guidance of bird control orperts.

ExcrusroN
As always, exdusion is the method of choice.
Starlings that are discovered early in the
nesting process, before eggs are laid, can be
evicted and the openings they were using
sealed with hardware cloth or metal flash-
ing to keep them from being reoccupied.
Lighter material, such as plastic netting or
windowscreening is rarelyeffective in keep-
ing determined starlings out of a cavity. With
their strong bill, they can simply rear lighter
material open. Nests that contain young can
often be located by the sound of begging
nestlings or the characteristic fan-shaped
trail of smeared droppings that spot a wall
below a corner joint or other sites where a
cavity is present. Dryer and range vents can
be screened with hardware cloth as illus-
trated in Figure 28 on page 179.

ScenE DEvrcEs
Both visual and auditory frightening tactics
offerviable approaches to solving problems
with starlings. There are a variety of noise-
making devices as well as taped-recorded
alarm calls sold to frighten these and other
birds (see "Bird Disuess Calls" and "Acous-
tical Alarms" in Chapter 3). Visual stimuli
such as mirrors, pie tins, revolving lights,
colored flags, scare tapes and balloons
(see Chapter 3) can also be effective in
frightening starlings away from resources
to be protected.

RnpnrrnNrs
Polybutenes are registered for use on star-
lings, but not recommended because of the
danger to birds from accumulating the ma-
terial on their feet and feathers to a point
where it can incapacitate them. Avitrolo is

widely promoted as a frightening or flock
dispersal agent, but is not recommended for
the reasons explained under "Toxicants" in
Chapter 3.

HesrrAr MouprcATroN
The availability of food and nesting cover
are elements that can be modified directly
in places where starlings are a problem and,
ultimately, are essential approaches to try
to limit the numbers of these birds. Places
where roosting is occurring and found to be
intolerable can also be addressed by prac-
tices that modiff the site to make it less ac-
cessible and/or acceptable to the birds.
Refuse can be an important source of food
for a local population of starlings, and both
homeowners and businesses should share
in the obl igation to control access to
dumpsters and household trash to prevent
these birds from gaining easy access. Mak-
ing sure that dumpsters are covered after
trash is placed in them and are not routinely
overfilled is a great step to limiting access to
food, and household trash in covered con-
tainers rather than in plastic bags placed
along the roadway goes a long way toward
limiting starling access.

Roosrs
Liberal trimming (removing at least ll3 of
all interior branches) of trees at sites where
starlings have established roosts can help
disperse birds and may be especially effec-
tive in conjunction with the use of frighten-
ing tactics and other strategies. Generally,
large roosts should be controlled by orperi-
enced professionals to ensure that birds are
effectively dispersed and remain that way.
Problems with starling roosts can be very
difficult (if even possible) to solve using a
single method of control applied over a
short period of time.



A Last Word

Consider starlings for their enteftainment

value. Many of us spend more of our lives

than is good for us stopped at traffrc lights.

The next time you are at a maior intersec-

tion, look around at the poles, transform-

ers, lights and otherstructures and see ifyou

can find the starlings usingthem. There they

are, sitting on the wires, flying from pole to

pole and occasionally disappearing alto-

gether after they land. Look closely and

there are small Ports or access hatches that

were left ajar or never closed in the first

place, and which now make an ideal nest-

ing site for these cavity-loving birds. In the
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spring, the adultbirds can be seen diligently

bringing food to nestlings, and at times, the

clamor of theyoung can even be heard over

traffic. No predator would ever have access

to these nests. The great risk must come

when theyoung are readyto fledge and take

that first flight into the void. How many

sunzive this and how many fall into traffrc

below is unknown, but enough survive to

ensure that starlings appear under no threat

of diminishing in numbers.

Additional Source

Welty, I. E. 1975. The Life of Birds. Philadel-
phia: W. B. Saunders. 623 PP.



Tree
Squirrels

Found throughout most
of the United States,
excepting the treeless
Great Plains and Great
Basin areas and into
southern Canada.

Commonly associated
with yards and homes; will
get into attics if given the
chance.

Squirrels will not bury acorns
with insect parasites in them-
their sense of smell is so keen
that they recognize these as
spoiled and reject them.

WHpng pUBLIC opINroN HAS BEEN poLLED re-
garding suburban and urban wildlife, squirrels gener-
ally rank first as problem makers. Where the;$on't
hold this status it is usually been because thpieidrdno
squirrels in that part of the country. Even then, itiel-

most seems that their reputation is good enough to putr{iidffi ut
least a fewvotes. Interestingly, squinels almost always rankfir*tahong
preferred urban/suburban wildlife species as well. Such is the para-
dox they present: we want them and we don't want them, depending
on what they are doing at any given moment. treelsduffis are cer-
tainly one of the most successful mammals in aecommo$ating to
human-alteredenvironments. . , i ,1;,  

: ' '

Tree squirrels owe their success to a variety 
"f 

.thingp, not all of
which make good objective sense. Because they havc bushy tails and
large eyes relative to the size of their heads, squirrels present an im-
age, or gestalt, that some animal behaviorists liken to that presented
by young animals, including humans. Put simply, they all look like
babies, puppies, etc. The relative neonatal appearance of squirrels may
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unconsciouslywarm people to them. Their

close relative-the Norway rat-has a na-

ked tail and small, beady eyes that help

evoke a strong negative reaction in people.

Of coursg there is more to it than that, and

squinels have many engaging and fascinat-

ing behavioral traits that help endear them

to us. Squirrel watching can be an educa-

tional and enriching experience, and thanks

to the fact that these animals are active by

day, an easy thing to do.

Natural History

Classifi cotion and Range

There are an astonishing number of squir-

rels worldwide, and many are strikingly at-

uactive animals. In North America there are

several species that are regarded as "tree"

squirrels, in contrast to an even greater va-

riety of "ground" squirrels. The fox squirrel

(Sciurus niger) and eastern (S. carolinensis)

and western (S. Srkcus) gray squirrels usu-

ally are the species involved in homeowner

conflicts. Northern and southern flying

squirrels (Glaucomys uolans and G. sabrinus)

may also nest in buildings near wooded

sites and can occasionallybe problems, but

not so frequently as their larger cousins. The

eastern gray squirrel is about 8 to 10 inches

long and has a bushy tail that's almost the

same length. Frequently, squirrels sit with
the tail arched over the back allowing the

viewer to see that it provides almost com-
plete cover for the body. The gray squirrel

can actually be highly varied in coloration

and range from a rufous tint to almost pure

white, or even an all black or melanistic
form. The western gray squirrel is a little
longer on average, and heavier than the east-
ern gray, weighing almost I 314 pounds,

while the eastem form rarely weighs that

much. The fox squirrel, though, is the big-

gest of all, and can be as much as 15 inches

with a tail almost as long and weigh up to

3 pounds. The coloration of fox squirrels is

as varied as that of the grays but predomi-

nantly a rusty yellowish color with a pale

yellow or orange'belty. In the East some fox

squirrels are astriking pure steel gray color.

Habitat

Both fox and gray squirrels traditionally

depend on trees, especially oak trees, as

places to bear and raise young, take shelter

from the weather, find food and escape from

predators. As part of their adaptation to

human-wrought changes to the landscapa

almost anything that looks like a tree can

now be used, including the pilings around

marinas, nest boxes set out for woodpeck-

ers or kestrels and many places on and in

houses. Squirrels have fluidly adapted to the

planted and landscaped "forest" of urban

and suburban parks and can usually main-

tain themselves quite well there. They also

do well in both urban and suburban neigh-

borhoods, although wherever they are

found, they rarely tum down handouts from

people.

Diet
The diet of squirrels varies with the seasons

and the availability of the plant material that

almost entirely makes up their larder. Acoms
and other nuts are both eaten and stored
underground in the fall and early winter,

with the underground storage making up a

substantial portion of thewinter diet. In the

spring the flowers and growingbuds on the

terminal ends of branches are eaten, and it
is common to see squirrels busily working
high in yet leafless trees at this time of the
year.In summer, fruits such as mulberry
raspberry and wild cherries are eaten. Some
feel that this is actually the hardest time of
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the year for squirrels, more than spring when
buds are a mainstay and fall and winter
when mast is collected and consumed.
Squirrels do occasionally take bird eggs or
nestlings and may even pounce on and kill
small birds at feeders, much to the dismay
of human witnesses who might have as-
sumed they were passive vegetarians.

REroiluction
The eastern gray and fox squirrels usually
have two litters a year. The first breeding
period usually begins in December or early
|anuary with young born between Febru-
ary and April after a gestation period of a
little more than forty days. A second breed-
ing period begins in early summer, with that
litter born in August or September. The west-
ern gray squirrel has only one breeding sea-
son a year, and young are born between
February and Iune. Courtship is character-
ized by frantic chases, often with several
males pursuing one female. After matin&
the female drives the males away and raises
the two to five young by herself. The babies
are born naked and helpless and do notven-
ture oqt of the nest for about seven or eight
weeks. They are weaned at ten to twelve
weeks. The spring litter is usually driven
away by the mother shortly after weaning
and as the next breeding rycle begins. The
fall litter may stay with the mother in the
nest through the winter until well after the
wintercourtship season. Flytng squirrels are
suictly nocturnal, may share a den with up
to twenty other adults (particularly in win-
ter) and breed twice ayear in a pattern simi-
lar to that of the gray squirrel.

Dens and Shelter
Squirrels use two basic types of natural
dens-tree cavities and leaf nests-and take
liberal advantage of shelter provided by

humans in attics and crawl spaces alongthe
upper floor of buildings. Leaf nests, called
dreys in England, need constant repair and
do not provide as much protection from
weather extremes as do tree cavities.

Seasonal Activity
Both fox and gray squirrels are active dur-
ing the day (diurnal). Fox squirrels may
spend more time on the ground than grays
and have been found to use larger home
range areas (2 to 30 acres), while grays gen-
erally use a much smaller home range (less
than 4 acres), but there is a lot ofvariability
to this. Squirrels become active at first light
and usually rest in the middle of the day
before becoming active again later in the
afternoon. These patterns vary, however,
depending on weather conditions and other
factors. The most remarkable yearly event
for gray squirrels from a human perspective
is the "fall reshuffle" during which the sea-
sonally frenetic activity of collecting, eating
and burying nuts is accentuated by the dis-
persal of both adults and juveniles, perhaps
in search of that "perfect" homesite. Auto-
mobiles kill many squirrels at this time of
the year.

Public Health

Squirrels can carry disease organisms of
potential consequence to humans but rarely,
if ever, are documented as transmitting
these. Rabies can occur in squinels, as in any
mammal, but squirrel-to-human transmis-
sion of the disease is not documented. If
anything, the value of squirrels in regard to
pubic health may be positive because they
have been shown to be "indicators" of envi-
ronmental quality in some studies, telling
us when and perhaps where harmful con-
centrations of industrial by-products and



pesticides may lurk in urban and suburban

environments.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Squinels cause damage by nesting in build-

ings, digging in lawns, eating ornamental

plants and bulbs and stealing food from

bird feeders. The most serious problems

with squirrels probably involve adult fe-

males entering a building to establish nests.

They will explore any likely looking open-

ingwhile searching for a den site and often

enter chimnep or attics through unscreened

vents or openings left by loose or rotten

boards. Squinels invariably enter a build-

ing somewhere high on the stntcture and

oploit an oristing hole, though they may

enlarge the hole by gnawing. A home-

owner's first sign of the squirrel's presence

is usually the sound of scampering in the

attic or above the firePlace.
Squirrels entering chimneys are often

unable to climb back out and, if possible

may emerge from a fireplace or follow a

stovepipe to the furnace and get loose in

the basement. A squirrel found inside the

living area of a house probably entered in

this way and will characteristically seek win-

dows to escape. Frustrated, trapped squir-

rels can do a surprising amount of damage

to windowsills and furniture.
Squirrels nesting in attics will usually

gather insulation into a nest near the en-

trance and may gnaw on adiacent boards

and electrical wires. Typically, people hear

the squirrel during daylight hours as it
comes and goes on foraging trips. Juvenile
squirrels, and occasionally adults, roaming

around the attic may fall into wall cavities

and be unable to climb out, making persis-
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tent scratching noises as they attempt to es-

cape and eventually dying if they are unsuc-

cessful. Unpleasant odors and fly problems

may ensue.
Squinels often become nuisances atbird

feeders, where they consume large quanti-

ties of birdseed or gnaw feeders into unus-

able shards of plastic. Squirrels can also

damage ornamental plants or fruit and nut

trees by feeding on bark, buds and fruits.

Spring bulbs, especially tulips and crocus,

may be dug up and consumed or the plants

clipped and eaten iust as they startto flower.

Squinels occasionally gnaw on outdoor fur-

niture, wooden decks and wood trim on

buildings for reasons unknown to us, but

probably clear to the squirrels.

Solutions
TornneNce
Sometimes it is easy for people to accept,

tolerate and enioy squirrels, and sometimes

it is not. No one is expected to be pleased

when one of these animals is loose in their

house, and continuous visits to bird feeders

can likewise go beyond what normal pa-

tience and endurance permit. It is impor-

tant to remember, however, that these

animals are only doing what is natural to

them-seeking release from enuapment and

looking for a meal at a time of the year when

shortages are critical and death is always

imminent. The first approach to dealing
with squirrels is to establish limits of tol-

erance, accept them for what they are and

be patient enough so that if they need to

be excluded from an attic or prevented

from stealing bird food, this is done in a

way that does them and their young no
harm.

ExclustoN-Arrtcs
Thoroughly inspect inside the attic to find

the opening(s), where the nest is and to
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determine whether there are any babies
present. concentrate the search in the area
where noises were heard. If there is no ac-
cess to the attic, inspect the outside of the
eaves, vents and roof until the opening is
located.

If the nest can be seen and there are no
immature squirrels, attempt to frighten the
squinel outside by banging on the rafters
inside the attic, or wait until you are sure all
squirrels have left as they usually do during
the day. Then seal up the opening with 1/a-

or rf z-inch mesh hardware cloth or sheet
metal flashing securely fastened. Extend the
metal patch at least 6 inches beyond the hole
in all directions to prevent the squirrel from
gnawing around the patch. Seal any other
weak spots or potential entrances in the
same way. Listen carefully for the next day
or so to be sure no squirrel is uapped inside
or has regained entry. Watch closely to see
if the squirrel is persistent in attempts to
regain entry. Mothers will go to extreme
lengths to reunite with theiryoung and can
cause extensive damage to houses when
doing so.

If, for any reason, it cannot be determined
if the squirrels are outside, do nat seal the
sntrance.Instead, install a one-waydoor (see
Chapter 3) and leave it in place until no
more sounds are heard inside the attic for
several days. The door can then be removed
and the opening patched as described above.

If the nest is inaccessible or out of sight
and there is the likelihood of babies (the
squirrel has been in the house for more than
a couple of days and it is March through May
or August through October), wait until the
young are grown enough to come out on
their own. At that poin! a one-way door may
be installed over the opening and left in
place until no more sounds are heard in-
side the attic for several days. The door can
then be removed and the opening patched.

In all cases, once the squirrels are known to
be gone, the opening should be perma-
nently sealed bywhatever carpentrywork is
necessary. This is simply good housekeep-
ing and not only prevents squirrels from
regaining entry at a future date but keeps
weather and insects out to help maintain
an orderly house.

ExcrusloN-
CHruNEy wrrH a FrnnpLAcE
It can be assumed that the squirrel heard
scrambling in a chimney is trapped unless
there is dear evidence it is able to dimb out
on its own. Do not try to smoke a squirel out
of a chimney-a uapped squirel or babies
may be killed. If the squirrel is not uapped,
proceed the same as with a nest in the attic
as described above.

If the squirrel is above, or has access to,
the flue damper, a means of escape may be
provided by hanging a 3l+-inch or thicker
rope down the chimney. Be sure to tie one
end of the rope to the top of the chimney
before lowering the other end, and make
certain that it reaches the damper or smoke
shelf. If a rope is unavailable, a series of
boards or sticks may be securely attached
end-to-end to sufficient length. Be careful
not to lower anything into the chimney that
cannot be easily retrieved. The squirrel will
climb up the rope and escape usuallywithin
a few (daylight) hours. After it is certain that
the squirrel has escaped, remove the rope
and screen the chimney, preferably with a
commercial ly made chimney cap (see
"Chimney Caps" in Appendix 2).

If a squirrel is down in the fireplace (pre-
sumably behind the fireplace doors or
screen), trytapping on the door and scaring
it back up above the damper. If successful,
close the damper and proceed as above. If
the squirrel cannot or will not leave the fire-
place, the next best option is to obtain a



suitable live trap, bait it with peanut butter

and set itvery carefully inside the fireplace'

Normally, the squinel will retreatto a back

corner of the fireplace as the doors are

opened and stay there if the trap is placed,

slowly and quietly, just inside the doors'

Close the doors and leave the room to wait

for the squinel to enter the trap. As a pre-

caution, before opening the doors of the

fireplace to set the trap, dose any interior

doors in the room and open an exterior

door or window in line of sight from the

fireplace. In the event that the squirrel gets

out of the fireplace do not chase iU iust sit

quietly, and itwill instinctivelyhead forthe

light of the open door and go outside. Af-

ter the squinel has been removed, screen

the chimney as described above.

SeutnnEt, LoosE IN Housn

Asquirrel thathas entered a house has done

so by accident and does not want to be

there. If its exact location is known, close

interior doors to limit its movement and

open a window or exterior door in the

room. The squirrel will find the opening if

it is left alone and itwill even readily iump
from a second'story window onto a lawn

(not onto concrete) without harming itself.

If for some reason it is not possible to give

the squirrel an orit, set a baited live traP on

the floor nearthe squirrel and leave it alone

for a few hours. Squinels can be captured in

a blanket if trapping is not an option Ap-
proach the squirrel with the blanket covering
your body, so that it does not see a human

form but rather a large and indistinct mass'

Drop the blanket on the squirrel and roll it

up, taking care not to put too much weight

or pressure on the animal. Then, take the

blanket and squirrel immediately outside

and unfurl it, letting the animal escape.
Once the squinel has escaped or has been

captured, it is important to discover how it
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got in the house and prevent it from happen-

ing again. Look for tracks in soot or dust

around the fireplace or furnace that may in-

dicate that it came down the chimney, and

check the attic for evidence of a nest or en-

trance hole that may need attention.

Hnntrer MINacEMENT-
Btnp Fsnpnns
The agility of squinels makes it difficult to

prevent them from reaching bird feeders.

Various types of specialized feeders are avail-

able from witd bird supply centers or cata-

log sales that keep olmostall squinels at bay.

Several designs respond to the greaterweight

of squirrels and large birds by closing a metal

cover over the birdseed when they climb

onto the feeder. These feeders are usually

very effective, but cost more than uaditional

feeders.
One step up in the battle is to keep squir-

rels away from the beginning, when the

feeder is first put oul Once a squirrel be-

comes accustomed to finding food, it will

persistently try to overcome any obstacles

that are placed in its way. Feeders on a pole

can be rigged with a baffler (see Chapter 3)

that prevents them from climbing. As long

as they cannot leap from a nearbytree onto

the feedeq, they generally have to content

themselves with whatever the birds spill.

Squirrels will have difficulty raiding a

feeder hung from a tree branch on a wire

that is more than 10 feet long. The feeder
should be positioned at least 8 feet away
from any limbs or structures from which the

animals might leap. If a squirrel does slide

down the support wire, a plastic or metal

umbrella-shaped commercial or homemade

baffle can be mounted over the feeder.

Dnuece ro PreNrs
Squirrels rarely do significant damage to
plantings. So, when damage is observed, the
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first step is to make sure it's not being caused
by another animal. Squinels are only active
during the day, so it should be possible to
obserye the damage happening. Once a
squirrel has been implicated, consider the
possibility of preventing access to the af-
fected plant. Forinstance, one orseveral fruit
trees that are isolated from surrounding trees
maybe protected bywrapping a 2-footband
of sheet metal around the trunk about 6 feet
off the ground. Branches growing below 6
feet also may have to be trimmed. Squirrels
show a preference for ceftain varieties of or-
namental plants and leave others alone. Small
fruit and nut trees can be protected by net-
ting the entire tree for the short period of time

when squinel (or other animal) damage is
most likely to occur (see Figure 29).

Rnpsrr,ENrs
There are several commercial repellents (see
Table 2, pages 48 and 49) that are registered
for use with squirrels. Some, such as the
products with Thiram, can be used to soak
bulbs before planting. Other are intended
to be sprayed on ornamental plants squir-
rels are attacking. We have encountered at
least one product that uses capsaicin, with
the recommendation that birdseed be
dusted with it to repel squirrels but not birds.
The concept is that birds do not have the
same sensory reception of this chemical as

Figure 29. Dwarf fruit trees can be couered with netting to preuent access to squinels and birds while fruit is ipming. Local garden
centers and plant nursnies oftm carry thk netting, or it can be ordered directly from suppliers (see 'Netting" in Appendix 2) .



mammals do-a questionable assumption'

We do not recommend this method of pro-

tecting birdseed from squirrels.

A Last Word

There are volumes written about squirrels,

some of which have focused entirely on the

squirrel-human warfare conducted every

year in our neighborhoods. In the space al-

located here, we can only suggest the ex-

tent of some of the battles that have raged

across the American landscape, and we rec-

ommend that readers consult advanced

texts for details of the more complex ma-

neuvers. The battles will go on into the fore-

seeable future with humanity continuing

to win the minor skirmishes, while the

squinels seem to have their sights on the

strategic, rather than tactical, victory. All we

can recommend for those who feel com-
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pletely frustrated by the struggle is to take

another, closer look at the enemy.

Squirrels are fascinating animals to

watch, photograph and study. They make

themselves available for observation in a

way that few other animals do and have a

rich and comple:< enough repertoire of be-

haviors to award both the novice and ex-

pertwith the challenge of decipheringwhat

it is they really are about. For those willing

to be patient, to learn and to watch, squir-

rels have a lot to offer.

Additional Sources

Gurnell, l. 1987. The Natural History of

Squinels, New York: Facts on File. 201

PP.
Long K. 1995. Squinels: AWildlifeHand'

booh. Boulder, Colo.: Johnson Books.

181 pp.



Voles

Voles occupy virtually all of
North America.

They live outside in yards and
gardens but by far prefer open
grassy fields.

Never weighing more than 2
ounces, these little animals are
nevertheless a critical part of
the food chain where they are
found.

e*5t-
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ArtHoucn RARELv sEEN, voles are surprisingly
common in many cities. In downtown Washington,
D.C., these little mouselike creatures have made a
name for themselves by presenting vexing problems
in some years when they attack the large planted beds
of ground cover. The White House even has a resident
population ofvoles that periodically make their pres-
ence felt in the large euonymus beds out back some-
times leaving large brown areas of dead vegetation by
girdling stems. Voles are far more likelyto be a serious
concern to commercial agriculture than to home_

owners, and most of the strategies that have been developed to deal
with them reflect that. Perhaps they are a latent urban wildlife issue,
waiting for the more highly visible issues involving geese, raccoons,
deeq, beavers, pigeons and other species to die down some before
claiming their place. If so, they may be in for a long wait.

Natural History

Classificotion and Range
voles, also known as meadow mice, are members of a large and com-
plo< group of rodents called arvicolids. There are around trventy spe-
cies in the genus Microtus alone, depending on the latest consensus
of the experts, but only some six or seven are generally considered to

u causensignificant problems for humans. All are mouse-sized (6 to g
'r inc-},lss) animals thatweigh about 4 to 5 ounces and have stodrycom-
'. 

,ppft b,odies. Their ears and eyes are small relative to other mouselike

,, , 
r*.f1hnals commonly seen. The physical feature that is most distin-

i I guistr*Fg is a short tail, which is less than 3 inches long. Both house

/2 --
--

"\\
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(Mus musculus) and deer (Peromyscus spp')

mice with which voles are often confused,

have tails that are at least as long as their

bodies.
The voles that most often cause damage

in different regions of the country are the

prairie vole (Microrus ochrogaster), meadow

vole (Microtus pmnsyluanicus), pine or wood-

land vole (Microws pinenrum), montane or

mountain vole (Micron$ montnnus), Oregon

vole (Mir;'lon$ oresoni) and Califomia vole

(Microrus californicus). Meadow and prairie

voles cause surface damage while wood-

land voles cause damage beneath the soil.

The pine and Oregon voles, for example,

spend almost all their time underground.

Because control methods would be differ-

ent based on such considerations and be-

cause there is extensive range overlap of

some species, e>ract species identifications

in situations where damage is occurring is

important.

Habitat
With so many different tFpes of voles dis-

uibuted throughout North America it can

hardly be surprising to find them in a wide

variety of habitats. Even within a given habi-

tat, different species of voles may overlap,

avoiding direct competition through sepa-

ration into specialued niches. Several spe-

cies are maior agricultural pests, having

moved into commercial fruit orchards,
planted crop fields and Pastures in easytran-

sition from traditional habitats. The affinity

of some voles for forest edges with moist

loose soil high in organic matter easily

brings them into residential areas and
conflicts with homeowners.

Diet

Voles are prima rJ,\y herbivores (plant-eaters)

and are not to be confused with moles.

Voles forage on grasses, flowers, vegetables,

fruits, bulbs and roots, although they will

occasionally consume animal matter such

as insects and snails. In winter, voles make

tunnels beneath the snow, under the pro-

tection of which they gnaw the bark from

trees and shrubs. They will also horde food

in underground caches of as much as a gal-

lon of stored nuts and berries. (These were

often raided byAmerican Indians to supple-

ment their own winter diet.)

Reproduction
Like many small rodents, voles are short-

lived but prolific breeders. In the wild, there

can be four or five litters each summet and

even more in warm climates where breed-

ing can occuryear-round. Depending on the

species and geographic region, the average

litter size varies from two to five young.

Within three weeks of birth, females may

begin breeding with gestation a short twenty

to twenty-three days.With this kind of repro-

ductive potential, populations rapidly ex-

pand. Populations in commercial and home

orchards can attain higtr concentrations be-

cause optimal vole habitat is inadvertently

created by landscaping practices such as

mowing (which leaves a protective layer of

thatch) and by fertilization, which results

in dense ground cover. Vole populations are

cyclical. During spans of about three to six
years, vole populations experience dramatic

fluctuations. Years in which populations grow

rapidly are sometimes called "mouse years."

Nests and Runutays

While all species of voles do some burrow-
ing, certain specialists such as the pine and

Oregon vole are almost entirely subterra-
nean. Others, including the meadow vole,

construct obvious runways on the surface of

the ground, clipping and mowing in their
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own fashion to maintain a network of main-
tained trails partly covered by overlapping
vegetation. Nests are usually well built and
provide refuge from environmental ex-
tremes, as well as places to rest and raise
young. Voles may spend the bulk of their
day in these, coming out to feed for short
periods during both day and night.

Public Health
Voles are not considered to be a significant
source for any infectious disease that can be
transmitted to humans, companion animals
or livestock. They are known, however, to
be the hosts for such communicable diseases
as tularemia and bubonic plague.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
The worst damage done by voles is associ-
ated with agricultural crops, and the opera-
tors of large orchards are most likelyto suffer
damage. Debarking of fruit trees occurs un-
der the cover of snow and can be fatal when
trees are completely girdled. Voles also feed
on the roots of fruit trees, primarily during
the winter. This spurt in damage may be a
result of the diminished food supply dur-
ing this dormant season. Apple tree roots
contain more sugar and starch during the
winter than any other season, possibly mak-
ing them more attractive to voles. Moreover,
in winter voles spend more time close to
their nests to avoid cold temperatures and
predators. Because the nests are frequently
located near tree trunks, roots are a conve-
nient source of food. Typical vole damage
occurs within the first decade after an or-
chard has been planted because as trees
mature they are better able to sustain and
fend off damage.

Voles will use mole tunnels to reach plant
roots and bulbs and often cause damage for
which moles erroneously are blamed. Ho-
meowners may experience damage similar
to agriculturalists but on a lesser scale. Fruit
trees orshrubs such as blackberries and rasp-
berries and occasional garden vegetables
may be badly damaged or ruined. plants in
growing frames and greenhouses may be
badly damaged, as might certain shrubs and
bulbs in the ornamental garden.

Solutions

Hnntrer MoprrrcATroN
The control of damage by voles should fo-
cus on the management of the habitat to
make conditions less favorable for these
animals. Populat ions can be reduced
through soil cultivation, a tactic that desuop
burrows and reduces ground cover. Fre-
quent, close mowingwill reduce both cover
and carying capacityforthese animals and
is an important part of an integrated ap-
proach to population management. Or-
chards should be mowed four times ayear:
after trees bloom, just before cropping
limbs, prior to harvest and in late fall.

Clearing vegetative debris from grassy
areas adjacent to gardens and crops is a use-
ful prevention measure. Clearing vegetation
from a 3-foot radius around the base of a
tree or shrub can force voles to relocate.
Howeve[, because woodland voles remain
below ground, this tactic may not affect their
activities. In northern dimates snow may
provide cover for voles at the time of year
when plants are most likely to incur dam-
age. Clearing snow away from the base of
trees may be helpful when just a few need
to be protected. Deep beds of mulch also en-
courage voles by facilitating their movement
through tunnels created between the mulch
and the ground. Reducing the layer of mulch
to 1 to 2 inches may discourage voles.



Kill Them All?

The eradication of anY animal

from the landscape is rarelY

possible, and in the few cases

it is achieved, it is at best a

temporary remission. Using

proper methods of wildlife

damage control, a ProPertY
owner can curb Problem be-

havior or reduce the Problem to

a tolerable level.

Individual plants or flower beds can be

partially protected with a subterranean bar-

rier composed of hardware doth (l/+-inch

mesh or less) buried 6 to 8 inches into the

soil. By sinking the barrier to a depth of at

least 6 inches, the property owner will as-

sure that animals do not burrow under the

obstade. This tactic may offer the best per-

manent solution to problems with voles in

the residential yard. A barrier of gravel on

paths also discourages voles from moving

around yards because they prefer to exca-

vate soft soil.
Tulips and hostas are favorite foods of

voles and may occasionally sustain high dam-

age. Homeowners whose plants are repeat-

edly assaulted by voles should consider

substitute plants, such as daffodil, which are

less palatable. Crown imperial (Fritwrlaria

spp.) is another showy plant that has a repu-

tation for repelling voles. Plastic, metal or

cloth barriers (see "Tree Protectors" in Ap-

pendix 2) may be wraPPed around the

trunks of individual trees to prevent voles

from gnawing on their bark. Tar paper also

is used for this purPose.
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Rnpu,rBNrs
Voles can cause serious damage to ornamen-

tal flower beds by destroying the bulbs of

plants such as lilies and tulips. Soaking

bulbs before planting in one of the many

commercialty available bittering agents

containing Thiram (see "Chemical Repel-

lents" in Chapter 3) can be effective in lim-

iting damage to new Plantings'

PREoeroRs
Voles are an important component in the

diet of many predatory species including

foxes, bobcats, snakes and hawks' One of

the best ways to ensure that other forms of

control work well is to encourage natural

predation. Predators do not, of course,

eliminate prey species. Natural predation,

howevet canhelp keep numbers of animals,

such as voles, down to a point where other

management strategies become far more ef-

fective. Raptors can be particularly effective,

and nestingboxes forbarn owls and kesuels

can encourage their presence. It is also pos-

sible to atuact hawks and owls by erecting

perches constructed of wood or metal and

shaped into a "T" thatwill serve as observa-

tion posts to scan fields for voles and other

small mammals.

A Last Word
The average homeowner is unlikely to en-

counter problems with voles of the sort that

commercial orchardists and agriculturalists

do. On the rare occasions they do, it is likely

that the damage comes as a result of one of

those cyclical periods when vole numbers

are peaking. Certainly, protection of valued

plants is merited at those times, but lethal

control of vole populations is unlikely to

yield any significant results, because the

natural population cycle will lead to reduc-

tion in vole numbers regardless of the at-

tempts to eradicate animals.



Waterfiowl

Found throughout all of
North America; increasingly
common in urban areas.

Most conflicts are restricted
to open space and parklands,
including corporate lands and
golf courses. Occasional
problems in private yards.

,
The subspecies of
Canada goose so
common now in many

liirfi
t,
I
t
I

I
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cities was thought to have
been extinct as recently as the
1 960s.
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Fon es LoNG AS spRrNc has come forpeople it has
been heralded by geese calling overhead on their way
north to breeding grounds. The opposite tum of sea-
son is signaled by their return voyage, which also in-

troduces the newly arrived members of the flock to the tradition of
the group's flight path. what the first humans on this continent saw
were already ancient patterns. What later arrivals sawwere dwindling
numbers overhead as more and more land was takenthat oncdsup-
ported an enormous variety of species. ,,i i.,, l

Not so long ago it looked as if the sky migfurilot beroccupibd by
migrants at all. Strictly enforced laws and, final$,some e{fortto con-
serye diminishing wetlands helped bring them baikfqom *he btittk,
but still the outcome for m,.?ny species remains criticai. in,the face of
the changes we,i,mpolqd on them, some species of waterfowl began
to adapt in rernarkable wap. "Resident" ducks and geese have be-
come noticeabld,.only recently, and already are one of the most contro-
versialwildlife issues in rhanyparts ofthe country. Books maybewritten
about the human-watef,fowl c.piiflicts of these times, the reasons for it

ilw,nfi,l
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and the deep irony of what has happened'

These birds, so heavily hunted for so long

have not been driven to hide in some re-

mote vastness. They have literally embraced

humanity and settled underfoot in cities

and towns throughout the country. Ironi-

cally, by only tryrng to adjust to the situa-

tion people have imposed on them, they

have been declared a "Problem."

Natural History

Classification and Range

"Waterfowl" is a generic term that applies

to dozens of different types of birds. The

main species that are of concem in urban

areas, and which are addressed here, include

geese, ducks, coots and swans. Although

there are several species of goose in North

America, it is the Canada goose (Branta

canadensis) that causes by far the maiority

of problems in urban and suburban areas.

The large size, black head and prominent

white cheekpatch ofthis bird make identi-

fication easy for most urbanites, as the only

other large bird commonly found on ur-

ban ponds is the swan. At least ten subspe-

cies or races of Canada geese have been

identified, with the "giant" form (8. c.

maxima) beingthe one that has settled most

comfortably on a year-round residency

among people. These large birds (about

12 pounds on average) were actually con-

sidered extinct in the 1950s, only to be

rediscovered in 1965. Sincethen, theirpopu-
lations have risen steadilY.

The mute swan (Cygnus olor) is an Old

World species that has been introduced into
North America. These swans are common
in many municipal parks in the East, always

standing out because of their great size and

the gracefulness of the curve of the neck,

which is what most people think of when

they conjure a mental image of a swan' The

American coot (Fulica americata), or mudhen,

is a small aquatic bird that is disuibuted al-

most nationwide. Many different species of

ducks use urban and suburban ponds as

stopovers when migrating. The mallard

(Anas platyrhynchos) is by far the most com-

mon and the one that is presentyear-round

in many urban ponds. The brown female is

drab in comparison to the male, who has a

green head, white neckband and rusty chest.

The muscovy duck (Cairina moschata) is an

introduced species that is found in many

towns and cities as a result of intentional

releases. It is a large bullcybird ranging from

blackish to all white; males are character-

izedby the pronounced knob at the end of

the bitl. Confusing the issue of what duck is

what duck is the frequent hybridization of

mallards with domestic species, so that a

sometimes perplexing combination of

wild and domestic ducks appears on our

ponds.

Habitat
Although traditionally associated with lakes

and ponds, most waterfowl spend time on

land and even nest some distance from wa-

ter if the site seems safe. Artificial ponds and

lakes, storm water impoundments and, es-

pecially, the vast expanses of good gtazing

surfaces typical of municipal parks, co{po-
rate developments, golf courses and other

human-built environments are ideal habi-

tat for geese, swans and ducks. This is the

main reason they have settled in year-round

residency and have grown in numbers in

municipal areas.

Diet
Geese derive more food from terrestrial
sources than their more aquatic relatives, the
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ducks and swans, although all seem to ben-
efit from agricultural practices. Waste corn
and other agricultural crops are especially
important for migrating flocks, which can
be seen foraging in fields as migration
progresses. Geese are predisposed to use
short grasslands, and these have become a
major source of food that remains available
throughout the spring and summerbecause
we humans cut, water and fertilize vast ar-
eas of this sort. The human love affair with
the lawn is, doubtless, the key element in
sustaining goose populations in cities and
towns. Ducks can satisfy themselves with a
more aquatic fare, eating submerged vegeta-
tion and aquatic insects, but, of course, are
always willing to take advantage of human
handouts.

Reproduction
Geese are suonglymonogamous and do not
usually pair until a rather advanced age (for
birds) of about three years. Strong family
attachments complement the pair-bonding
ofthe adults; avigorous defense ofboth nest
and chicks is one characteristic ofthese birds
leadingto conflictswith people. This defense
is also characteristic of swans. Most water-
fowl will make new nests if a clutch is lost
and the season is still early. Removal of eggs
stimulates continued laying. Molting occurs
in early summer (usually between late Iune
and mid-luly), and it may take up to a
month to regain the ability to fly.

Mallards are renowned for their tendency
to build nests in strange places. Flower
boxes, building alcoves and other areas far
from water are all used. Spraying of the na-
tional Christmas tree that stands on the el-
l ipse across from the White House is
periodicallydelayed because a mallard is dis-
covered nesting underneath it. Whether
prompted by competition for favorable sites
or just a natural inclination to test different

sites, the hatchlings are usually led to water
immediately, provoking many of the sorts
of scenes immortalized in Make Woy for
Ducklings, a favorite childhood storybook.

Public Health
Waterfowl are not implicated in anyserious
public health threat to humans, although
their droppings are increasingly cited as a
cause for concern in controlling water qual-
ity in municipal lakes and ponds. Some
waterfowl species are primary carriers of
chlamydiosis. Botulism outbreaks in water-
fowl involve a strain that is not uansmitted
to humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
The primary conflict between waterfowl and
humans occurs over maintained lawns (or
lawnscapes) and is an aesthetic, cosmetic,
convenience and (some say) sanitary issue.
The actual grazing done by geese is seldom
an issue because they do not disturb or
physically damage turf. Most often, it is the
fecal deposits and the aggregation of num-
bers of birds that produce conflict. Drop-
pings can accumulate at considerable rates,
and on lawns that people use frequently, this
can be regarded as a nuisance. On a large
corporate headquarters with its acres of
mown but unused lawn surface, geese may
not be a problem at all. Occasional prob-
lems occur with geese guarding their nests.
Protective responses are strong in these
birds, and they are known to sometimes
confront and even physically challenge
people who come too close. As rare as these
occurrences are, they usually make news
when they do occur.



Goots

Most people think of coots as

grumpy old men, but another

sort of coot is a small and

retiring member of the bird

family that includes rails and

cranes. Like ducks and geese,

coots inhabit ponds around

human residences and recre-

ational areas and come ashore

to forage. Coots can be more

destructive than geese when
grazing on lawns because theY

also forage for insects and

worms, damaging turf with the

strong claws of their hind feet.

ln California where these birds

have long been regarded as

agricultural pests, many are

shot annually because PeoPle
are unwilling to work toward

nonlethal solutions.

Solutions
TolrneNcn

The adaptation of geese to a nonmigratory

way of life is of such recent origin that we

can certainly say that more time is needed

for people to get used to lMng with geese,

and geese to become used to living with

people, before anyone pushes any panic
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buttons. Geese are intelligent birds who

learn quickty and remember what they

leam. With a little consistency in ourbehav-

ior, there is every reason to assume that if

we impose "rules" on them, they will fol-

low them. As with other urban wildlife spe-

cies, compatibility and mutual benefits are

more the norm than the orception. It seems

always the o<ception that gets the attention,
however. People demand immediate solu-

tions or quick fixes, and those responsible

for providing services are forced to take an

expedient rather than a prudent course of

action. Part of this is a bureaucratic decision

in which resources, time and attention are

targeted at some things but not others.

Working out reasonable wildlife solutions
is very low in the pantheon of bureaucratic
responses and rarely approached through

the sort of planning process that other mu-

nicipal issues are. Fublic calls for responsible
and humane solutions and the efforts of

individuals and organizations to expand the

message that this planning is not only pos-

sible but preferable will help to address this
issue.

FenotNc
Both geese and ducks can be attracted to and

held at municipal parks by the "generosity"

of humans. Handouts may allow them to

maintain numbers greater than those that
might be expected under natural condi-
tions. While the occasional handout is of
little consequence, sustained feeding is
not recommended.

HesrrAT MoptplcATIoN
The use of habitat modification strategies to
exclude geese from areas where they are
viewed as problems, or (betteryet) to main-
tain them at acceptable levels is clearly the
most farsighted and reasonable approach we
currently have to solving conflicts between
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these animals and humans. It is foolish to
claim that the formulae for such solutions
have alreadybeen worked out, with a pack-
aged remedyreadyto applyto all situarions.
Even when they are known, it is often diffi-
cult to get people to accept changing the
appearance or management of a landscape
they have grown used to. This is an issue
for the future; for now we clearly have to
continue to experiment with the changes
themselves.

The most important tool in managing
habitat to deter geese and, to a lesser exrent,
ducks involves vegetation management
around the edge or berm of any body of
water that they are using. Geese not only
prefer to walk between water and land, but
have to walk when molting or escorting gos-
lings. They dislike and will avoid walking
through tall (1S inches and up) vegeration
because this both impedes their movement
and can hide predators. Natural vegetation
that is allowed to grow along ponds is not
only a deterrent to geese (and to a lesser
CI(ent ducks) but also lessens the amount
of mowing necessary filters the runoff of
fertilizer and herbicides from lawn surfaces,
increases habitat for other wildlife species
such as songbirds and has an aesthetic ap-
peal to many that is more satisfring than
the homogenous and neatly trimmed lawn
that runs down to water's edge. Where ac-
cess is necessary desirable walkways can be
designed or small areas of lawn set aside for
humans. If geese use these to move back and
forth to lawns, simple fencing as described
in the following section can block these ar-
eas offas well.

Vegetation management also ortends to
modi$ring the vast expanses of highly fer-
tilized and dosely cropped lawns that domi-
nate the suburban landscape. Geese prefer
the tender grasses and other succulent veg-
etation that are diligently maintained for

them by humans, at great CI(pense and far-
reaching environmental consequences. Any-
where that a lawn can be turned to meadow
will serve a host of environmentally benefi-
cial purposes, including the removal of pre-
ferred grazingareas from access to geese.

ExclusroN
Fencing acts like an artificial vegetation bar-
rier, and while it lacks many of the other
desirable characteristics, it can be put out
and taken up once nesting has begun (else-
where) and a site is not so attractive to geese.
To be effective, fences or natural barriers
need only be 18 inches tall. Chicken wire is
sufficient, but not as durable or practical as
othertypes of fencing. Nylon orplastic fenc-
ing works best. The solid nylon silt fences
used in construction to prevent or channel
runoff is an excellent material, as are other
types of construction fencing, which are
moderately priced, reusable and easy to in-
stall. These barriers should notbeptup aftur
nesting has begun-they will deprive gos-
lings of the access back and forth from wa-
ter to land that they will need to survive.
They could be installed to only allow geese
access to certain areas where they would be
tolerated, while keeping them away from
places that receive a lot of use by people.

Anothertacticthat maybe effective is the
use of stone riprap along shorelines. Riprap
is coarse (4 inches and up) stone that is laid
around the perimeter of ponds and along
stream channels to help control erosion.
Geese are often hesitant to cross this mate-
rial, and it has the added benefit where
muskrats might be a problem of deterring
their burrowing into banks. Actual er<clusion
of geese and other waterfowl from ponds
has been attempted using a line grid system
that creates a physical barrierto preventbirds
from landing on the water. Monofilament
line, originally used in such applications, is
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Figure 30. A simple plastic flag systzm has been used very et'fectiuely in some settings to deter geese from areas of open laum. Lihe any

scaring or frighuning stratzgy, this worhs best if combined wrth other techniques.

not recommended because under usual

light conditions, the birds do not see it in

time to avoid collisions.Any heavy-gauge

durable metal or darker line material can

be used, but the obvious initial expense
and maintenance costs of such barriers
make their use problematic in all but un-

usual settings.
Netting is sometimes used over ponds

orsmall impoundments, but is fairlyexpen-
sive and difficult to maintain. Hollow plas-

tic bird balls (see Appendix 2) have been
tried in some indusuial waste pond settings
to keep waterfowl away from water that is

contaminated with toxic material. Dozens,

or hundreds, of these balls are floated on

the surface of the pond to prevent access to

waterfiowl. While notyettried in manyother

settings, it might be possible to float enough
of these on the surface of small ponds to
harass geese or ducks away at certain times
when they are not wanted there.

HenessMENT
A variety of techniques can be used to ha-

rass or scare geese and otherwaterfowl away
from areas where they are causing damage
with the greatest effectiveness usually
achieved when a combination of these
techniques with other strategies is used.
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Scarecrows and effigies work well and are
most effective when designed to move or are
relocated frequently (see Chapter 3). Home-
made plastic flags can be highly effective in
keeping birds, especially ducks, geese and
other waterfowl, off fields and open lawns.
Originally developed and tested by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, the flags are con-
structed from a 2 x 3-foot wide sheet of 3-
mm plastic that is attached to a 4-foot lath
orpost (see Figure 30, p. 199). Usually, black
plastic is used, but any solid color is believed
to be effective. The 3-foot side is wrapped
and fastened to the lath, which is then sunk
in the ground (usually one to five per acre
is the recommendation). Sometimes a V-
shaped notch is cut in the free end to en-
hance its movement in slight winds. This
system is easily made from locally obtained
materials and may be one of the least ex-
pensive and most efficientways of deterring
unwanted waterfiowl. Like any other system
intended to produce negative conditioning
it is something birds will get used to, so it is
best when altered frequently (by moving
flags around) and combined with other
strategies.

Radio-conuolled model boats have been
used with some success to harass geese and
other waterfiowl from ponds and may be
ideal for occasional problems with the mis-
guided bird thatwanted to use a swimming
pool. Beach balls and eyespot balloons have
been used to frighten geese away from shore-
line property as well as from fields. Geese
apparently dislike walking under objects,
and a large helium-filled balloon (30 inches
in diameter) tethered on a 4O- to 50-foot
monofilament line of at least a 50-pound
test can be effective in keeping them off a
field or lawn of 1 to 2 acres. Mylar tape in
rows can be highly effective against water-
fowl butdoes have a high maintenance com-
ponent and prevents free access and use of
the protected area. Probably the best appli-
cation of this product would be in lieu of
line strung over small impoundments to
keep waterfiowl out.

HezrNc
Hazing can be an effective tactic when ap-
plied at the right time, practiced consistently
and used in combination with other proce-
dures, such as repellents. Hazing should



occur early in the season, prior to nesting.

Techniques range from having a human

simply approach and shoo geese away

whenever they are seen out of water to in-

tense and full-time disruptive harassment

usingpyrotechnics and even special human-

dog teams of breeds such as border collies,

whose natural herding instinct can keep
geese continually in thewater and frusuate
them so much thatthey abandon a site. This

kind of harassment can be particularly ef-

fective on facilities such as golf courses.

ReperLgNrs
The recent approval of the repellent methyl

anthranilate (see "Chemical Repellents" in

Chapter 3) offers promise of an important
and useful chemical deterrent for waterfowl
that has application in a variety of situations.
Made from the ortractthatflavors grape soda
and candy, methyl anthranilate can be

sprayed on lawns or introduced directly into

bodies ofwater (cunently, those without fish;
the product is in line for approval in fish-bear-
ingwaters) to cause e>rtreme irritation in any
bird that comes into contact with it. Alone
or (even better) in combination with other
suategies, this product has great promise as
a useful goose repellent.

DnsrnoYING Eccs
A more drastic, short-term and problematic
solution to goose population control is the
process of shaking eggs to render them
unhatchable, known as addling. Removing
eggs before they are two weeks old will re-

'  i i : t  ,
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sult in the female simply laying another

clutch. Destruction of older eggs means the

destruction of developed embryos and is

considered inhumane. Consultation with

FWS and USDA APHIS-ADC staff (see Ap-

pendix 1) should occur prior to adopting

any egg addling program. A permit from the

U. S. Ffsh and Wildlife Sattice must be obtained
to addle eggs.

A Last Word

The recent increase in resident goose popu-

lations is yet another indication of how de-

cisions humans make regarding the

management of land can inadvertently lead

to change in other areas. Geese are not to
blame for occupying the optimal habits we
have built for them-they are simply follow-
ing a natural pattern that their course had

dictated long before humans were even
present. Like all problems, there are many
ways that it can be settled. It will say much

about not only our relationship to geese and
otherwildlife butto the land itself as to how
solutions are crafted as well as imposed.

Additional Sources

fohnsgard, P. A. 1975. Waterfowl of Norrtr
America. Bloomington: Indiana Univer-
sity Press. 575 pp. . .

Nielsen, S. 1992. Mallards. Stillwater, , .'
Minn.: Voyageur Press. 143,pp. j

Ogilvie, M. A. 1978. WiW|,Ceesd Vermil- tri

,,1?.*, 
S. Dak.: Buteo pooks. 3$Q pp ,u.'



Woodchucks

The woodchuck is
distributed throughout
the eastern and mid- r
western parts of the .
United States and 7-
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residence under outbuildings, I
patios or decks. 

I
Recent research suggests that I
these animals would not chuck I
any wood even if they could 

I uo*t pEopLE KNow wooDCHUCKS by the name
chuck wood' 

| "gro.rrrdhog," and the two terms seem to be used with
about equal frequency. "Whistle pig" is also used but
less heard. It is, in fact, better descriptive of these ani-
mals who will apparently never chuck wood and rarely

hog ground, but will issue a shrill whistling signal when taken by

surprise. "Chuck" is another convenient name to use that doesn't

take as long to say as the others. All of these animals are guaranteed

to make the news at least once ayear on Groundhog Day. February 2

has been recognized as the day on which a representative of this spe-

cies, resident of a small town in Pennsylvania, Punxsutawney, tradi-

tionally captures the attention of the country by prognosticating on

the duration of the winter. Punxsutawney Phil, as the chosen chuck

is known, is expected to emerge from hibernation to check whether

or not "his" shadow is visible. If it is, we have six more weeks of

winter; if not spring is on its way. Modem science cannot explain the

reason for this event to be predictive of climate, reminding us that
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there are still many mysteries on this planet

remaining to be solved. As with many other
species of wild animals that enter into
conflict with humans, the woodchuck is one
that has greatly benefited from human al-
teration of the landscape. In this case it has
been agricultural lands that provided ben-
efits for this species, but where farmlands
are converted to subdMsions, woodchucks
have often made the transition from rural
to suburban as well.

Natural History

Classification and Range

Thewoodchuck (Marmotamonax) is a large
bullcy rodent, weighing 5 to 10 pounds and
measuring 16 to 20 inches, with a short tail
of 4 to 8 inches. Coat color ranges from light
to dark brown. The several recognized sub-
species range from New England, south
through parts of Georgia and Alabama and
into the Midwest. Woodchucks are for the
most part absent from states west of the
Great Plains, but the species does range
norththroughoutmuch of Canada and into
Alaska. Their rather odd distribution finds
the species absent from western parts of the
United States, but present in many colder
climates. The close relative of the wood-
chuck, the yellow-bellied marmot (M.

flauiuennts), ranges throughout much of the
area from which its larger cousin is absent,
and it is likely that a comparison of the ad-
aptations of the two would reveal whythey
occupy mostly separate ranges.

Habitat

Woodchucks are traditionally associated

with agricultural areas where open fields

and croplands provide food, woodlots and
hedgerows needed cover. Suburban and
even urban habitats are colonized when

open fields suitable for their needs can be
found in coniunction with areas of cover.
Woodchucks often establish their burrows
along the grassy suips of land paralleling
highways and can be seen grazingright up
to the road's edge.

Diet
Woodchucks are herbivores and primarily
eat grasses and forbs. (A forb is any plant,
other than a grass, with growth that dies
back after flowering and seeds set [usually

Woodchuck Tracks
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over winterl to emerge with new above-
ground growth when the next reproductive
cycle begins [usually in the springl.) Com-
mon forbs that are eaten by woodchucks
include clover and dandelion. Although
numerous types of vegetables have been
cataloged as foods utilized bywoodchucks,
there is a surprising scarcity of studies that
document which nonagricultural plants are
eaten. It is the taste for vegetables and fruits
grown in home gardens that leads to the
battles between woodchuclc and humans-
of which gardening legend is made.

Reproduction
Woodchucks breed in March and April, and
the usual litter of four to sixyoung are born
about a month after mating. The young
mature rapidly and are usually on their own
by midsummer. Woodchucks are true hiber-
nators and will sleep for up to five months
after the onset of cold weather.

Dens and Butrows
The burrows that woodchucks excavate are
almost as good a sign of their presence as
seeingthe animal itself. One main entrance
is generally used with the greatest frequenqr
and can be told by its open and well-kept
appearance and the fan of o<cavated soil that
extends out from its front. One, two, three
or sometimes more secondary entrances will
be constructed in a well-managed burrow
system and often hidden so well in tall grass
that even a careful search may overlook
them. These are used as escape or "bolt"
holes when the woodchuck is threatened by
any of its numerous enemies, including dogs
and humans that might try to dig it out. The
tunnels are usually rather shallow (2 to 3
feet deep), and burrow systems range from
single tunnels leadingto a chamberto com-
plex systems over 30 feet long that have

multiple chambers off of them. Complex-
ity probably depends on the length of oc-
cupancy and the number of chucks in
residence. The entrances are often structured
around a large rock, tree root, wall or other
structure that provides support and may dis-
courage predators from trying to dig their
way in. Some burrow systems will be inhab-
ited for decades by successive generations
of woodchucks and may be occupied by
many other species of wildlife both during
and between periods of occupancy by
chucks.

Public Health
Woodchucks are not considered to be a sig-
nificant source for any infectious disease that
can be transmitted to humans. They can get
rabies and may be boldly aggressive when
this disease has taken its final hold on them.
And for this reason, unprovoked attacks by
woodchucks must be treated very seriously
as potential rabies exposures.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Woodchucks will occasionally damage gar-
den or field crops, and in a small garden,
they can cause extensive damage in a very
short period of time. Because they hiber-
nate, woodchuck damage will typically not
be seen between early November and late
February and damage done during this
time is more likely to be caused by deer or
rabbits. In fact, the damage done by deer
and woodchucks is often confused. Dam-
aged plants should be carefully examined
for the clipped neat appearance of browse
typical of woodchucks and rabbits as op-
posed to the ragged appearance of deer



browse (see Figure 22, p. 101), and for
browsing that occurs above the 24 to 30
inches that woodchucks can reach. Dis-
tinguishing woodchuck or rabbit damage
may be even harder and requires other in-
formation, such as the amount of damage
done and the type of plants attacked.

Solutions
TorsRRNcn
People and woodchucks can coexist for
years without conflict. Where buildings, lots
and houses have sprung up on old farm-
lands and woodchucks have burrows in the
remnantwoodlots, the only contact maybe
an occasional early morning or evening
sighting of chucks grazing at lawn edges.
The animals do no recognizable harm and
are simply a part of the natural scene. Then,
a perennial bed or a vegetable garden suf-
fers damage and the presence of wood-
chucks becomes an issue. Sometimes not
even this stimulus is necessary for people
to issue a call for action. To many, wood-
chucks may be simply "vermin," unusable
animals that do humans no obvious ser-
vice and are thus worthy of persecution. Just
the possibility that woodchucks might cause
problems for residents at some time in the
future is used as an excuse to attempt to
"control" them. Those who advocate such
an ideolory are wrong, or at least wrong-
fully informed. It is never appropriate to
brand entire species as worthy of destruc-
tion simply because they occasionally cause
problems. Where conflicts occur, it is the
individual animal, individual human(s)
and the specific problem that must be ad-
dressed. The level atwhich the problem and
its potential solutions should be considered
is that of the individual case-not through
the indiscriminate pursuit and persecution
of entire populations.
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HestrAT MopIptcATIoN

Woodchucks are cautious animals. Novel

stimuli, such as a beach ball left to move
with the wind across a lawn or open area
or scarecrows, may temporarily keep them
out of an area. A simple change in human
aaivity or use of an area (e.g., more frequent
visits to the garden) may disturb and un-
settle them and discourage their return. Re-
moval of cover around burrows can create
insecurity and, with other methods applied
simultaneously, help cause them to aban-
don a burrow system-especially one that
has not been used for long. During the
course oftheyearthere is a lot of movement
between burrow systems as a part of nor-
mal routine anyway. Frequently a bunow is
abandoned or unoccupied for weeks and
even months before it is reopened. A highly
developed sense of smell allows wood-
chucks to locate places where others have
been living for months (and maybe years)
after the occupants have left, even when the
entrance is partly filled and full of vegeta-
tion. It's only a few minutes'work for the
average chuck, and the tunnel system is open
and usable again.

ExcrusroN
Where woodchucks have burrowed under
houses or outbuildings, or when burrows
located close to gardens mean that depre-
dations are inevitable, exclusion is the rec-
ommended course of action. Woodchucks
can be driven from burrows by harassment
or alteration of conditions to disturb them,
or by using one-way doors that let them out
but not back in (see Figure 10, p. 33). Their
formidable digging skills require that a more
substantial area surrounding the door be
protected than would be the case if skunks
or opossums were involved. Hay or similar
material loosely packed into the entrance
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will indicate if the burrow is currently va-
cant. After three to five days when the en-
trance has not been disturbed, the burrow
can be assumed unoccupied and perma-
nently closed. Heavy-gauge welded wire (3-
inch squares) is available at most large
hardware and home supply stores and rec-
ommended for the iob of closing burrows.
This wire should be cut in about 3-square-
foot sections and buried at least I foot deep
after excavating a suitable area around the
entrance.

Kicking Them Out

Exclusion should take place

only after young are weaned (in

the late summer). Like many
burrowing animals, woodchucks

are not always present in a

burrow system. When they are

not, and sometimes even when
they are present, other animals
may use the burrow system as

well. lt is important to recognize

this possibility and act responsi-

bly to ensure that no animals

are present when a burrow
system is closed.

If the burrow system is occupied, attempts
may be made to repel the residents by par-

tially digging the entrance out, clearing veg-

etation away from entrances, using strong-

smelling substances such as ammonia-soaked
rags placed iust inside the entrance or any
other general form of harassment that would

displace not only the woodchuck but any
nontarget species using the burrow system
as well. Rememberthat several entrances may
be present in a given burrow qntem and all
should be located and treated. Frequent
monitoring of the dosed burrow to make sure
a new resident is not tryrngto establish itself
is recommended as a follow-up procedure.

Removal of undergrowth and grass cover
by mowing may be effective around build-
ings and residences. Woodchucks are good
climbers, and fences are only likely to be
efflective if the area to be protected is small.
The fence should be buried about 1 foot
underground to prevent tunneling under it
and be 3 to 4 feet high, protected by a single
suand of electrified wire placed immediately
in front of it at a height of 4 to 5 inches.

Gas cartridges are frequentlyused bypro-
fessional animal damage personnel and are
lethal to anything inhabiting a burrow sys-
tem. It is futile to kill woodchucks in a bur-
row system and not permanently close the
burrow entrance to prevent reoccupancy.

RnpsrtsNrs
There are no repellents registered for use on
woodchucks. Undoubtedly those registered
for use on such other species as rabbits,
squirrels and deer will have some repelling
effect on chucks, and where a homeowner
is uncertain about the species causing dam-
age or has more than one species involved,
they could be effective. We often hear of
peoplewho, in an actof ignorance, will pour
gasoline down a burrow entrance and ex-
pose themselves and others to the safety
hazardthis represents. Beyond that, this type
of act is entremely cruel and certainlyfoolish.

A Last Word

It is a paradox that we can make a celeb-

rity out of a woodchuck over a fictitious



relationship between shadows and spring-
time and a villain of it a few weeks later
when thinkingthat it is snacking in the gar-
den. There are ways to deal with these ani-
mals that make it possible to live with them
more orless in harmony, evenwhen the po-
tential for conflict is high. In places or at
times when woodchucks must be removed
from an area, please recognize that this is
only the first step in a process that must be
followed to manage the factors that caused
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a problem to occur in the first place. These

factors, then, should be altered to prevent

reoccurrence of the problem in the future.

Additional Source

Lee, D. S., and f. B. Funderburg. 1982.
"Marmots." In J. A. Chapman and G. A.
Feldhamer (eds.), Wild Mammals of
North America. Baltimore: Iohns
Hopkins University Press. 176-91.



Woodpeckers

The numerous species of
these birds are spread
throughout Nofth America.

Most, if not all, conflicts are
restricted to wood-sided
buildings that are attacked by
woodpeckers.

The special anatomical
structures woodpeckers have
to prevent brain injury when
they drill wood may provide
insight into protecting humans
from head injuries.

WooopECKERS RARELv ENGAGE in activities that bring them into
conflictwith humans, but sometimes when they do, it is in a fashion
that can be regarded as quite newsworthy. In May 1995, a pair of
flickers delayed launch ofthe space shuttle Discouaywhen theywould
not stop knocking holes in the foam insulation of the shuttle's exter-
nal propellant tank.

Less o<pensive but more frequent conflicts involve the drumming
and feeding on wood-sided houses. Some people are driven to dis-
traction as the woodpecker starts right at dawn and continues every
day for what seems to (and sometimes even can) stretch into weeks.
Nerves are frayed, tempers are roused to incredible heights and the
homeowner becomes desperate for what to do. The federal laws that
protect woodpeckers and other migratory birds mean they can only
be killed under a special permitting process, and even the launching
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of the space shuttle must comply with the
rules. Besides, nonlethal methods work in
almost every case and probably only fail
when people are unwilling to extend an
effort.

Natural History

Classification and Rnnge
There are twenty-two species ofwoodpeck-
ers in the United States, although one of
these (the ivory-billed) is almost certainly
no longer found, and another (the red-
cockaded) is on the endangered species list.
Most woodpeckers are year-round residents,
but a few notably the sapsuckers, are mi-
gratory. Woodpeckers are members of the
taxonomic family Picidae, and all species
share certain characteristics that are well
suited to their remarkable lifestyle. Their
bills and tongues are adapted to drilling and
probing under tree bark, while their strong
daws and stiff tail feathers help prop them
to the tree trunks or branches they work.
Their skulls have special sacs that cushion
the brain from impact, while the tongue of
most woodpeckers raps around the skull
and enables them to probe deep into the
cavities of trees and dead wood. The feath-
ers around the woodpecker's nostrils filter
wood dust.

Each species of woodpecker has distinc-
tive markings and is found within a defined
geographic range. A field guide is invalu-
able in distinguishing among field marks
and plumages. Twelve species are most
likely to be involved in conflicts with hu-
mans. These are the red-headed woodpecker
(Melannpes erythrocEhalus) found in the
EasU the acorn woodpecker (Melanerpes

formiciuorus) of the WesC the golden-fronted
woodpecker (Melannpes aurifrons), which
is confined almost exclusively to Texas; the
red-bel l ied woodpecker (Melanerpes

carolinus), a bird of the eastem and central
states; the ladder-backed woodpecker
(Picoides scalaris) of the Southwest; the
downy woodpecker (Picoides pubescens) ; the
smallest and most common woodpecker in
the United States and the almost as widely
distributed hairy woodpecker (Picoides
uillosus), which is very similar to the downy;
the endangered red-cockaded (Picoides bo-
realis), a resident ofthe southeastem United
States; the northern flicker (Colaptes aurants),
also widely distributed; the pileated wood-
pecker (Dryocopus pileotus), our largest
woodpecker and a resident of the eastern
United States and the Pacific Northwesu the
yellow-bellied sapsucker (Sphyrapicus uarius),
primarilyawinterresident of the eastern and
southeastem United States and Williamson's
sapsucker (Sphyrapictts thyroidans), a westem
species.

Habitat
Aswith mostgroups of animals, woodpeck-
ers occupy a variety of niches in the natural
world. Lewis's woodpecker, for example,
behaves like a flycatcher, darting from its
perch to catch flying insects. The northem
flickerfeeds on theground, probingthe soil
for insects. Sapsuckers, as their name sug-
gests, feed on the sap flowing from the or-
derly rows of small holes that they drill in
trees. Most woodpeckers are residents of
mature open woodlands. Woodpeckers do
most oftheirforaging on dead ordyinguees.

Diet
Most woodpeckers feed primarily on wood-
boring insects, such as carpenter ants and
bark beetles, which they can dig out with
their powerful beaks. They also consume
gypsy moths, tent caterpillars and grasshop-
pers. Some species favor a diet consisting
primarily of plant material such as nuts,
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fruit, berries or tree sap. The acorn wood-
pecker is a species that caches food for win-
ter consumption. It will pound acorns into
small holes excavated in trees. While the
pounding may seem detrimental, wood-
peckers keep trees alive and healthy. Many
woodpeckers are readily attracted to bird
feeders stocked with sunflower seeds. Suet
is a preferred food and often used to attract
these birds in winter.

Dens
Woodpeckers also use their beaks to exca-
vate cavities in trees for nesting sites. De-
pending on the species, nests may be up to
2 feet deep beneath the entry hole. Wood-
peckers carefully position the entry holes to
their nest cavities. In the spring, wood-
peckers lay their eggs and raise their
young in their nest cavities. Both parents
usually help to dig the nest cavity and
care for the young.

Public Health

Woodpeckers are not considered to be a sig-
nificant source for any infectious disease that
can be transmitted to humans.

Problems and
Their Solutions

Problems
Problems with woodpeckers are most likely
to occur in the spring with most damage
falling into three categories: drumming,
feeding and nesting. Manyspecies rhythmi-
cally "drum" on resonating obiects with
theirbeaks as a territorial advertisement. Oc-
casionally, drumming "stations" are set up
on utility poles, gutters, chimney caps and
other places on buildings that seem to have
good resonance. Typically, drumming is con-

centrated in one area of the house, occurs
persistently, is confined primarily to spring
months and does not result in damage. Feed-
ing can cause extensive damage to the exte-
rior of buildings. Once theyhave established
a feeding pattern on a house, woodpeckers
can be very persistent. Nesting involves the
largest hole-making activiry but is also the
rarest of the three problems.

Solutions
Tolnnellce

While a property owner may be quite frus-
trated by attacks on siding or by other
woodpecker activity around the house, the
environmental benefits and enjoyment
people derive from the presence of these
birds certainly outweigh any damage or
inconvenience they cause. Any problems
a woodpecker may cause should be im-
mediately addressed and solved with
nonlethal methods. The key to effectively
using nonlethal methods to resolve problems
is to recognve woodpecker activity early in
the damage ryde and respond appropriately
to it.

ExcrusroN
Whether attacking a house for food or to
drum, there are some simple techniques that
can be used to exclude woodpeckers. Usu-
ally, exclusion is all that is needed, and the
problem birds will move to another drum-
ming site or seek food elsewhere. It's impor-
tant to maintain the care and upkeep of the
exterior of wooden houses to keep insect
infestations at bay and to secure loose
boards or to use filling behind those that
do sound hollow and attract woodpecker
drumming. Smaller boards and chimney
caps may be covered with cloth or foam rub-
ber padding until the habit is broken, tak-
ing care not to enclose the cap completely.
It may be possible to hang bird netting,



plastic sheeting or screen from the eaves

and suspend it several inches from the

affected wall to prevent access. When

panels must be replaced, it may be help-

fu l  to  add add i t iona l  insu la t ion  to

deaden the resonance.

The root cause of the problem is insect

infestation, and the woodpeckers are doing

the homeowner a favor by drawing atten-

tion to it. Insect control may necessitate

hiring a professional exterminator. After the

insects are controlled, the damaged siding

should be repaired or replaced. Keep plas-

tic in place for two to three weeks. Putting

out suet may distract birds that are search-

ing for insects on the house.

As a temporary measure, the homeowner

can cover the part of the house under at-

tack with a sheet of heavy plastic, nylon

webbing or plastic storm window material.

The material should be fastened to rain gut-

ter or eaves so that it stands away from the

wall at least 3 inches so that birds cannot

grasp the wall through it. If there is noth-

ingto fasten the screen to, then temporarily

fasten a board along the top of the wall to

attach it.

Woodpeckers excavate cavities for nest-

ing, roosting and, in some species, for food

storage. These holes will be round and deep

and often occur at loose knots in the sid-

ing. The birds often start a hole and then

abandon it and start another. In some

cases, they may be confused when the
hole penetrates the board and insulation

is encountered. Sometimes the cavity is

completed and nesting proceeds in the

wall of the building. If the cavity is not

used by the woodpecker, it may be used

by other species,  such as star l ings or
house sparrows.

This may be the most difficult problem

to control, but several techniques have been
successful. Onethingto keep in mind isthat
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the bird building a nest or roosting cavity is
passing through a seasonal behavior pattem,

and if it can be discouraged from complet-
ing a cavity in a building for a few days or

weeks, it will probably fulfill its need else-
where and stop trying to use the building.
(There is no guarantee that the bird will not

retum nextyear, however.) Therefore, a com-
bination of prompt repair of the damage as
it occurs and a program of scare tactics usu-
ally works. Shallow holes can be quickly
repaired with caulking orwood filler, which
is usually available from building suppliers
in a variety of matching colors. Larger holes
(if no birds are inside) *ay be filled with
wooden plugs or wadded window screen
and then caulked. While repairing holes,
also caulk any loose knots that may be in
the area. Small mesh hardware cloth or
welded wire can be used to cover dam-
aged areas and protect them from further
damage.

Henrrer MeNecnMENT
A few homeowners leave dead trees stand-
ing as habitat forwildlife, taking down only
as much of the limb structure as might
be hazardous to people. Perhaps this way
of managing habitat can encourage wood-
peckers not to "misbehavg" -v7g don't
know. There are nest boxes built to attract
woodpeckers, and these might satisfiz the
needs of birds causing damage and elimi-
nate their attraction to houses or out-
buildings.

Sapsuckers are woodpeckers that drill
rows of small holes in live trees to make sap
flow. They then eat the sap as well as any
insects caught in it. They rarely damage trees
in doing this, but if protection is necessary
netting (see Chapter 3) the tree (see Figure
29, p. 1S8) can be effective. If the home-
owner wishes, the affected area could be
wrapped with hardware cloth or material
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such as burlap, but this often provides
harborage for insects.

FRTcHTENTNG

A number of the devices described in the
"Scare Devices" section of Chapter 3 are
known to be effective against drumming or
feedingwoodpeckers, as well as homemade
standbys such as wind chimes, aluminum
pans and plastic streamers. The least expen-
sive altematives should be tried before go-
ingto thetrouble and o(pense of employing
other tactics. Hanging strips of aluminum
foil, scare tape or cloth that flutters in the
wind from the eaves may also frighten the
offending bird off. Scare balloons can be
used, or mylar party balloons tried. All are
hung from the gutter or eave to cover the
area under attack and scare birds off. One-
inch (or greater) tape hung in strips 2 to 3
feet long are recommended. The strip should
hang loosely and tr,vist in the wind above
the damaged area. Suips of aluminum foil
might work in some cases.

Equip each end with a tape tab, using a
tear-resistant tape such as duct tape or ny-
lon packing tape. Nail one tab to the outer
end of the roof soffit just under the gutter-
ing. Attach the other tab to the side of the
house directly below the soffrt tab. Before
nailing the bottom tab, turn it over sixtimes
(three complete revolutions). Pull the tape
downward until it is taut and then provide
approximately t/+ inch of slack. The slack
and twisting are necessary to produce the
shimmering effect as the tape flutters in the
wind.

Several tape strands should be mounted
parallel at intervals of 2 to 3 feet. Even
though the damage may be localized, put
out at least five strands of tape with the cen-
ter strand over the damage site. Within lim-
its, the more tape installed the greater the
chances for successful results. The ends of

the house or multistory houses might be
protected in much the same manner; longer
lenghs of tape will be required. TWist the
tape at the rate of traro turns (one revolu-
tion) per linear foot of tape.

A pinwheel with a reflective surface may
also startle woodpeckers. The pinwheel is
attached to siding with tape or industrial
staples. To be effective, the vane must turn
freely. An aluminum pie pan may be effec-
tive. Punch a small hole near the rim of the
pan and then thread 2 feet of twine or
monofilament line (fishing line) through
the hole. Suspend the pan from a small nail
hammered into the siding, or fasten the
twine around a protrusion such as a tree
branch. The pan should be positioned im-
mediately above the area attacked by the
woodpecker. The pie pan will spin or swivel
in the breeze, clatter against the house and,
on a clear day, it will also reflect sunlight. It
is also possible to hang pie pans horizon-
tally along a rope or thick section of twine.
Run one end of the rope to a convenient
window and fasten it to an object inside
the house. Whenever you hear drumming,
jerk on the string to make the pans move.
A small mirror tied to a string and sus-
pended from a nail may scare woodpeck-
ers away even after damage has begun.
When hung beside an excavation, the mir-
ror enlarges the reflected image of the bird
and frightens it with the threat of a large
adversary.

Harass the bird by shouting, banging on
a pot or gently squirting water from a hose.
Homeowners must be persistent and con-
sistent if they hope to dissuade the bird from
causing damage. A woodpecker may be
scared away by simply opening a nearby
window or door and shouting or banging.
If the homeowner is patient, in time the bird

will get discouraged and move to another
location.



RnpEnENrs
No chemical has been found to deter
woodpeckers from human-made struc-
tures. In general, chemical treatments are
not an option for property owners. Some
have been able to repel woodpeckers by
treating wood siding with wood preser-
vatives containing pentachlorophenol,
but this has not been rigorously tested.
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A Last Word
Individual birds vary in their susceptibility
to methods of wildlife damage control. Tim-
ing the availability of food and shelter and
previous exposure to tactics will influence
success. The property owner must weigh the
trouble and expense of control against the
scope ofthe damage caused bywoodpeckers.





Afterword:
Looking Back toward the Future

The turn of the millennium will be a very
interesting place from which to look back
on this book. We will be looking "back" also
from a world in which ourwildlife will have
returned to a time like the one before the
turn of the last century-the time of the
greatest exploitation and destruction of
wildlife in our history. Hopefully, the tech-
niques and approaches we so painstakingly
have octolled will be outdated by then. And,
hopefully, our understanding and compas-
sion for wild animals will be much greater
than they are now, as we experience them
simply as a part of our lives that is expected
and constant. Hopefully, books like this will
not be needed.

It won't take much for us to achieve a
greater understanding of urban and subur-
ban wildlife because so little of it exists now.

Greater compassion comes from greater

understanding. We have seen the gap be-
tween us and other living things shrink to a
point where arguments promoting human
superiority rarely (if ever) fit in any system
of logic. The great uncertainty is what will
happen with technology. Undoubtedly
humanity's strongest suit, it could become
a very potent weapon in the hands of those
who seekto resolve human-wildlife conflicts
by destroying rather than by understanding
it. tf we do not teach ourselves and teach
our children what it means to be a member
of a community of living things, then our
technologywill be used to destroy. Education,
the weight that balances all of technology's
advances, must be used to foster understand-
ing respect and compassion. To this end, we
all have to be teachers-and students.





Appenditc 7:

Sources of lnformation

Wildlife Damage
Control Books

The NebrashaHandbook (S. E. Hyngstrom, R'

M. Timm, and G. E. Larson. 1994. heum-

tion and Control of Wildlife Damage. Univer-

sity of Nebraska Extension Service. 2 vols.)

is now in its second edition and is expanded

to include two volumes and appendices.

This is the most comprehensive guide to

wildlife damage published anywhere. It

covers agricultural, livestock, commercial

and urban/suburban contexts. It does in-

clude, and sometimes even emphasizes,

lethal control procedures, but for many

groups of animals (e.g., bats) and in places

where urban and suburban wildlife is dis-

cussed this handbook does appropriately
focus on nonlethal control. It is available

from

The University of Nebraska
Wildlife Damage Handbook
202 Natural Resources Hall
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68583-0819
(4O2) 472-2188

The two-volume copy retails for about $40
+ shipping. A CD-ROM version is also
available.

The Florida Wildlifu Resources Hanilbook (F.
Mazzotti, J. Schaefer, C. N. Huegel, and B.

Kern. 1995. University of Florida, Institute

of Food and Agricultural Sciences) is a com-

prehensive guide to Floridawildlife and the

problems of suburban and urban residents;

it indudes many species also found through-

out the Southeast. The guide is several hun-

dred pages of information in a loose-leaf

format that allows the owner to subscribe

to additions and updates. It contains spe-

cies accounts, information on techniques,

names and addresses of private conUol op-

erators and a lot of other information on

how to address wildlife problems. It can be

ordered from

Cooperative Urban Wildlife Program
Department of Wildlife Ecolory
and Conservation

P.O. Box 110430
Gainesville, FL 32611-0430

and currently sells for about $30.

Livingwithwi6ldle (Sierra Club Boolc. 1994.
The California Center for Wildlife with
Diane Landau and Shelley Stump) is an

engaging book that combines many sensible

and reasonable nonlethal approaches to

wildlife problem solving with information
on appreciation and wildlife viewing oppor-
tunities. It is available in many bookstores
or from the Center and currently retails at
about $15.
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TWo books by Bill Adler (Ouhaitring Squir-
rels. 1938. Chicago Review press and Out-
witting Critters. 1992. Harperperennial)
provide enjoyable, insightful and often
humorous insights into coping with con-
flicts with wild animals around the home.

Extension
Seruice Literature

Several states have brochures series that fo-
cus on human-wildlife conflicts. Some are
heavily geared toward agricultural and ru-
ral issues, but some address urban solu-
tions as well. Wildlife series are published
by

Kansas State University
Kansas Wildlife & Parks
127 Call Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506- I 609

The University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension Service
Lexington,lg 40546

Missouri Department of Conservation
P.O. Box 180
Jefferson Ciry, MO 20240

Cornell Cooperative Extension
Department of Natural Resources
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

Additional Books
on Urban and
Suburban Wildlife
Adams, L. 1994. Urban Wildlife Habints: A

Landscape Perspectiue. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press. 186 pp.

Baines, C. l986.The Wild Side of Town.
London: BBC Publications and Elm
Tree Books. 186 pp.

Gilbert, O. L. 1989. The Ecology of Urban
Habitats. London: Chapman and Hall.
369 pp.

Harris, S. 1986. Urban Foxes. Biddles of
Guilford, England: Whittet Books. 12g
pp.

Harrison, K., and G. Harrison. 1985.
America's Fauorite Backyard Wildlife. New
York Simon and Schuster. 320 pp.

Kinkead, E. 1978. Wildness ls AII around
Us: Nofas of an Urban Naturalist New
York: E. P. Dutton. 178 pp.

Landry S. B. 1994. Peterson's First Guide to
Urban Wildlife. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin. 128 pp.

Long K. 1995. Squirrels: AWildlife Hand-
book. Boulder, Colo.: Johnson Books.
181 pp.

Mitchell, I. H. 1995 . A Field Guide to your
Own Back Yard. New York: W. W.
Norton. 288 pp.

Mohrhardt, D., and R. E. Schinkel. 1991.
Suburban Nature Guide. Harrisburg Pa.:
Stackpole Books. 252 pp.

Swanson, D. 1995 . Coyotes in the Cross-
walk. Stillwater, Minn.: Voyageur Press.
72 pp.

Tuttle M. D. 1988. America's Neighborhood
Bafs. Austin: Universiw of Texas Press.
104 pp.

Books on Wildlife Law
King S. T., and I. R. Schrock. 1985.

Controlled Wildlife. Vol. III: State
Wildlife Regulations. Washington, D.C. :
The Association of Systematics Collec-
tions. 315 pp.

Littell, R. 1993. ControlledWildlife. Vol. I:
Federal Permit Procedures. Washington,
D.C.: The Association of Systematics
Collections. 264 pp.



Musgrave, R. S., and M. A. Stein. 1993.

State W itdlife Laws H andbook Roclarille,

Md.: Government Institutes. 840 pp.

Newsletters

and Periodicals

Ilrban Wildlife News is a newsletter pub-

lished in the United Kingdom under the

auspices of UNESCO's Man and the Bio-

sphere Project No. 11. For copies, send

name and address to George Barker, En-

glish Nature, Northminster House, Peter-

borough PEl lUA, England. (There is no

charge.)

The Urban Open Spoce Manager Newsletter is

published quarterly by Urban Wildlife Re-

sources, 5130 W. Running Brook Road, Co-

lumbia, MD 2104a; (a10) 997 -7161or (fax)

(410) 997-6849. Available by subscription

at $15 peryear.

Urban Nature Magazine is published by Ur-

ban Environment, 40 Mil ford Road,

Harborne, Birmingham 817 9RL, England.

Contact the publisher for up-to-date sub-

scription prices.

The IPM Practioneer and Common Sense Pest

Control Quarterly are published by the

Biolntegral Resource Center (BIRC) in

Berkeley, California. Both address a variety

of strategies and techniques for controlling
wildlife problems in environmentally re-
sponsible and harmonious ways. Subscrip-

tion rates are currently $25 a year for each of

the publications. Contact BIRC at P.O. Box

7414, Berkeley, CA 94707; (sLO) 524-

2 5 6 7 .

The National Wildlife Federation publishes
the Consaa ation D ire cnry and B acky ard H abi-
tat Program Newslettzr. The Conseruation Di-
rectory, published annually, is the most
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comprehensive guide to governmental,

state and private organizations that deal

with conservation issues. The Backyard

Wildtife Program of the NWF is a long-

standing series of resources that encour-

ages people to enhance the value of their

yards for wildlife. Contact NWF at 1400

16th Sueet NW, Washington, DC 20036-

2266; (202) 797-6800.

Associations
and Organizations

Bat Conservation International
P.O. Box 162603
Austin, TX78716
(s12) 327-e72r
(sI2) 327-e724 (f*)

Beaver Defenders
Unexpected Wildlife Refu ge

P.O. Box 765
Newfield, NJ 08344
(6oe) 6e7-3s4r

Beaver, Wetlands & Wildlife
P.O. Box 591
Little Falls, NY 13365
(s18) s68-2077

Biolntegral Resource Center (BIRC)

P.O. Box 7414
Berkeley, CA947O7
(s10) s24-2s67
(s10) s24-I7sB (fa")

The California Center for Wildlife
76 Albert Park Lane
P.O. Box 150957
San Rafael, CA 94915-0959
(41s) 4s6-7283

Driftwood Wildlife Association
l2OG West 38th, Suite 1105
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Austin, TX78Z05
(sr2) 266-23e7

The Fund for Animals
200 W. 57th Srreet
NewYork, NY 10019
(212) 246-2oe6

National Animal Damage
Control Association
Route l, Box 37
Shell Lake, WI 54871
(717) 468-2038

The National Wildlife Federation
1400 Sixteenth Street NW
Washington, DC 20036-2266
(202) 7e7-6BOo

Tufts Center for Animals and Public policv
Tufts University
School of Veterinary Medicine
200 Westboro Road
North Grafton, MA 01536
(s08) 83e-7eer

Urban Wildlife Resources
5130 W. Running Brook Road
Columbia, MD 21044
(410) ee7-716r
(410) ee7-684e (fo)

HSUS Regional Offices

CENTRAL STATES RECIONAL OFFICE
800 West Fifth Avenue, Suite 110
Naperville, IL 60563
(630) 3s7-701s
(630) 3s7-s725 (fa")
(SERVES: TN, KY, NC, IL, MN, WI)

GREAT LAKES REGIONAL OFFICE
745 Haskins Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402-1696

(41e) 3s2-s14r
(41e) 3s4-s3sr (fa")
(SERVES: OH, IN, MI, WV)

MID-ATLANTIC REGIONAL OFFICE
Bartley Square
270 Route 2O6
Flanders;NlO7836
(201) e27-s67r
(201) e27-s6rz (fax)
(SERVES: DE, NI, NY, PA)

MIDWEST REGIONAL OFFICE
Argyle Building
306 East 12th Street, Suite 625
Kansas Ciry MO 64106
(816) 474-0888
(816) 474-08es (fa")
(SERVES: MO, KS, NE, IA)

NEW ENGTAND REGIONAL OFFICE
Route 112
P.O. Box 6f 9 (mailing address)
Halifax Iacksonville Town Line
Jacksonville, W 05342-0619
(802) 368-27e0
(802) 368-27s6 (fo)
(SERVES: gI] MA, ME, NH, RI,VI)

NORTHERN ROCKIES
REGIONAL OFFICE
490 North 31st Street, Suite 315
Billings, MT 59101
(406) 2ss-7r61
(406) 255-7162 (fo)
(SERVES: MT, WY, ID, SD, ND)

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE
1624 Metropolitan Circle Suite B
Tallahassee FL 32308
(eo4) 386-343s
(e04) 386-4s34 (fa")
(SERVES: FL, AL, GA, SC, MS)



SOI-ITHWEST REGIONAL OFFICE
3001 LBJ Freeway, Strite 224
Dallas, TX.75234
(e72) 488-2e64
(e72) 488-2e6s (fo)
(SERVES: AZ, IJl, CO, NM, A& [.4,
OK TX)

WEST COAST REGIONAL OFFICE
5301 Madison Avenue, Suite 202
P.O. Box 417220 (mailing address)
Sacramento, CA 95841 -7 220
(e l6)  344-r7to
(el6) 344-1808 (fa*)
(SERVES: CA, OR, NV, WA)

Federal Agency Offices

Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention
Atlanta, GA

General information: (404) 639-107 5
Rabies hotline: (404) 332-4555
Hantavirus hotline: (800) 532 9929

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic
Substances

Pesticide programs : (202) 305-7090
Pollution prevention and toxics: (202)
260-38r0
Compliance monitoring: (202) 260-
4543

[f.S. Department of
Agriculture Animal and
Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS-ADC)

P.O. Box 96464
Animal Damage Control Program
Room 1624, South Agriculture Building
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Washington, DC 20090-6464
Operational Support Staff
(301) 734-828r

Denver Wildlife Research Center
Information and Technolory Transfer
P.O. Box 25266, Building 16
Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225-0266
(303) 236-7874

Regional Offices

ALABAMA
See Mississippi.

ALASKA
See Washinglon.

ARIZONA
1960 W. North Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 241-2s37

ARKANSAS
55 Post Office Building
600 W. Capitol Avenue
Little Rock, AR722OI
(s01) 378-s382

CALIFORNIA
Federal Building
Room E-1831
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
(el6) e78-462t

COLORADO
Independence Plaza, Suite 8-107
529 25 r/z Road
Grand Junction, CO 81505-6122
(e70) 24s-e6r8
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CONNECTICUT
See Massachusetts.

DELAWARE
See Maryland.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
See Maryland.

FLORIDA
227 N. Bronough Street, Suite lO22
Tallahassee FL 32301
(e04) 68r-74se

GEORGIA
School of Forest Resources
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602
(404) s46-2020

HAWAII
See Washington.

IDAHO
4696 Overland
Boise, ID 83705
(208) 334-1440

ILL INOIS
Federal Building, Room 104
600 E. Monroe Street
Springfield, IL 6270I
(2r7) 4e2-4308

INDIANA
Entomology Hall, Room B-14
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907
(317) 4e4-622e

IOWA
See Missouri.

KANSAS
See Oklahoma.

KENTUCKY
See Tennessee.

LOUISIANA
P.O. Box 25315
University Station
Baton Rouge IA 70893-5315
(s04) 38e-022e

MAINE
Federal Building Room 506A.
40 Western Avenue
P.O. Box 800
Augusta, ME 04330-0800
(207) 622-8262

MARYTAND
1825 Virginia Avenue
Annapolis, MD 2l4}l
(301) 26e-Oos7

MASSACHUSETTS
463 West Street
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 2s3-2403

MICHIGAN
108 Spring Street
St. Iohns, MI 48879
(sr7) 224-esr7
(sI7) 224-esI8 (far)

MINNESOTA
see Wisconsin.



MISSISSIPPI
Mississippi State UniversitY
P.O. Drawer FW, Dorman Hall,
Room 316
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 32s-30r4

MISSOURI
Federal Building, Room 259-C
601 E. 12th Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
(816) 426-6166

MONTANA
P.O. Box 1938
Billings, MT 59103
(406) 6s7-6464

NEBRASKA
437 Federal Building
Lincoln, NE 68508
(402) 437-soe7

NEVADA
4600 Kietzke Lane
Building C
Reno, NV 89502
(702) 784-s081

NEW HAMPSHIRE
P.O. Box 2398
Concord, NH 03302-2398
(603)  22s-14r6

NEW IERSEY
RD #1, Box 148-A
Pleasant Plains Road
Basking Ridge NI 07920
(201) 647-410e

NEW MEXICO
10304 Candelaria NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112
(5Os) 27s-s220
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NEW YORK
P.O. Box 97
O'Brien Federal Building, Room 126
Albany, NY 12201
(518) 472-64e2

NORTH CAROLINA
Federal Building, Room 624
P.O. Box 25878
Raleigh, NC 27611
(ele) 8s6-4132

NORTH DAKOTA
1500 Capitol Avenue
Bismark, ND 58501
(701) 2sU-440s

O H I O
Federal Building Room 622
200 N. High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
(614) 46e-s68r

OKLAHOMA
2800 N. Lincoln Boulevard
Oklahoma City, oK 73105 -4298

(40s) s2l-403e

OREGON
727 NE 24th Avenue
Poftland, OR97232
(s03) 231-6184

PENNSYLVANIA
See New fersey.

RHODE ISLAND
See Massachusetts.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Federal Building
Strom Thurmond, Room 904
1835 Assembly Building
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Columbus, SC 29201 WYOMING
(803) 765-5957 P.O. Box 59

Casper, WY 82602
souTH DAKOTA (307) 27r-s336
See Nebraska.

Salt Lake City, UT 84126-0976 pACIFIC REGIONAL Office-

TENNESSEE
441 Donelson Pike Suite 340
Nashville,TN 37214
(61s)  736-ss j6

TEXAS
P.O. Box 830337
San Antonio, TX 78283-0337
(s12) 22e-ss3s

UTAH
P.O. Box 26976

(Bo1) s24-s62e

VERMONT
See New Hampshire.

VI RGINIA/WEST VI RGINIA
105 Wilson Avenue
Blacksburg, VA 24208
(703) ss2-87e2

WASHINGTON
3625 93rd Avenue, SW
Olympia, WA 98502
(206) 7s3-e884

WEST VIRGINIA
See Virginia.

WISCONSIN

Sun Prairie, WI 53590
(608) 837-2727

750 Windsor Street, Room 207 Federal Building

[f.S. Department of
the Interior Lf.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service
Regional Offices

United States Fish and Wildlife Service
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20240
(202) 208-4717

Region 7

CA, HI and Pacific Islands, ID NV, O& WA
Eastside Federal Complex
911 NE 1lth Avenue
Portland, OR 9723 2-4l}l
(so3) 231-6118

Region 2
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL Office-
AZ, MN, OK, TX
500 Gold Avenue, SW Room 3018
Albuquerque, NM B7lO2
(s08) 248-6282

Region 3
GREAT LAKES/BIG RTVERS
REGIONAL Office-
IA, IL, IN, MI, MN, MO, OH, WI
1 Federal Drive

Fort Snelling, MN 55111
(612) 72s-3s63



Region 4

SOUTHEAST RJ,GIONAL Office-AL,A&
FL, GA, I(Y, LA, MS, NC, PR" SC, TN, VI

1875 Century Boulevard
Atlanta, GA 30345
(404) 67e-4000

Region 5
NORTHEAST REGIONAT Office-

CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, PA' RI,

VA,VT, WV
300 Westgate Center Drive

Hadley, MA 01035
(413) 2s3-8200
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Region 6
MOUNIAIN/PRAIRIE
REGIONAL Office-
CO, KS, MI, ND, NE, SD, [JT, WY

134 Union Boulevard
P.O. Box 2548G
Denvet CO 80225
(303) 236-7ezo

Region 7
AI"{SKA RGGIONAL Office-AK
1011 EastTudorRoad
Anchorage AK 99503
(eo7) 786-3s42





Appendix 2:
Sources of Products

This section lists manufacturers and dis-

uibutors of products discussed throughout
this book. No endorsement of specific
brands or any product line byThe Humane

Society of the United States is implied or

intended by inclusion here or elsewhere in

this work.
We have tried to make this list a compre-

hensive reference to providers of materials
and products that are humane and that can

be considered appropriate for use in nonle-
thal animal control under proper circum-
stances. We know that the l ist is not

complete and we regret any omissions. In

some cases, companies that purport to mar-

ket "humane" products are omitted because
they also manufacture and distribute prod-

ucts thatThe HSUS considers inhumane. In
some cases, a product is considered poten-

tially humane if used under oracting and
rigorous circumstances, but is felt by us to
present too great a risk to animals to be in-
duded in this list. (As an o€mple, we have
chosen not to list any solid metal live traps
although there are several marketed. We sim-
ply feel there is too great a risk for animals
caught in these devices to suffer from ex-
treme o(posure to both cold and heat to
warrant their use.)

The resources listed here are comparable,
to the extent possible with the sections in
Chapter 3, "Tools andTactics," as well as in
the indMdual species accounts. Some com-

panies have several lines of products, and

although we have uied to be as inclusive as
possiblq we have undoubtedly missed some
of these. We would appreciate hearing from
anyone with information not induded here,

as we will continue to update and periodi-

cally publish revisions of this list. Such in-

formation can be sent to Urban Wildlife
Program, HSUS, 2100 L Street, NW, Wash-
ington, DC 20037 .

General Supplies
Ben Meadows Company
3589 Broad Street
Atlanta, GA 30341
(B0o) 241-640r
(800) 628-2068 (far,)

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
P. O. Box 8397

Jackson, MS 39284-8397
(8oo) 647-s368
(800) s43-4203 (fa")

The Hug€ Company
P.O. Box 24198
st. [.ouis, Mo 63130
(800) 873-4843
(314) 72s-2sss (fa")

Lakeshore Enterprises
2804 Benzie Highway
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Benzonia, MI 49616
(616) BB2-e601

Wildlife Control Technology, Inc.
25Ol N. Sunnyside #103
Fresno, C493727
(800) 23s-0262
(2oe) 2e4-0632 (fa")

or

P.O. Box 15L245
Cape Coral, FL 33915-1245
(e41) s4e-462s
(e41) s4e-462s (ft")

Wildlife Management Supplies
K.D. Clark Services, Inc.
640 Starlo,rreather
Plymouth, Ml 48170
(8oo) 4sr-6s44
(313) 4s3-63es (fa")

Acoustical Alarms
Falcon Safety Products, Inc. (air horns)
25 Cubbway Road
P.O. Box 1299
Somerville, NI 08876- I 299
(e08) 707-4e00

Reed-Joseph Intemational Company
P.O. Box 894
Greenville, MS 38702
(8oo) 647-sss4
(601) 33s-88s0 (ft")

Weitech, Inc.
(Birdgarda AVA; Birdgardo GNBT
P.O. Box 1659
310 Barclay Way
Sisters, OR 97759
(8oo) 343-26se
(s03) s4e-8rs4 (fo)

Animal Care and Handling
Animal Care Equipments & Services, Inc.
(ACES)
P.O. Box 3275
613 Lee Bert Way
Crestline, CA92325
(800) 338-2237
(800) 338-27ee (fa")

Animal Management, Inc.
P.O. Box 957
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 -9786

(800) 74s-8173
(800) 74s-81e3 (fax)

Ketch-All Company
Dept. AC
4149 Santa Fe Road #2
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(8os) s43-7223
(80s) s43-7rsa (fax)

Animal -Pro of Tiash C ontainers
Capital Industries, Inc.
5801 Third Avenue South
Seattls WA 98108
(206) 762-8s8s

Cubic Container Manufacturing (bear-
proof dumpsters and lids)
11619 Pendleton Street
Sun Valley, CA 91532
(818) sO4-7022

McClintock Metal Fabricators, Inc.
(Hid- a-Bag@ bear-proof containers;
Hyd-a-Meal* food storage lockers)
455 Harter Avenue
Woodland, CA 9577 6-6105
(e16) 666-6007
(e16) 666-7071(fo)



Beauer Bffiers
DCP Consulting, Ltd.
(Cory Beauer Srop@) (culvert beaver

excluders)
3219 Coleman Road NW

Calgary Alberta T2L 1G6
Canada
(800) s6s-1rs2
(403) 220-eser (f*)

Bird Distress Calls

Bird-X, Inc.
300 North Elizabeth Street
Chicago, lL 60607
(800) 662-sg2r
(312) 226-2480 (fo)

Margo Supplies, Ltd.
P.O. Box 5400
High River, Alberta TlV 1M5

Canada
(403)  6s2-re32
(403) 6s2-3sLL (fa")

Reed-Joseph International Company
P.O. Box 894
230 Main Street
Greenville MS 38701
(800) 647-sss4
(601) 33s-88s0 (fax)

Sutton Agricultural Enterprises, Inc.
746Yertin Avenue
Salinas, CA 93901
(408) 422-e6e3
(408) 422-4201(fa*)
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Bird Wires
Bird Barrier America, Inc.
(Bird Barrier Coils; Bird Barrier Birdpoinf";

Bird Barrier Birdwire'"; Daddi Long Legs)

I3I2 Kingsdale Avenue
Redondo Beach, CA9O278
(Boo) so3-s444
(310) 7e3-1732 (fo)

Birdmaster
International Bird Control Systems, Inc.

32 Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) s62-2473
(617) e37-0esB (fa*)

Bird-X, Inc.
(Bird-X Spikes'")
300 North Elizabeth Street
Chicago, lL 60607
(8oo) 662-s021
(312) 226-2480 (fo)

Cat Clawo, Inc.
(Cat clawa)
P.O. Box 3778
Johnston, PA 15904
(Boo) 832-2473
(814) 26e-3800 (fa")

Nixaliteo of America, Inc.
(Nixiliteal
1025 16th Avenue
P.O. Box727
East Moline, IL 61244-0727
(800) 624-rr8e
(30e) 7ss-0077 (fa*)
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Caulking and Foam Sealants
Wildlife Management Supplies
K.D. Clark Seryices, Inc.
(Todol Foam Gun Kits)
640 Starkweather
Plymouth, Ml 4BIZO
(800) 4sr-6s44
(313) 4s3-63e5 (fa)

Chimney Caps
Chim Cap Corp.
120 Schmitt Boulevard
Farmingdale I..IY ll7 35
(800) 262-e622
(sl6) 4s4-7s3s (fa")

HY-C Company, Inc.
2107 N. 14th Sueet
St. Louis, MO 63106
(800) 32s-7076
(314) 241-2277 (fax)

Disinfectants

Iefifers
P.O. Box 100
Dothan, tL 36302-0100
(800) 533-3377
(334) 7e3-sr7e (fax)

Door Curtains
Consolidated Plastics Company, Inc.
81Bl Danow Road
TWinburg OH 44087
(800) 362-1000
(216) 42s-3333 (f*)

Effigies and Scarecrows
Bird-X, Inc.
300 North Elizabeth Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(800) 662-s021
(312) 226-2480 (fa*)

W. Atlee Burpee & Company
300 Park Avenue
Warminster, PA lBgZ 4
(800) 333-s808
(800) 888-1442 (to order catalog)

Electric Fencing
Advanced Farms Systems
(Techfence@)
RD 1, Box 364
Bradford, ME 04410
ea7) 327 -1237

Gallagher Power Fence, Inc.
18940 Redland Road
P.O. Box 708900
San Antonio, TX 7 8220
(Bo0) s31-se08
(s12) 4e4-s2rr (far)

Grassland Supply (Speedrite@)
1126 Old Highway 56
Council Crove, KS 66846
(316) 767-s487
(316) 767-667e (fax)

Ieffers
(Parmark'; Dare*)
P.O. Box 100
Dothan, AL 3630-0100
(800) s33-3377
(334) 7e3-sL7e (fax)

Kiwi Fence Systems, Inc.
(Kiwi Fence@)
1145 East Roy Furman Highway
Waynesburg PA 15370
(4t2) 627-s640
(412) 627-e7er (fa")

Live Wire Products, Inc.
(staftx)
II27 East Street
Marysville, CA 95901



(800) 272-eo4s
(e16) 743-o6oe (fa")

Margo Supplies, Ltd.
P.O. Box 5400
High River, Alberta T1V 1M5

Canada
(403) 28s-e73r
(403) 6s2-3srL (fa")

Multi-Tech Industries, Inc.
(Techfence@)
Tech Fence DMsion
P.O. Box 159
Marlboro, Nl 077 46-0159
(eo8) 462-610r
(eos) 4oe-66es (fo)

Premier Fence Systems
(Maxishock*)
2031300th Street
Washington, [A 52353
(31e) 6s3-6631
(31e) 6s3-6034 (fa*)

Waterford Corporation
(Shock Tactics@)
P.O. Box 1513
Fort Collins, CO 80522
(800) s2s-4es2
(e70) 482-0e34 (fa")

West Virginia Fence Corp.
(Maxflex@)
U.S. Route 219
Lindside WV 24951
(800) 3s6-s4s8
(304) 7s3-4827 (fa")

Garden and Yard Supply
Alsto's Handy Helpers
P.O. Box t267
Galesburg IL 61401
(800) 447-0048
(800) s22-s786 (fa")
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A.M. Leonard
P.O. Box 816
Piqua, OH 45356-0816
(800) s43-8ess
(800) 433-0633 (fa")

Gardener's Eden
P.O. Box 7307
San Francisco, CA 94120-7307
(8oo) 822-e6OO
(41s) 42r-srs3 (fa*)

Gardener's SuPPIY ComPanY
128 Intervale Road
Burlington, VT 05401
(B0o) 863-1700
(802) 660-4600 (fo)

Plow & Hearth
P.O. Box 5000
Madison, VA22727-1500
(800) 627-1712
(800) 843-2s0e (fa")

W. Atlee Burpee & ComPanY
300 Park Avenue
Warminster, PA 1897 4
(8oo) 333-s808
(800) 888-1447 (to order catalog)

High Tensile, Wouen Wire,
Polypropylene Fencing
Bekacet
(Tiglttlock* G ame Fence)

1395 South Mariette Parlauay

Building 500, Suite 100

Mariette, GA 30067

(800) 24r-4t26
(770) 42r-8s21(fo)

Benner's Gardens

6974 UpperYork Road

New Hope PA 18938

(8oo) 7s3-466o
(21s) 477-e42e (fa*)
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Kiwi Fence Systems, Inc.
(Kiwi Fence@, Spider Sysums)
1145 East Roy Furman Highway
Waynesburg PA 15320
(412) 627-s640
(412) 627-e7er (fa*)

Higfiway Reflectors
Sueiter Corporation
(Strieter-Lite@)
2100 Eighteenth Avenue
Rock Island, lL 6120l
(30e) 7e4-e800
(30e) 788-s646 (fa*)

Light.s
Bird-X, Inc.
300 N. Elizabeth Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(800) 662-s02r
(312) 226-2480 (fa")

Reed-Ioseph Intemational Company
P.O. Box 894
230 Main Street
Greenville, MS 38701
(800) 647-sss4
(601) 33s-8ss0 (fa*)

Netting
Bird Banier America, Inc.
(Bird Banier StealthN eP)
l3l2 Kingsdale Avenue
Redondo Beach, CA90278
(800) so3-s444
(310) 7e3-1732 (fa")

Birdmaster
International Bird Conuol Systems, Inc.
32 Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801
(800) s62-2473
(617) e37-0es8

Bird-X, Inc.
300 N. Elizabeth Street
Chicago, IL 60607
(800) 662-s02r
(312) 226-2480 (fa")

I.A. Cissel Mfg. Co.
(Topriw@ Nening)
P.O. Box 2025
Lakewood, NI 08701
(800) 328-84s6
(e08) e01-1166 (fa")

Internet, Inc.
2730 Nevada Avenue North
Minneapolis, MN 55427
(800) 328-84s6
(612) s4r-e6e2 (fa*)

Margo Supplies, Ltd.
P.O. Box 5400
High River, Albefta TlV 1M5
Canada
(403) 28s-e73r
(403) 6s2-3srr (fr*)

ProSoCo, Inc.
P.O. Box L71677
IGnsas City, KS 66117
(e13) 28t-2700
(e13) 281-438s (fa*)

Quadel Industries
200 Tory Street
Coos Bay, OR 97420
(s41) 267-2622
(s41) 26e-73oo (fa*)

Sutton AG Enterprises, Inc.
746Ye*in Avenue
Salinas, CA 93901
(408) 422-e6e3
(408) 422-420r (fa")



Valentine, Inc.
4259 S. Westem Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60609
(800) 438-7883
(312) 6so-eoee

Wildlife Control TechnoloSy, Inc.

250t N. Sunrynide #103
Fresno, CA93727
(800) 23s-o262
(20e) 2e4-0632 (fa*)
or
P.O. Box 151245
Cape Coral, FL 33915-1245
(e41) s4e-462s
(e41) s4e-462s (fo)

Oilor Control
G. G. Bean, Inc.
P.O. Drawer 638
Brunswick, ME 04011-0638
(soo) 238-1e1s
(207) 72s-60e7

Drs. Foster & Smith
2253 Air Park Road
P. O. Box 100
Rhinelander, WI 54501-0100
(8oo) 826-7206
(800) 776-8872 (far,)

NoStinh Inc.
(Odorzouf")
6020 W. Bell Road, # E10f
Glendale, AZ 85308
(8oo) 887-846s

One-Way Doors
Tomahawk Live Trap ComPanY
(Tomahawho Excluders)
P.O. Box 323
Tomahawk, WI 54487
(800) 272-8727
(7rS) 4s3-4326 (far,)
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Plant Cwers
Gardener's SuPPIY ComPanY
128 Intervale Road
Burlington, VT 05401
(800) 863-1700
(802) 660-4600 (fa*)

W. Atlee Burpee & ComPanY
300 Park Avenue
Warminster, PA 1897 4
(8oo) 333-sBo8
(800) 888-1447 (to order catalog)

Pyrotedtnic Dwices
H.C. Shaw ComPanY
P.O. Box 31510
Stockton, CA 95213
(800) 22r-2884
(20e) e83-844e (fa")

Margo Supplies, Ltd.
P.O. Box 5400
High River, Alberta T1V 1M5
Canada
(403) 28s-e731
(403) 6s2-3511(fa*)

Reed-Joseph International Company
P.O. Box 894
Greenville, MS 38702
(8oo) 647-sss4

Sutton AG Enterprises, Inc.
(Bird Bombs@, Bird Whktlers@)
7 46Yertin Avenue
Salinas, CA 93901
(408) 422-e6e3
(408) 422-4201(fa*)

Repellents
Bird Shieldo Repellent Corporation
(Bird Shielf ) (methyl anthranilate)
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P.O. Box 785
Pullman, WA
(sOe) 332-1e8e
(s0e) 334-rss2 (fa")

Bonide Chemical Company
(TK@, Shotgunol
2Wurz Avenue
Yorkville NY 13495
(31s) ?se-ezil

Burlington Bio-Medical
& Scientific Corporation
(Ro-Pelo) (bittering agent)
222 Sherwood Avenue
Farmingdale t{Y lL7 3s-t7t9
(sl6) 6e4-e000
(s16) 6e4-er77 (fax)

Deer-Off, Inc.
(Deer-Offa1
(puuescent egg solids, capsaicin, garlic)
58 High Valley Way
Stamford, CT 0690 3-27L 4
(203) e68-848s
(203) e68-2882 (fr")

Dr. Ts Nature Products
(Dr. T's Snahe-A-Way@ REellent)
(sulphur, napthalene)
The Repellent Company
P.O. Box 682
Pelham, GA3I779

Earl May Seed & Nursery Company
(Rabbit-Scnto)
208 North Elm
Shenandoah, [A 51603
(7r2) 246-1020
(7r2) 246-17 60 (fo)

Gustafson, Inc.
(Thiram 42-S)
P.O. Box 220065
Dallas, T]f'75222

(800) s27-478r
(2r4) e31-88ee

IntAgra, Inc.
( D e er -,4w aP ; G Ef el/f,tY")
(putrescent egg solids; capsaicin and oil of
mustard)
8500 Pillsbury Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55420
(800) 468-2472
(612) 881-7002

Miller Chemical and Fertilizer Corp.
(Miller's Hot Sauce@)
P.O. Box 333
Radio Road
Hanover, PA 17331
(800) 233-2040
(7r7) 632-e638

Mole-Med, Inc.
(Mole-Medo) (castor oil)
P.O. Box 333
Aurora, IN 47001
(800) 2ss-2s27
(812)  s37-e7s0

Nott Manufacturing
(Chau-Non*)
P.O. Box 685
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
(el4) 63s-3243
(el4) 63s-3243 (fa")

Pace International, Ltd.
(HindeP)
Leffingwell Division
500 Seventh Avenue South
Kirkland, WA 98033
(800) 247-87rt
(206) 822-826r

Plant Pro-Tec, Inc.
(Garlic)
P.O. Box 902



Palo Cedro, CA 96073
(800) s72-oos5
(e16) s47-s4so (fo)

RJ Advantage Inc.
(Rel ex-iP) (methyl anthranilate)

501 Munay Road
Cincinnati, OH 452L7
(s13) 482-7320
(s13) 482-7377 (fa")

Safety and Personal Protection

Gall's, Inc.
2680 Palumbo Drive
P.O. Box 55268
Iarington, ICY 4055 5-5268
(800) 477-7766
(8oo) e44-2ss7

Gemplers
211 Blue Mounds Road
P.O. Box 270
Mt. Horeb, WI 53572-0270
(8oo) 382-8473
(800) ssl-1128 (fo)

Nasco Farm & Ranch
901 Janewille Avenue
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0901
(8oo) ss8-eses
(4r4) s63-82e6

Scare Balloons
Bird-X, Inc.

300 North Elizabeth Street

Chicago, IL 60607

(8oo) 662-so2r
(312) 226-2480 (f"")

Reed-Joseph International Company
P.O. Box 894
230 Main Street
Greenville, MS 38701
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(8oo) 647-sss4
(601) 33s-8850 (fa,,)

Scare TaPe
Bird-X
300 North Elizabeth Street

Chicago, lL 60607
(800) 662-so2r
(3I2) 226-2480 (f.")

Reed-Joseph International Company

P.O. Box 894
230 Main Sueet
Greenville, MS 38701
(8oo) 647-s5s4
(601) 33s-88s0 (fa")

Sutton AG EnterPrises, Inc.
746Yertin Avenue
Salinas, CA 93901
(408) 422-e693
(408) 422-4201(fa*)

Sprinklers
Contech Enterprises, Inc.
( S carecrow'" Motion,\ctiu ated Sprinkln)
P.O. Box 115
Saanichton, British Columbia VOS 1M0

Canada
(B0o) 767-86s8
(2s0) 6s2-s3sr (fa")

hopt, Liue
HancockTraps
(Hancock BeaverTraP)
P.O. Box 268
Custe[, SD 57730
(60s) 673-4128

H.B. Sherman Traps, Inc.
P.O. Box 20267
Thllahasseq FL 323L6
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(e04) s7s-8727
(e04) s7s-4864 (fa")

Kness Manufacturing Company, Inc.
(Kage-all liue traps)
Highway 5 South
P.O. Box 70
Albia, lA5253t-0020
(sls) 247-s062
(s1s) e32-24s6 (fa")

Mitlyng Development
( Minne sota Pl astic - catch* )
P.O. Box 43A
Darwin, MN 55324
(612) 27s-2s23
(612) 27s-2s23 (fa*)

M.S.I. Tru-Catch
(ku-Catch Trapd
P.O. Box 816
Belle Fourche, SD SZTlz
(800) 247-6132
(60s) 8e2-6327

Mustang Manufacturing Company
( Mustang Liue- Carch Trap s)
P.O. Box 920947
Houston, TX.77292
(7r3) 682-0811

National Live Trap Corporation
(National Liue Trap)
P.O. Box 302
Tomahawk, WI 54487
(7rs) 4s3-224e
(7rs) 4s3-4326 (fo)

Safe-N-Sound Live Traps
(Safe-N-Sound)
P.O. Box 573
Hutchinson, MN 55350
(800) 7es-80e3
(612) 864-6es6 (f"*)

Tomahawk Live Trap Company
(Tbmahawka Liue Tiaps;
BailE Beauer Trap)
P.O. Box 323
Tomahawk, Wl 54482
(800) 272-8727
(7rs) 4s3-4326

Treb Protectors
Davlyn Manufacturing Company, Inc.
(Tree Tbnder'")
P.O. Box 626
Chester Springs, PA t947s
(21s) e48-s0s0

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
P.O. Box 8397
Jackson, MS 39284 -8392
(800) 647-s368
(800) s43-42o3 (fu*)

Tree Pro
3180 West 250 North
W. Lafayette IN 47906
(800) 87s-8o7r

Treessentials Company
( Superrube@ tree shelters)
Riverview Station
P.O. Box 7097
St. Paul, MN 55107
(800) 248-823e
(800) 80e-s818 (fa")

Wire Mesh
Allen Special Products, Inc.
(Sruf-fita copper mesh)
P.O. Box 605
Montgomeryville, PA 1 8936
(800) 848-680s
(21s) ee7-66s4



Getting to Kttow
The Humone Society of the United States

Animals depend on us to protect them in a

world that seems to have less and less re-

gard for them. Whenever we encroach on

animals' territory, or when we use our fel-

low creatures as commodities, the animal

suffers. The Humane Society of the United

States, a nonprofit organization, is devoted

to making the world safe for animals

through legal, educational, legislative and

investigative means. The HSUS is dedicated

to speaking for animals, who cannot speak

forthemselves. We believe thathumans have

a moral obligation to protect the other spe-

cies with which they share the Earth.

Founded inl9l4,The HSUS has a constitu-

ency of more than four million persons. The

HSUS is headquartered in Washington,

D.C., with regional offices, an educational

division, a team of investigators, legisla-

tive experts and a program staff address-

ing virtual ly every important animal
protection issue.

You Can Help

You have the power to help animals. You

can help animals with the choices you make

every day. Think before you buy. Become a

compassionate consumer by letting your
purchases advertise your concern for ani-
mals. Shop for clothing and jewelry that
aren'tthe products of cruelty. Don'tbuyfur,
a frivolous fashion thatcauses unimaginable
sufferingto millions of animals. Do notuse
or buy ivory the price of which is disappear-

ance of elephants from the Earth. Use cos-

metics and personal-care products that

aren't tested on animals. A wide variety of

beautiful cosmetics that do not result from

cruel laboratorytests on animals is available.

Eat with conscience, thereby helping to

minimize the suffering of animals used for

food.
Choose only tuna that is identified with

a "Dolphin Safe" label. Join The Humane

Society of the United States as we work to

give animals their rightful place in this

world. Because it's not iust our world. The

world belongs to the animals too.

HSUS Programs

wildlife
We file lawsuits and conduct other action
programs to save wildlife and its habitat and

to protect wildlife from inhumane and cruel
treatment. Also, we publish books and con-
duct seminars to encourage the enioyment
of wildlife and to teach people how to live

compatibly with wild animals.

Companion Animals
The HSUS promotes responsible pet own-
ership-including the spaying or neutering
of pets. Our nationwide campaign, "Until

There Are None-Adopt One," encourages
the public to adopt their pets e>rclusively
from animal shelters.
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Laboratory Animals
The HSUS seeks to protect those animals
now being used in research from suffering
and abuse and to end all unnecessary and
painfu I experimentation.

Farm Animals
The HSUS is working with the farm com_
munity, as well as with state and federal leg_
islators, to end cruel farming and livestock
rearing practices and to promote humane
sustainable agriculture.

Education
From its quarterly magazine, HSUS News,
to its issue-oriented Close-IJp REor*, The
HSUS provides tools to help animals. The
HSUS touches children too, through its edu_
cational division, the National Association
for Humane and Environmental Education
(NAHEE), which urges students to be kind

to animals and assists teachers with humane
Iesson plans.

Field Seruices
The HSUS maintains a network of nine re_
gional offices, covering forry_six states, that
carry out our national programs at the re_
gional level. Th.y also provide suppon to
local humane organization$ animal_control
agencies, officials, educators, media and the
general public through legislative, investi-
gative and educational activities.

,.:'r-: tr:l ':I;j-.:t: f:

Membership dues inThe HSUS are only $10
peryear. To ioinThe Humane Societyof the
United States or for more information,
please write us at 2100 L Street, NW, Wash_
ington, DC 2OO3T.



The HSUS Wildlife Land Trust:

Shelters without Walls-

Protecting Land fo, Wildlife

The HSUS Wildlife Land Trust exists to pro-

tect wild animals by preserving their natu-

ral habitats and by providing them sanctnary

within those habitats.
Properties placed under Wildlife Land

Trustcare remain undeveloped places where

wildlife is perpetually protected from hu-

man exploitation of anY kind.

Anyone owning undeveloped wildlife

habitat anywhere in the United States who

would like to have that land remain undis-

turbed should seriously consider placing

some or all of it under the Wildlife Land

Trust's protective care. Not only are animals

thereafter permanently protected by the

Trust but there are considerable tax benefits

to the donor as well.
Properties suitable for sanctuary designa-

tion maybe protected eitherby a transfer of

title to the Trust for perpetual care or by a

transfer of a legally enforceable agreement

to the Trust (called a "conservation ease-

ment"). In the latter case, while landown-

ers do not relinquish ownership, they

nonetheless legally and perpetually Protect
their properties against future development

and other consumptive uses.
Countless generations of wild animals

will continue to benefit from HSUS Wild-

life LandTrust-secured natural habitats be-

cause thoughtful individuals who could

contribute land or otherwise support the

Trust did so and continue to do so. One of

these indMduals could be you. Ifyou are in

a position to help but have notyet become

a Trust supporter, please ioin this important

crusade to effectively protect the imperiled

habitats of wild animals. It is their planet

we share, and it is they whom, in fairness,

we should be protecting more and destroy-

ing less' 
. "lij'i-i'-.

For more information, contact The HSUS

Wildlife Land Trust at 2100 L Street, NW,

Washington, DC 20037. Or call the Trust

toll-free at (800) 729-SAVE.





Glossory

Alien. A non-native plant or animal

species. The starling and house spalrow

are introduced, or alien species. The term

exottc can mean the same thing.

Arthralgia. Pain in ioint.

Browse. Plant material eaten by her-

bivores.

Carnivore. Meat-eater.

Coterie. A social unit based on familial

affinity; used to describe prairie dog
groups, each of which consists of related

indMduals sharing a territory.

Dispersion. The movement of Young
animals away from the area where they
were bom ("matemal home range") and
the associated wandering until they settle
down in a permanent home range.

Ecosystem. The interaction of the
lMng (biotic) and nonliving (abiotic)
components of the environment in a
particular area, such that the exchange
occurs inside-not outside-the system.

Encephalitis. Inflammation of the brain.

Enzootic. When an animal disease is
peculiar to a specific region.

Epizootic. A disease that attacks

many animals in a region at the same

time.

Extinct. No longer present; sometimes

refers to a given area, but more often (and

appropriately) to a line or lineage that no

longer e>rists.

Extirpated. Removed from an area; no

longer occurring in a given region.

E:mdate. Fluid that has escaped from
blood vessels and is deposited on tissues.
High in cellular debris and protein

content, this fluid usually results from

inflammation.

Forb. Annual or perennial Plants
without woody stems and that remain
above ground over winter.

Friable. Looss easily dug-as in soil.

Genus. In taxonomy, the term applied
to a closely related group of animals that
shares one or more characteristics; falls
between the "family" and "species"
rankings.

Gestation. The period of time between
conception and delivery when a mother
carries young.
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Herbaceous. Green leafy material that
regrows annually.

Herbivore. An animal that eats only or
mostly plant material.

Herd. A group of animals that live
together.

Home range. The area in which an
animal spends the bulk of its life.

Humane. The avoidance of inflicting
pain, discomfort and harassment.

Hydrophobia. Fear of water; this term is
also used as a synonym for rabies.

Inanition. Starvation; an exhausted state
due to prolonged undernutrition.

Innoculum. Material that is introduced
into the tissue of a living organism,
usually as a disease agent or pathogenic
organism.

Insectivore. Insect-eater.

Integrated Pest Management. A practice
that advocates a comprehensive approach
to solving problems with pest species.

Mast. Fruits or nuts eaten by wild
animals. "Hatd" mast usuallv refers

to acorns or nuts, while "soft,, mast
usually refers to tree fruit such as
cherries.

Myalgia. Pain in muscle.

Omnivore. Meat- and plant-eater.

Scat. Animal feces.

Septicemia. Disease caused by the
spread of pathogenic microorganisms
through the blood.

Species. A population of living
organisms that shares a definable
geographic area and within which all
members are capable of interbreeding
and producing fertile offspring.

Sylvatic. Literally means "found in
the woods"; us€d to describe a strain
of disease common to wild animals

only.

Territory. An area that is defended
against others of the same species;
may be a part or all of a home range.

Translocation. The movement of
animals from one area to another.

Zoonosis. Animal diseases transmissible
to humans.



Index

Citations peruining to uarious animal

ilescriptionsfcontrol measures are set in

boldface.

Acorn woodpecke t ( Melanerpes formiciuorus),
209

Acoustical alarms/repellents, 3 8-3 9

prohibitions on, 10

sources of,228
ADC. Sae Animal Damage Control

Addling permits fot, 201
Adler, Bill,218
Alveolar hydatid disease (AHD), 15, 16

Amsrican BeAusr, The (Morgan), 64

American coot (Fulica americana), 195

American crow (Cowus brachyrhytchos), 95

American dog tick (Dermacentor uariabilis),

RMSF and,22
American wood tick (Dermacufior

andersoni), RMSF and, 22

Ammonium sacch aride, 43

Ancient SocietY (Morgan), 64

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) (USDA), s

addling and, 201
regional offices of, 22L-224

Animal care/handling sources of, 228

Animal control
contacting 4
permits for, 8, 9

Animal Damage Control (ADC) (USDA), 5

addling and, 201
depredation permits from, 7-8
distress calls and, 39
regional offices of, 221-224

Animal Resistant Garbage Contniners (USDA,

Sinclair), 74
Animal shelters, contactin& 4

Anti-cruelty laws, state, 10

APHIS. See Animal and Plant Health Inspec

tion Service
Armadill os (Dasypus nouemcinctus), 54-57

Assistancq seeking 4-6

Associations, listed, 219 -220

Avitrol (4-aminopyridine), 47, 50, 135, 180

Bacl<yard Wildlife Program (NWF), 219

Badgers, 167
Bafflers, 27, 67,68

sources of,229
Balloons, 40-47

sources of,235
Bang's disease, described, L2-13

Bark stripping 141
Bat colonies, 62
Bat Conservation International (BCI), 62,

219
Bat houses, 62, 63
Bats, 58-63

rabies and,2I, 63
B aylisascaris procyonrs, describ ed, 1 4 - \ 5

BCI. See Bat Conservation International
Beaver (Casnr canadensis), 64-71, l9O

muskrats and, I24
Beaver Defenders, 219
Beaver, Wetlands & Wildlife, 219

Big brown bat (Eptesicus fuscus), 59
Biolntegral Resource Center (BIRC), 219

Bird distress calls, 39
sources of,229
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Bird feeders, squirrels and, 187
Bird houses, sparrows and, l1g
Bird problems, controlling, 47, 50
Bird wires, 27-29

sources of,229
Bites

bat, eO
bug 24
concerns about, 4, ll, 12
rabies, 20-21,22
rodenL 12, 17, LG3
snake 173

Bittering agents, 43
Black bears (IJrsus americanus), Z2-Zs
Blackbirds, 176
Black duck (Anas rubripes), 66
Black nts (Ratkts ratfiis), LZ, 162

Norway rats and, 161
Black-tailed deer (Odocoileus hemionus), 9 g,

99
Black-tailed prairie dogs (C;ynomys

ludovicianus), 145

Blaclcwater Creek Canal virus, described , lZ -
1 8

Bluebirds, sparrows and, 118
Boat flares, 40
Bobcats (Felk rufus),Z6-29, 8Z
Botulism, sources of, tge
Brown bears (Ursus arctus W.), 73,74
Brown rats. See Norway rats
Browsing, 101, 102
Brucella suis, L2

Brucellosis
described, 72-L3
sources of, 100

Bubonic plague (Yersinia pestis)
described, 13
sources of, 146, 163, 192

Buck rubs, 101, 103
Burrowing, 137, 138, 145- L46, 204, 206

California Center for Wildlift, The 219
California vole (Microrus californicus), I9I
Canada goose (Branta canadensis, Branta

canadensis maxima), lg4, 195
Canids, lO7
Cannons,40
Capsaicin (hot sauce), 44,89, 150
Caribou, 100
Castor fiber, 65
Castor o11,44
Castor-oil plant (Ricinus communis), 122
Cat posts, 92
Cats

foxes and, 110
repellents for,44

Caulking 29, 37
sources of,23O

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(cDC),22r

on bats, 60
human rabies and, 21

Chateura (newsletter), 81
CHD. See Cystic hydatid disease
Chemical repellents, 25, 26, 42-46

species and, 48-49 (table)
Chimneycaps, 29, 80, 186

sources of,230
Chimney swifts (Chaetura pelagtca), 80-Bl
Chipmunks, 82-85 , 164
Chiroptnra, 59
Chlamydiosis (Chl amy dia p sittnci)

described, 13-14
sources of, lZ8, 196

Cloches, 36
Close-Up Reports, 238



I
CNS diseass 14-75
Common pigeon (Columba liua), 133
Communicable diseases, concems about, 11

Conflicts, resolving xi, 3-10, 25,215
Conseruation Directory (NWf) , 2L9

Consentation Directory and Backyard Habitat
Program Newslettpr (NWF), 219

Conservation easements, 239
Contact, avoiding, xi, 11
Coots, I95,I97
Copperhead snakes, 173
Coral snakes, L73
Corynebacterium sPP., 1 2
Cotton rats (sigrrodon hispidus), 17, 16I
Cottontails, 149, 151
Cougar (Felis concolor), 86-89
Coyotes (Canis latrans), 90-93

rabies and, 21

Crown imperial (Fritwrlari4 spp.),voles and,
1 9 3

Crow roosts, 96
Crows, 94-97
Cryptococcoses, sources of, 134
Cultural practices, changing 4

Indor 245

Cutaneous lawal migrans (Baylisascaris
procyonis), describe d, I 4 - L5

Cystic hydatid disease (CHD), 15, 16

Daffodils, voles and, 193
Damage control, 3, 193

books on,2I7-2I8
DEC. See Department of Environmental

Conservation
Deer, 98-105, 206

orphan, 100
vehicle accidents with, 104

Deer-Away Big Game Repellent, 44
Deer-Away Deer and Rabbit Repellent, 44
Deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus), L7 , LL3,

191
Deer whistles, 105
Denatonium saccharide, 43
Department of Environmental Conservation

(DEC), s
Department of Natural Resource (DNR), 5
Department of Transportation, deer/refl ec

tors and, 104
Disinfectants, sources of, 230
Distress calls, 39

sources of,229
DNR. See Department of Natural Resource
Dogs, repellents for, 44
Domestic animals

HSUS and,237
infections for, 11
repellents for, 44

Door curtains, 29
sources of,230

Downy woodpecker (Picoides pubescens), 2O9
DRC- 1 33 9 (3-Chloro-4-methylbenzenamie

hydrochloride), 50
Driftwood Wildlife Association, The, 81, 219
Drumming problems with, 2lO, 212
Ducks, L94-2O0
Dumpsters/lids, sources of, 228, 229

Eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus), 83
Eastem cottontail (Syluilags tloridanus), L 49
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Eastem gray squinel (Sciurus carolinensis),
lg3,  194

Eastern moles (scalopus aquaticus), l2l
Eastem spoued skunks (Spilogale gracilis),

167
Eaton's, 50
Eat-outs, 126
Echinococcosis tapeworm (Echinococcus

spp.)
described, 15-16
sources of, fOg

Echinococcus granulosrs, 1 5
Echinococcus multilocularis, I 5
Ectoparasites (fleas), sources of, t46
Education, importance of, 2LS, Z3g
Efifrgies, 39

sources of,230
Egg solids, 44
Electric fencing sources of, 230-23L
Elk (Cmrus elaphus),99, 100, 102
Endangered species, 5

protecting 9
Engels, Friedreich: Morgan and, 64
English rabbit, 151
English sparrows, 116
Environment, respect for, xi
Environmental Protection Agency (EpA),

22L
disinfectants and, 18
FIFRA and, 8-9
repellents and, 42

Eradication, 193
Erythema migrans, 20
European starling (Sternus vulgaris), I7T
Evening bat (Nycticeius humeralis), 59
Exdusion, 4, 25, 26-27, 206
Entension services, literature from, 218

Farm animals, HSUS and, 238
Federal agencies

contactin& 5
offices of, Z-8, 221

Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenti
cide Act (FIFRA), 8

Federal law complyt.tg with, Z-9
Fencing

electrig 29,230-231
high tensile, 3t-32, 23I
polypropyl ene, 23I
polytape 30-31
single-strand, 30
split rail, 31
wrought-iron,31

Fenthion, 50
Fertilizers, l2O, IgB
FIFRA. SaeFederal Insecticide, Fungicide and

Rodenticide Act
Finches, 116
Fish crow (Contus ossifagus),95
Flickers, 208,209

Florida Wildlife Resources Handbook, The
(Mqz'zs11i, Schaefer, Huegel, and
Kern), 217

Foam sealants, 29
sources of,230

4-aminopyridine 47, 50
4 The Squinel, 50
Foxes, 106-111

cats and, 110
rabies and,2I

Fox squirrels (Sciurus niger), lB3, lB4
Francisella tulareruis, 12

described, 23-24
Free-tailed bat (Tadarida and Eumops spp.),

59



Frightening device s, 26, 3 8-41

sources of,235
Fund for Animals, The, 220

Game animals, 5,7, lLl

classification of, 9-10

Garden supplies, sources of,23l

Garlic,44
Gas cartridges/e>rPloders, 40' 50

Geese, 190, I94-2Ol
General supplies, sources of, 227 -228

Geomyidae, L37
GET AWAY 44, T5O

Giardiasi s (Giardia sPP. )
described, 16-17
sources of,66'67, L55

Glueboards, 50
Golden-fronted woodpecker (Melansrpes

aurifrons),209
Grackles, 176
Graminivores, 117
Gray foxes (IJrocyon cinereoargentus), L07,

109
Gray squirrels, 184
Gray wolves (Canis luPus), 9I

Groundhog DaY, legends of,2O2-2O3

Groundhogs. See Woodchucks

Ground squirrels (sperophilru spp.), 144-

L47, 164, 183

Gustafson Thiram 42-5, 43

Habits, alteration of,4,6, 18

Hair,45
Hairy woodpecker (Picoides uillosus), 209

Hantavirus
described, 17 -18

sources of, ll3,163
Hantavirus-7, described, 17 -18

Hardware cloth, 32-33, 35

Hares, t48-1'49
Health concems, review of, lt.-24

Hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome

(HFRS), 17

Indor 247

HEPA masks. See High effrciencyparticulate
air filter masks

Herbicides, 120, 198
HFRS. See Hemonhagicfeverwith renal syn-

drome
Hibernation (Hibernacula), 59

High efficiency particulate air filter (HEPA)

masks, 14, 18
High tensile wire/fences, 31 -32

sources of,23I
Hinder, 46, I5O
Histoplasmosis (Histoplasma capsularum)

described, 18-19
sources of, 60, 95,134, 178

Hog-nosed skunks (ConEarus mesoleucus f
ConEatus leuconotus), 167

Hooded skunks (Mephitis macroura), L67

Hostas, voles and, 193
Hot sauce, 44, 89, LsO
House mice (Mus musculus), 112-115, 190-

191

- - *  - - -  - - ,  l

House spalrows (Passer domesticus), 116-

1 1 9 , 1 7 8
HSUS. See Humane Society of the United

States
HSUS News,238
Humane societies

consultin& 10
wildlife law and, 7

Humane Society of the United States
(Hsus)
membershiP in, 238

products and,227

programs bY, 237 -238
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regional ofifices of, 220-221
ultrasonic devices and, 164
wildlife conrrol and, 4

Hunting/uapping laws, state, 9-10
Hydatido sis (Echinococcns spp. ), described,

1 5 - 1 6

Infections, ll, 12
Iniured wildlifu caring for, 4, 6
Insecticides, 20
IPM hactitionsr and Common Sense pest Con-

trol Quarterly, The (BIRC), 219
Imrptions, 136
Ivory-billed woodpeckers, 209
Ixodes damini,2O
Ixodes pacificus, 20
lxodes scapularis,20
Ixodid ticks, Lyme disease and, 20

Iackrabbits, 148-149
Iaguar, 86
fays, 95

Key deer, 99

Laboratory animals, HSUS and, 238
Ladder-backed woodpecker (Picoides

scalaris), 209
Lagomorphs, 148
Larks, 176
Leprosy, sources of, 56
LEnspira ictsrohemorhagiae, 12
Leptospir osis (LEto spira interro gans)

described, 19
sources of, rss,163, 169

Lepus, 149
Lethal methods, 4,6, B,4Z
Levelers. See Bafflers
Lewis's woodpeck er, 209
Lights, 39

sources of,232
Little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus), Sg, 60
Live trapping 7, 9, 46-47, 114, l8Z

sources of,235-236

Liuing with Wildlife (Califomia Center
for Wildlife, Landau, and Stump),

217
Local agencies, contacting, 4-s
Local laws, 9-10
Lyme disease (Borelia burgorferi)

described, 19-20
sources of, 100, 113

Lynx (Felis lryx), 76,22
See also Bobcats

Magpies, 95
Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos), 195, 196
Marsupials, 128
Martens, 167
Marx, Karl: Morgan and, 64
MBTA. See Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Meadow voles ( Minotus pennsyluanicus), ll 3,

191
muskrats and, 124

Methyl anthranilate, 45, 2Ol
Methyl nonyl ketone, 44
Mexican crow (Corus imparatus), 95
Mice, 121

See also House mice
Microtus, l9O
Migratory birds, 5

protecting, 7 -8, 81, 208
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), 7-B

protection undet 8, 8l
Miller's Hot Sauce, 44, l5O
Minimum access areas, by species, 34

(table)



Mole-Med, 44, 122
Moles, 1..20-123, tgl
Montane vole (Microfits montnnus), l9I
Moose (Alces alces), 99, 102
Morgan, Lewis Henry: beavers and, 64, 65
Motion sensors, 41
Mountain lion. See Cougar
Mountain vole (Microtus montnnus), L9I
Mudhen, 195
Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), 99
Municipal laws, 10
Muridae, 161
Muscory duck (Cairina moschaa), 195
Muskrats (Ondatra zibethecus), 124-127,

198
Mustelids, 167
Mute swan (Cygnus olor), 195
Mylar tape 41

NAHEE. See National Association for Hu-
mane and Environmental Education

Napthalene, 45-46
National Animal Damage Control Associa

tion, 220
National Association for Humane and En-

vironmental Education (NAHEE), 238

National Wildlife Federation (NWF), 219

N ebraska H andbooh ( Hyngstrom, Timm, and
Larson), 217

Negative conditioning 25
Nesting repelling, 27 -29

Netting 32-33, 35
sources of,232-233

Newsletters, 219
Nongame animals, 111

protection fof 10
Nonlethal methods, 4, 7, 8, 9, 47
Nontarget animals, poison baits and, 51
North American Chimney Swift Nest Site

Research Proiect, 81
Northern flicker (Colaptes auratus), 209
Northem flytng squirrel (Glaucomys volans),

183
Northwestern crow (Corus caurinus),

95

Indor 249

Norway rats (Ranns noruegicus), t7, Il2, lL3,
162,  183

black rats and, 161
Nott's Chew-Not, 43
Nu-film-l7 , 46
Nuisance wildlife control operators

(NWCOs), contacting 5-6
NWF. Sea National Wildlife Federation

Ocular larval migrans (Baylisascaris
procyonis), described, 14-15

Odocoileus,99
Odor control, sources of,233
Omnivores, 117
One-way doors, 35-36, 169

sources of,233
Opossums, 128-13L, 205
Oregon vole (Micrours oregoni), L9l
Organizations, listed, 2L9 -22O

Ornithosis, 13
OSHA Respiratory Protection Standard,

1 8
Outtilitting Crittzrs (Adler), 218
Outatitting Squinels (Adler), 21 8

Packrats (Neotoma spp.), 161
Pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus), 59
Paradichlorobenzene, 45 - 46
Parrot fever, 13
Pasrurella mulncida, 12
PCO. See Pest control oPerator
Pentachlorophenol, 2I3
Pepper sprays, 89
Periodicals, 219
Permits, 9

addling 201
depredation, 7-8
federal, 8

Peromyscus, 114
Personal protection, sources of, 235
Pest control operator (PCO), contactin& 5-

6
Pesticides, IO, l2O

classiffin& 8-9
Physical injuries, concerns about, Il-I2
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Picidae, 209
Pigeons, 132-135, 178, 190
Pileated woodpeck er (Dryocopus pilearus),

209
Pine vole (Microtus pinetorum), l9l
Plague

described, 13
sources of, 146, 163, Ig2

Plant covers
described, 36-37
sources of,233

Plaster, 37
Plastic wrap,37
Pocket gophers (Thomomys, Goemys,

Pappogeomys), 136-139
Points of entry, closing 25-26
Poisons

anticoagulant, 51
nontarget animals and, 51

Polar bears (Thalarctos mariatmus), 23,24
Police departments, contacting 4
Polybutenes, 50, 180
Polypropylene fencing sources of 231
Porcupin es (Erethizon dorsatum), l4O-143

Porcupine wire, 28
Prairie dogs (Cymomys spp.), 144-t4Z
Prairie vole (Microttts ochrogaster), 791
Prevention strategi es, 17, 25
Products, sources of, 227 -236

Psittacosis, 13

Public health issues, concerns about, Il-24
Pyrotechnic devices, 39 -40

sources of,233

Quills, problems with, 142

Rabbits, 148-151, 206
Rabbit-Scat, 150

Rabies (Lyssavirus)
concerns about, 9, 12,2L
described, 2O-2L
sources oi 59-60, 23, zg, gg, 92, log,

130,  155,  158-159,  L6g,  L84,204
Raccoons (Procyon lotor), l12-l1g, 190

rabies and,21
Rat-bite fever, 12
Rats, 160-165
Rattlesnakes, 173
Raven (Coruus corax), 95
Red-bellied woodpecker ( Melanerpes

carolinus),209
Red-cockaded woodpecker (Picoides borea-

lis),209
Red foxes (Vulpes uulpes), 106, lOZ, l0g
Red-headed woodpecker ( Melanerp es

erythrocephalus), 209
Red wolves (Canis rufus), 9I



Reflectors, 104
sources of,23l

Rehabilitators, contacting 6
Reindeer, 99
Relocation, T, 33, 46

evaluation of, 47
See also Trapping

Repellents,4
acoustical, 10, 38-39, 228
for cats/dogs, 44
chemical, 25, 26, 42-46, 48-49 (table)

EPA and, 42
for nesting 28-29
sources of,233-235
Thiram-based, 43, 150,188, 193

Rid-a-Bird perches, 50
Rip-rap, 69, 198
RMSF. See Roclqy Mountain spotted fever
Rock doves. See also Pigeons
Roctcy Mountain spotted fever (Rickettsia

rickensi) (RMSF)
described, 22-23
sources of, 13o, L49

Rodenticides, 51
Roof nts (Fatrus ratfits), Ll2, Ll3, 16l
Ro-Pel (denatonium saccharide), 43, 70,

119, 150
Round-tailed muskrat (Neofiber alleni), L25

Roundwo rm (B ayliswcaris procyonis), sources
o[ 155

Safety
concerns about, ll-24
sources of,235

Salmonellosis ( S almonella enteriditis)
described, 23
sources of, lL3, lL7, L34, t63, r78

Saprozoonosis, 18
Sapsuckers, 209, 2ll
Scarecrows, 39

sources of,23a
Scare devices, 26, 38-41

sources of,230,235
Schieffelin, Eugene: starlings and, 176

Inde>r

Sciuridae 145
Scratches, concerns about, 12
Seoul virus, 17
Shotgun, 150
Sinclair, Lester,74
Sin nombre virus, described, 17-18
Skunks, 166-171,205

odor from, 171
rabies and,2I,22

251

Snakes, 172-t75
poisonous/nonpoisonous, 173, L7 4

Soap,46
antiseptic, 22

Southern f lying squirrel (Glaucomys
sabriunus), 183
Sparrows. See House sparrows
Spirillium minus, t2
Spotted skunks (Spilogale putorius), 167
Sprinklers,4l

sources of,235
Spurge (Euphorbia lathris), 122
Squirrels, 206

See also Ground squirrels; Tree squirrels
Staphylococcus spp., 12
Starlings, 176-181
Star-nosed moles (Condylura crkuu), 12L
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State agencies, contacting, 5
State laws, 9-10
Sticker-ortenders, 46
Streptob acillus moniliformis, | 2
streptococcus spp., 12
Strieter-Lite highway reflector system, 104
Striped skunks (Mephitk mEhitis), 167
Suburban wildlift, books on, 2L8-2L9
Swallows, sparrows and, 118
Swans, 195
Swifts. Sea Chimney swifts
Syluilagus, I48-L49
Synanthropes, 152

Thctics, animal control, 25-51
Thft, William Howard, 128
Thlapidae 121
Thiram-based repellents, 43, 150,188, 193
Thirteen-l ined ground squirrels (Sp erophilus

beecheri), 145
3 -Chloro-4-methylbenzenamie hydrochlo

ride 50
Thymol, 43
Ticks

Lyme disease and, 19
RMSF and,22

Tolerance, xr,25
Tools, animal control, 25-5L
Townsend mole (Scalopus townsendii), 12I
Toxicants, 47, 50-51
Translocation, 7, 33, 46

evaluation of, 47
Trapping 33, 46-47

live,7, 9, LI4, 187
sources of,235-236
state laws on, 9-10
See also Relocation

Trash containers, 26-27
sources of,228,229

Tree protectors
described, 37
sources of,236

Tree squinels (Sciuridae), 83, 182-189

Tufu Center forAnimals and Public Poliqy,
220

Tularemi a (Francisella tularensk)
described, 23-24
sources of, 126, 149,163, L92

Tulips, voles and, 193
Tuna, dolphin safe,237

Ultrasonic devices, 4I, 164
Understanding xi, 25, 215
Undulant fever, described, 12-13
United States Department of Agriculture

(usDA), s
addling and, 201
depredation permits from, 7

United States Fish and Wildlife Sen'ice
(usFws), s

addling and, 201
flags by, 200
MBTA and,7
regional offrces of, 224-225

United States National Biological Survey,
81

Urban Nature Magazine (Urban Environ
ment) ,219



Ilrban Open Space Manager Newslettsr, The
(Urban Wildlife Resources), 219

Urban wildlife, books on, 218-2L9
Urban Wildlife Neurs (UNESCO), 2r9
Urban Wildlife Resources, 220
USDA. See United States Department of

Agriculture
USFWS. See United States Fish and Wildlife

Service

Vapor-Gard,46
Vectors, 9, 11
Vermin, killing 10
Virginia opossum (Didelphis virginiona),
Visceral larval migrans (Baylisascaris

procyonk), describe d, | 4-L5
Voles, 121, 190-193

Waterfowl, 194-2Ol
Water moccasins, 173
Weasels, 167
Weaver birds, 116
Welded wire, 32-33, 35
Western chipmunk (Eutamias spp.), 83
Western gray squinel (Sciurus griseusJ, 183
Western spotted skunks (Spilogale gracilis),

t67
Whistle pigs. See Woodchucks
Whistles, deer, 105
White-tailed deer (Odocoileus uirginianus),

98,  99

Index 253

Lyme disease and, 19
White-tailed prairie dogs, 145
wildlife

HSUS and,237
land for, 239
laws on, 6-10

Wildlife Land Trust (HSUS), 239
Williamson's sapsucker

(sphyrapicus thyroideus), 2O9
Wilt-Pruf, 46
Wire

bird, 27 -29, 229
fence, 3L-32,231

r29 porcupine,2S
woven, 231

Wire cages, 37
Wire mesh, 37

sources of,236
Wire stuffing, described, 37 -38

Woodchu cks (Marmota monffic),
202-207

Woodland mouse, 114
Woodland vole (Microrus pinetorum),

191
Woodpeckers, 208-213
Woodrats, L6l
Woven wire, sources of,23I
Wrens, sparrows and, 118

Yard supplies, sources of,23I
Yellow-bellied marmot

(Marmoto flauiuentris), 203
Yellow-bellied sapsucker

(Sphyrapicus uarius), 209

Zincphosphide 51
Ziram (zinc dimethyl dithiocarbamate),

43
Zoonotic disease L8,22

preventing, 11
sources of, 11, 56, 155
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